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Abstract

Neutral atoms coupled to optical cavities constitute a promising platform for the realization
of a quantum network. Local processing of quantum information in the nodes of such a
network is a challenging task and requires the controlled coupling of several stationary
matter qubits trapped inside the same cavity. This coupling allows for the experimental
implementation of quantum logic gates, the basic building blocks of a quantum computer.
In this thesis, two techniques to simultaneously couple two neutral atoms inside one cavity
will be presented. Both techniques rely on the reflection of light pulses from the atom-atom-
cavity system. The underlying coupling mechanism relies on a naturally occuring phase
shift that depends on the states of the two atoms as well as the polarization state of the
reflected light. The first technique, dubbed quantum state carving, allows for the generation
of maximally entangled states employing an inherently probabilistic and heralded protocol.
The protocol requires the reflection of two light pulses in succession. Two projective
measurements remove undesired parts of the atom-atom state until a maximally entangled
state is eventually generated. The second technique allows for the implementation of a
universal deterministic quantum gate between the two atoms that is triggered via the
reflection of a single photon. The gate mechanism does not rely on the spatial distance
between the two atoms as long as they strongly couple to the cavity mode. It is furthermore
platform independent and could be implemented with other types of logical qubits in
cavities. In future applications, the gate can be applied in an entanglement swapping
protocol in a quantum repeater.

Kurzfassung

Neutralatome in optischen Resonatoren stellen eine vielversprechende Plattform für den
Bau von Quantennetzwerken dar. Die lokale Verarbeitung von Quanteninformation in
den Knoten eines solchen Netzwerks ist eine Herausforderung und setzt die kontrollierte
Kopplung mehrerer stationärer Qubits, die in einem Resonator gefangen sind, voraus.
Diese Kopplung ermöglicht die experimentelle Realisierung von Quantenlogikgattern, den
Grundbausteinen eines Quantencomputers. In dieser Arbeit werden zwei Methoden für die
simultane Kopplung zweier Neutralatome in einem Resonator vorgestellt. Beide Techniken
beruhen auf der Reflexion von Photonen am Resonator, der die Atome enthält. Der Kop-
plungsmechanismus beruht auf einem natürlich auftretenden Phasenschub-Mechanismus,
der von den Zuständen der zwei Atome und der Polarisation des reflektierten Lichts ab-
hängt. Die erste Technik, auch Quantum state carving genannt, ermöglicht die Erzeugung
maximal verschränkter Zustände mittels eines probabilistischen und angekündigten Pro-
tokolls. Das Protokoll beruht auf der aufeinanderfolgenden Reflexion zweier optischer Pulse.
Zwei projektive Messungen entfernen ungewünschte Anteile des Zustands bis ein maximal
verschränkter Zustand erzeugt ist. Die zweite Methode ermöglicht die experimentelle
Realisierung eines universellen, deterministischen Atom-Atom-Quantengatters, das durch
die Reflexion eines einzelnen Photons ausgeführt wird. Der Gattermechanismus hängt nicht
vom räumlichen Abstand der beiden Atome ab, solange diese stark an die Resonatormode
koppeln. Er ist weiterhin unabhängig von der verwendeten experimentellen Plattform
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und könnte mit anderen Implementierungen logischer Qubits durchgeführt werden. In
zukünftigen Anwendungen kann das Gatter in einem entanglement swapping Protokoll in
einem Quantenrepeater verwendet werden.
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1. Introduction

The turn of the 20th century marked the starting point for the development of quantum
theory. In 1900, Max Planck formulated the law of black-body radiation assuming a model
of quantized energy exchange between an idealized black body and an electromagnetic
radiation field in thermal equilibrium [1]. In the following decades, quantum theory was
developed further and questioned by influential physicists like Bohr [2], de Broglie [3],
Einstein [4], Heisenberg [5], Schrödinger [6] and many others. In various cases, these
physicists envisioned gedanken experiments like the Schrödinger cat experiment [6] without
the possibilities of performing such experiments in the laboratory with single particles like
atoms and photons. In fact, Schrödinger wrote in 1952: ’...we never experiment with just
one electron or atom or (small) molecule. In thought-experiments we sometimes assume
that we do; this invariably entails ridiculous consequences...’ [7]. New tools were needed to
perform the gedanken experiments devised by the founding fathers of quantum mechanics.
A prime example for such a new tool is the laser, which was invented by Theodore Maiman
in 1960 [8] and allowed to perform a variety of novel experiments. Nowadays, the laser
with all its different practical implementations has far-reaching applications in everyday life.

In the decades following Maiman’s invention, it was demonstrated that single charged
atomic ions could be stored in traps, manipulated with laser light and observed with a
camera [9]. The rapid development of the trapped ion experiments [10] later even allowed
for the observation of quantum jumps as envisioned by Bohr [11, 12]. In contrast to
Schrödinger’s view [7], results like these showed that it was indeed possible to isolate and
manipulate single quantum particles. Around the same time, experimental physicists also
began to study the interaction of single photons with single neutral atoms. Microwave
photons were stored in a high-quality resonator while highly excited atoms in Rydberg
states flew through the resonator and interacted with the photons for tens of microsec-
onds [13]. Landmark experiments like the collapse and revival in a one-atom maser [14]
or the study of decoherence of a Schrödinger-cat state [15] could be performed. Parallel
to these developments the trapping and cooling of neutral atoms was investigated. It
was observed that atomic clouds, illuminated with properly tailored laser light, could
reach extremely low temperatures. The magneto-optical trap (MOT) was invented, and
the necessary cooling mechanisms were subject to extensive theoretical and experimental
analysis [16–19]. Although initially applied to atomic ensembles, these techniques were
later employed for trapping and cooling of a single neutral atom in a high-finesse optical
cavity for macroscopic timescales of several seconds [20].

Early in the 1980s, when many groups around the world were working on the control and
the manipulation of ions, atoms and photons, the parallel development of a new research
field called quantum computation was pushed forward by physicists around Feynman [21]
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12 Introduction

and Deutsch [22]. It was found that a well controlled quantum system, dubbed quantum
computer, could theoretically be employed to perform special computation and simulation
tasks faster than a classical computer. In the 1990s mathematicians and theoretical physi-
cists began to explore the potential software running on an envisioned quantum computer.
First quantum algorithms for the prime factorization of large numbers [23] and the effective
search of large databases [24] were developed by Shor and Grover, respectively. For the
experimental implementation of these algorithms, elementary logic operations, namely
quantum gates are necessary. Cirac and Zoller realized that properly controlled trapped
ions could potentially be used as quantum bits (qubits) and their collective motion could
be employed as a bus to perform the required quantum logic operations. This insight led to
the first proposals to perform quantum gates tailored for the trapped ion platform [25,26].
These ideas were implemented only a few years afterwards [27–29] and offered the possibility
to explore the potential of quantum computing in the laboratory [30]. Other experimental
platforms like superconducting qubits [31,32], optical photons [33–37], nitrogen-vacancy
centers [38] and neutral atoms [39, 40] followed in quick succession and realized novel
techniques to perform quantum gates for quantum information processing (QIP).

To qualify as a proper platform for quantum computation, any possible candidate system
must fulfill the five criteria formulated by DiVincenco [41]. These criteria comprise: A
scalable system, the ability to perform qubit initialization and readout, the availability of a
universal set of quantum gates, and long coherence times compared to the operation time of
the quantum gates. DiVincenco defined two further criteria necessary for quantum commu-
nication in a quantum network. These criteria are the ability to interconvert stationary to
flying qubits and the ability to transmit the flying qubits to a specified location [41]. The
experiments reported in this thesis [42,43] are located in the field of quantum computation.
They show how two atomic qubits trapped in an optical cavity can be initialized in their
ground states, read out simultaneously, and how a novel mechanism can be employed
to achieve both a universal gate operation and entanglement generation between them.
The gate operation time is two orders of magnitude faster than the coherence time of the
qubits. The fact that the employed atoms are addressed globally in this work is a technical
limitation that can be overcome in the future with an addressing system as already demon-
strated in the same experimental platform [44] for a different purpose. The results achieved
in this thesis therefore show that neutral atoms trapped in an optical cavity represent
a promising platform for quantum computation in the spirit of the DiVincenco criteria.
Additionally, the system has the potential to be embedded into a quantum network as the
demonstrated atom-atom gate is executed via the reflection of a single photon propagating
in a quantum channel. Recently, it has been demonstrated that neutral atoms in an optical
cavity fulfill DiVincenco’s criteria for quantum communication [45, 46]. Therefore, this
platform is suitable for both local quantum computation and for quantum communica-
tion in a network. The presented results have applications in both of these areas of research.

The field of quantum networks was emerging in parallel with the development of small
quantum computers. These networks [45,47] offer a wide variety of applications ranging
from quantum key distribution (QKD) [48] and quantum communication [49] to quantum
teleportation [50]. Furthermore, distributed quantum computing [51–53] can be realized by
connecting small quantum computers via mobile qubits. Such an architecture allows for
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overcoming the technical difficulties which arise, when scaling up the number of qubits in a
quantum computer [54]. All these fascinating prospects have fuelled the dream to ultimately
realize a quantum internet on a global scale [55]. As a preliminary step towards this goal,
Chinese scientists launched a satellite into space in August 2016. The satellite allows to
distribute entangled photons through the atmosphere and to perform QKD between ground
stations in China and Austria [56, 57]. However, the satellite-based approach is not the
only way to distribute keys between two remote parties. Fiber-based networks can be
implemented and the problem of optical transmission losses can be addressed by employing
trusted network nodes between the sender and the receiver [58]. Such a network architecture
was recently implemented in China with 32 trusted nodes between the cities of Beijing and
Shanghai [59]. Inside a trusted node, projective measurements on the transmitted photons
are performed such that classical information in the form of a series of bits is generated.
Since classical information can be copied, this architecture of a quantum network is in prin-
ciple prone to eavesdroppers. Therefore it was envisioned to build a network architecture
that exclusively relies on quantum principles [55,58], like entanglement [60] and quantum
teleportation [61], to transmit quantum information via a quantum repeater [62, 63]. A
way to implement such pure quantum networks relies on an architecture where stationary
memory qubits [64] located in the nodes are connected via quantum channels capable of
transferring mobile qubits. These networks can be implemented with quantum technology
platforms such as nitrogen-vacancy centers [65, 66], quantum dots [67], ions or neutral
atoms [68]. The possibility to coherently manipulate single neutral atoms and to couple
them to an optical cavity to constitute a network node makes this system particularly
suitable for future long-distance quantum networks with optical photons propagating in the
network channels [68]. Over the last years, the atom-cavity platform was developed steadily
and a versatile toolbox was established, which comprises basic building blocks for quantum
computation and communication applications. The demonstration of a quantum controlled-
NOT gate between an optical photon and a single trapped atom in a cavity [69] opened up
the possibility to process quantum information in a hybrid system and even transfer the
qubit state of the atom onto a flying photon and vice versa [46]. Following this direction of
resesearch, a swap gate between a neutral atom coupled to a microsphere resonator and a
photonic qubit was realized recently [70] utilizing a single-photon Raman interaction mecha-
nism [71,72]. All these experiments employed one single atomic qubit coupled to a resonator.

To extend the toolbox already available, it is essential to increase the number of qubits per
network node. A multi-qubit node, with the ability to perform local gate operations and the
connection to a quantum channel, would allow for distributed quantum computing [51–53].
The result of a local quantum computation inside a network node could be mapped onto
photonic qubits [46] and transferred to a different node where further processing could be
performed. Multi-qubit network nodes also play an important role in the ongoing effort to
build a quantum repeater [62]. Here, it is necessary to implement quantum repeater stations
between two remote network nodes as transmission losses hamper the direct distribution of
entangled photons and the no-cloning theorem [73] forbids the amplification of quantum
information. Therefore, it was suggested to build quantum repeater stations made of a
cavity containing two qubits [74]. To generate entanglement between two qubits in remote
nodes, the repeater station is placed halfway between the remote nodes. In an initial step,
entanglement between one of the remote qubits and one qubit in the repeater station is
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generated. Furthermore, entanglement is generated between the remaining remote qubit
and the other qubit in the repeater station. Once these steps are completed, entanglement
swapping can be performed. The application of single-qubit rotations in combination with
a two-qubit quantum gate at the repeater station facilitates the generation of entanglement
between the two remote qubits, a prerequisite for quantum teleportation. Such an intra-
cavity two-qubit quantum gate suitable for entanglement swapping was proposed early
on [75,76].

The experiments described in this thesis demonstrate the implementation of a network
node containing two atomic qubits and the experimental realization of the photon-mediated
atom-atom gate mechanism proposed in [75,76]. It is demonstrated that quantum infor-
mation can be processed locally in a two-qubit node that has a connection to an optical
quantum channel. Two-qubit nodes were also investigated in the field of trapped ions.
Here, experiments with two intracavity ions have have been performed and entanglement
between those ions has been generated in a probabilistic and heralded protocol [77] and
with the Mølmer-Sørensen gate [78]. In comparison to these experiments, in this work
the interaction mechanism between the two atoms relies on their collective coupling to a
common cavity mode in the optical domain. A related idea was employed in the field of
superconducting qubits operating in the microwave domain where two transmon qubits
were dispersively coupled to the same transmission line resonator [79]. In these experiments,
the exchange of virtual photons between the two qubits allowed for the coherent transfer
of quantum states.

The common coupling of the two atoms to the optical mode of a Fabry-Pérot resona-
tor is employed in two variations in this thesis. It is used for the generation of entanglement
and furthermore for the implementation of a quantum gate without the necessity of in-
dividual atom addressing. The investigated coupling methods both rely on the reflection
of optical pulses from the atom-atom-cavity system. The first method, dubbed quantum
state carving, performs projective measurements on the two-atom state to generate the
entanglement in a probabilistic and heralded way. Quantum state carving with two atoms
in a cavity was proposed theoretically in 2003 [80] and is realized experimentally in this
work. The second method describes a deterministic universal quantum gate executed by
the reflection of a single photon.

The thesis is outlined as follows: In chapter 2, the experimental platform with
neutral atoms in the optical cavity is presented. In this chapter the necessary toolbox
for atom trapping, cooling, the manipulation of the internal electronic degrees of freedom
and the state detection is introduced. These tools are applied in chapter 3 to outline the
technique of quantum state carving. Experimental results as well as limitations for the
obtained fidelities and efficiencies are presented and discussed in detail. In chapter 4, the
atom-atom quantum gate is presented. Results characterizing the gate performance as well
as the experimental error budget are discussed.



2. Atom-Cavity System for Quantum Gate
Applications

2.1. Theory: Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian

The experiments described in this thesis were performed with a high-finesse cavity setup
that will be described in this chapter. The Hamiltonian modelling the coupling of an atom
to a single mode of an optical cavity was formulated in the Jaynes-Cummings model [81].
After application of the rotating wave approximation, the Hamiltonian in the Schrödinger
picture can be written in the form

HJC = Ha +Hc +Hint

= ~ωaσ+σ− + ~ωca†a+ ~g(aσ+ + a†σ−) (2.1)

where ωc is the frequency of the optical field. The field annihilation and creation operators
are denoted as a and a†, respectively. The operators σ+ = |e〉 〈g| and σ− = |g〉 〈e| are the
creation and annihilation operators of internal atomic excitations and ωa is the atomic
transition frequency. The Hamiltonian consists of three terms. The first term Ha describes
the energy stored in atomic excitations. The second term Hc describes the energy stored
in the optical cavity field. The third term Hint describes the interaction between the atom
and the cavity field. If the interaction is switched on, energy can coherently be exchanged
between the atom and the cavity mode. Half the rate describing this energy exchange is
denoted by g, the atom-cavity coupling strength.
The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian is a powerful tool of cavity quantum electrodynamics
(QED) that can predict a number of phenomena which have also been observed experimen-
tally. These phenomena include Rabi oscillations in the coupled system and the existence
of discrete energy levels with an energy spacing that scales with the square root of the
number of quanta in the system, the Jaynes-Cummings ladder. This square root behavior is
a fundamental property allowing for the observation of the photon blockade effect in optical
cavities [82–84]. Furthermore, the phenomenon of collapse and revival, where a cavity
mode is initially populated with a Poissonian or Bose-Einstein photon number statistics is
predicted by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. This feature was observed with Rydberg
atoms coupled to a superconducing microwave cavity [14].
The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian can be extended to the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian
describing N > 1 identical atoms coupled to the same cavity mode [85]. In the Schrödinger
picture, this Hamiltonian can be written as

HTC = ~ωa
N∑
i=1

σ+
i σ
−
i + ~ωca†a+ ~

N∑
i=1

gi(aσ
+
i + a†σ−i ). (2.2)
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16 Atom-Cavity System for Quantum Gate Applications

The interaction part of the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian can be rewritten in the form
HTC = ~

∑N
i=1 |gi|(σ+

i e
iφia+ σ−i e

−iφia†). The sum in the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian is
performed over all atoms in the cavity mode. The coupling strength gi can vary from atom
to atom and is described by a complex number with a phase φi and an absolute value |gi|.
In an earlier work from our group [44, 86], the case of two atoms was investigated. It
was found that the phase difference ∆φ depends on the positions of the atoms in the
trapping potential, the wavelength of the trap and the wavelength of the atomic transition.
Depending on the respective phase difference, situations of constructive and destructive
interference can occur. This phase difference [44,87] cannot be observed with a laser that
probes the interaction of the atoms with the cavity mode via a cavity transmission or
reflection measurement. Both for the case of an odd and an even number of trapping sites
between the two atoms, they will align in the same way with respect to the local electric
field. Neuzner points out [44] that in this case, the phase terms eiφi can be removed with
a gauge transformation. Only by probing the atoms with a transversal laser beam, the
phase difference can be accessed. The probing of an atom pair with a transversal laser for
fluorescence state detection will be investigated in section 2.4.3.2.
In this thesis, an atom pair (N = 2) is trapped quasi-permanently inside an optical
Fabry-Pérot cavity [88] with a mirror distance of 486 µm. The cavity is stabilized with a
Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme [89] using a 771 nm laser beam. The purpose of this
laser beam is twofold. On the one hand, it is employed to stabilize the cavity length via
a measurement of the transmitted signal and an active feedback on a piezo tube that
controls the cavity length. On the other hand, it serves as a blue-detuned repulsive trapping
potential for the atoms. It has a different wavelength than the cavity mode and the atomic
transition wavelength at 780 nm. An additional beam with laser light of this wavelength
is also transmitted through the cavity. The 780 nm light will address the D2 line of the
employed rubidium atoms (87Rb). The two beams form a spatially varying beating pattern
inside the resonator. At the center of the cavity, a node of the 771 nm laser coincides with
an antinode of the 780 nm laser. At this point, the blue-detuned 771 nm trap confines the
atoms at the point of maximal coupling strength g between the atom and the cavity. If the
atom is moved along the cavity axis, it can be trapped at any node of the 771 nm beam.
Due to the beating pattern, a spatial position exists which is 16.2 µm away from the cavity
center, where two nodes of both laser fields overlap. Here, the coupling strength assumes a
minimum. To achieve the highest possible coupling strength, the atoms should therefore
be trapped as close as possible to the center of the cavity mode.

For the implementation of a two-qubit gate it is necessary to trap a pair of atoms in
the cavity mode. According to the Tavis-Cummings model, the exchange rate of energy
between the atoms and the cavity increases with

√
N where N is the number of coupling

atoms inside the cavity mode. To explain this scaling property, consider the situation
where a single excitation E is present in a coupled system of an ensemble of N atoms
and a cavity [90]. The excitation can be transferred between the ensemble and the cavity
field. As an initial boundary condition, one may assume that the excitation is initially
stored in the cavity field. The atoms are considered as two-level systems consisting of the
ground state |g〉 and the excited state |e〉 while the cavity is tuned into resonance with this
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transition. The combined atom-light state where all the atoms initially occupy the ground
state g can be written as

|E = 1〉N,cav = |g1,...,gN 〉 |1〉cav . (2.3)

On the other hand, if the excitation is initially stored in one of the atoms, the combined
state becomes

|E = 1〉N,ensemble = |EN 〉 |0〉cav (2.4)

where |EN 〉 = 1√
N

(|e,g,...,g〉+ |g,e,g,...,g〉+ · · ·+ |g,...,g,e〉). In this situation, the single

excitation is stored in one atom out of the ensemble of N atoms, but it is not known in
which one. The entangled superposition state |EN 〉 consisting of all possible combinations
is called a Dicke state or W state [91]. The exchange rate g(N) between the atoms and the
cavity mode is defined as the matrix element

g(N) = 〈E = 1|N,ensembleHint |E = 1〉N,cav (2.5)

where Hint is the interaction term in the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian defined in equation
2.2. Evaluating this matrix element yields g(N) =

√
Ng. Thus, for an atom pair with

g1 = g2 = g, a total exchange rate of
√

2g between the atoms and the cavity is expected.
The
√
N behavior of the coupling strength can only be observed if all of the atoms from the

ensemble couple equally to the cavity mode. However, the single atom coupling strength
g(r) depends on the spatial position r of the atom in the cavity and can be expressed as

g(r) =

√
ωc

2ε0V ~
µgeψcav(r). (2.6)

Here, ωc is the frequency of the chosen transition, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and V is
the mode volume of the cavity. For a classical Fabry-Pérot cavity, V can be expressed as

V =
π

4
w2

0 · l (2.7)

where w0 denotes the cavity mode waist and l the cavity length. Furthermore, µge is
the dipole matrix element of the atomic transition. The coupling constant is modulated
spatially with the field distribution inside the resonator ψcav(r). To achieve high values
of g, a small mode volume V of the cavity and a high transistion strength are needed.
Also, the atoms have to be placed at antinodes of the cavity mode. A way to measure the
coupling strength of one or two atoms to the cavity mode will be presented in section 3.4.1.

2.2. Choice of the Atomic Qubit

The implementation of a quantum gate requires the suitable choice of a pair of qubit states.
Long-lived ground states are beneficial as this property contributes to the stability of the
qubit. The atomic species employed in this thesis is 87Rb, an alkaline metal with one
valence electron. A detailed level scheme of the D2 line of 87Rb is shown in the appendix
A. The nuclear spin of I = 3/2 couples to the electron spin S = 1/2 which gives rise to
two hyperfine states |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 associated with the ground state 52S1/2. Here, F
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Figure 2.1.: Atomic level structure and Bloch sphere. (a) Level scheme of the employed
87Rb atoms (D2 line). The F states split into magnetic Zeeman mF substates. Two of these
substates are the qubit basis states |↑〉 := |F=2,mF=2〉 and |↓〉 := |F=1,mF=1〉. The excited
state |e〉 = |F ′ = 3,mF = 3〉 will serve as an additional state that allows to couple the atom in
the state |↑〉 to a resonant cavity mode (see section 2.5). Due to a light shift imprinted by a
linearly-polarized red-detuned trapping laser at 1064 nm, the degeneracy of the Zeeman levels in
the |F ′ = 3〉 manifold is lifted [44]. (b) Bloch sphere of the atomic qubit with the state |↑〉 on the
north pole and the state |↓〉 on the south pole.

denotes the total angular momentum consisting of nuclear spin I, electron spin S and the
orbital angular momentum L. Written in a vector notation, the total angular momentum
can be expressed as F = J + I where J = L + S is the total angular momentum of the
electron [92]. The two hyperfine states |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 are separated energetically by a
microwave transition of 6.835 GHz [92]. Via the application of a magnetic field, the hyperfine
state manifolds can be split into 2F + 1 magnetic Zeeman states with quantum numbers
mF where −F ≤ mF ≤ F . Two of these Zeeman states, namely |↑〉 := |F=2,mF=2〉 and
|↓〉 := |F=1,mF=1〉 will serve as the basis states of the logical qubit inscribed in the atoms.
The D2 line of 87Rb with the relevant qubit states is shown in figure 2.1.
The two qubit states are the outermost states in the two respective Zeeman manifolds
and thus sensitive to fluctuating magnetic fields. When the magnetic field changes, the
qubit transition frequency changes by 3×0.7 MHz/Gauss [92], three Larmor quanta. The
fluctuations of the surrounding magnetic field limit the qubit coherence time to ≈ 200 µs.
As typical experimental protocols have a duration on the order of 10 µs, the decay of
coherence over the employed protocol time is not severe and can be neglected to first order.
Circular polarization components of the laser light employed for trapping the atoms would
lead to a differential ac-Stark shift of the qubit levels. If the atoms move in the trap,
this would lead to a reduction of the coherence time. The circular trap components were
carefully eliminated with polarizers and waveplates to minimize this effect [93,94]. Although
the employed qubit is susceptible to fluctuating magnetic fields, it has an outstanding
advantage. The optical transition from the upper qubit state |↑〉 to the excited state
|e〉 := |F ′ = 3,mF = 3〉 is a cycling transition and has the highest dipole matrix element
of all possible transitions on the D2 line of 87Rb. This property is beneficial because the
atom-cavity coupling rate g linearly depends on this dipole matrix element as can be seen
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from equation 2.6. The optical cavity that contains the qubit is tuned to the transition
|↑〉 → |e〉 and therefore the upper qubit state will couple to the cavity via this transition
and the highest possible value of g is achieved. As outlined in section 2, the coupling
strength g also depends on the position of the atom in the trap. Only when it is trapped
exactly at the cavity center, g reaches its maximum. If the qubit is prepared in the state
|↓〉, the atom does not couple to the cavity because it is 6.835 GHz detuned. Thus, the
state |↓〉 can be considered as a non-coupling state while the state |↑〉 is coupling to the
cavity. This property of the chosen qubit is essential for the experiments described in this
thesis.
Also, qubit superposition states of |↑〉 and |↓〉 can be prepared where the atom is in a
coherent superposition of the coupling and the non-coupling state. The preparation of
such superposition states can be performed by means of a Raman laser pair as outlined in
section 2.4.2.

2.3. Experimental Setup

The cavity employed for the experiments described in this thesis was implemented in the
’QGate’ setup in 2009 by Christian Nölleke and Holger Specht [95,96]. A schematic showing
the trap configuration and examplary EMCCD pictures of atoms between the cavity mirrors
is shown in figure 2.2. It is a high-finesse cavity (F ≈ 6× 104 at λ = 780.24 nm) comprised
of two highly reflecting mirrors with reflectivities R1=99.99% and R2=99.9994% with
a radius of curvature of rM = 5 cm. The asymmetric character of the cavity allows to
outcouple light preferentially in one direction through the mirror with the lower reflectivity.
Due to the two different mirror reflectivities, the cavity transmission on resonance is 10.3%.
In the case of a symmetric cavity, a transmission of 100% can be achieved. The cavity
has a length of l = 486 µm. From the radius of curvature of the mirrors rM and l, the

cavity mode waist w0 can be calculated according to w0 =
√

λl
π

(
p1p2(1−p1p2)

(p1+p2−2p1p2)2

)1/4
= 29 µm

where p1 = p2 = 1− l/rM and λ = 780.24 nm. The length of the cavity can be controlled
by applying a voltage to a piezo tube containing the cavity mirrors. An active cavity
length stabilization is achieved with a feedback voltage supplied to the piezo tube in a
Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique. The feedback signal is derived from a measurement of
the transmission of a diode laser (Toptica TA Pro) at 770.94668 nm through the cavity. The
laser itself is frequency stabilized to a frequency comb via a beatlock. For the Pound-Drever-
Hall stabilization of the cavity onto the locking laser, sidebands at a frequency of 27.2 MHz
are modulated onto the optical beam via a fiber-based electro-optical modulator (EOM).
The Pound-Drever-Hall technique allows to lock the cavity with a frequency stability of
σν ≈ 0.15 MHz. The transmission signal oscillates with a characteristic frequency of 10 kHz,
the first mechanical mode of the piezo tube used for adjusting the cavity length [93]. The
frequency stabilization of the cavity is an important prerequisite for the implementation of
the logic gate between two intracavity atoms and for the quantum state carving technique.
The phase shift in the atom-atom-light state associated with a reflection of a photon from
the cavity depends on the detuning between this photon and the cavity mode and therefore
also on the cavity stability. The locking laser is far detuned from the atomic resonance
on the D2 line of 87Rb at 780.24 nm. In the described experiments, the cavity is tuned
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Figure 2.2.: Cavity trap geometry. The upper insets (a) and (b) show two EMCCD (electron
multiplying charge-coupled device) camera pictures of atoms trapped between the cavity mirrors.
The fluorescence light is imaged onto the EMCCD with an objective located above the cavity center
(positive z axis in (c), objective not shown here). Examples of a single atom and an atom pair are
shown in (a) and (b), respectively. A single atom is actively positioned to the center of the cavity
mode via a galvanometric scanner shifting the position of the red-detuned trap. For an atom pair,
the center of mass is positioned to the center of the cavity mode. The distance between two atoms
is not actively controlled and varies probabilistically from pair to pair. However, the EMCCD
camera pictures allow to apply a preselection of the atom pairs for suitable interatomic distances.
The experimentally applied upper bound for the interatomic distance is 12 µm. The lower part of
the figure (c) shows the two Fabry-Pérot cavity mirrors (conically shaped gray objects). The cavity
is single-sided with mirror transmissions of T1 = 4 ppm and T2 = 92 ppm. Three standing wave
beams cross at the cavity center. A red-detuned 1064 nm beam is oriented along the x direction.
Furthermore two blue-detuned traps at 771 nm are oriented along the y and z direction. A Raman
laser pair impinging from the side of the cavity (orange beam) allows to manipulate the atomic
qubit coherently. Cooling light is impinging onto the atoms in the same spatial mode. A more
detailed sketch of the experimental setup is shown in the appendix B.

into resonance with the |F=2,mF=2〉 → |F ′=3,mF=3〉 transition. Note that this is the
transition |↑〉 → |e〉 introduced in section 2.2.

To load atoms into the cavity mode, a magneto-optical trap (MOT) is employed. The pre-
pared cloud of cold atoms is transferred between the cavity mirrors with a far-off-resonance
trap (FORT) [97] at a wavelength of 1064 nm, focussed halfway between the position of the
MOT and the center of the cavity. Once the atoms arrive in the cavity, three optical lattices
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are switched on, two at 771 nm along the cavity axis and in the vertical direction and one
at 1064 nm in the horizontal plane, vertical to the cavity axis. The spatial orientation of
these standing waves is shown graphically in figure 2.2. The atoms are held in this 3D
configuration for a time on the order of a few seconds before they are lost from the trap and
a new MOT is created to reload the next atom. To cool the atoms in the trap, two cooling
beams are impinging onto the atoms from the side. They are counterpropagating and
impinge onto the atoms in the same spatial mode as the Raman laser beams (orange beam
in figure 2.2). Due to their perpendicular linear polarization, the two counterpropagating
beams form spatially varying polarization pattern suitable for Sisyphus cooling [88]. The
two beams also contain repumping light on the atomic |F = 1〉 → |F ′ = 2〉 transition. To
avoid parametric heating and thus atom loss, the power of the intracavity trap is stabilized
actively. In this particular trap configuration it was demonstrated that Raman sideband
cooling can be employed to transfer single atoms into the three-dimensional ground state
of the trapping potential [98]. A 5 ms interval of Raman sideband cooling is sufficient to
populate this ground state with a probability of (89± 2)%. In the experiments described
in this thesis, ground state cooling was not employed as the described entanglement and
gate mechanisms for the two atoms are insensitive to atomic motion. The storage time of
the atoms is limited by the background pressure in the vacuum system to approximately
a minute. The storage time also strongly depends on the experimental protocol and the
laser beams applied to the atom. Especially the application of a state detection beam
on resonance with the |↑〉 → |e〉 transition leads to heating and thus to a decrease of the
storage time. For the quantum gate and the quantum state carving protocol, the two-atom
storage time is typically 5 s. To position the atoms in the cavity mode, a galvanometric
scanner allows to rotate a glass plate in the beam path of the 1064 nm standing wave trap.
Employing this technique, the phase of the red-detuned standing wave trap can be moved
back and forth and thus the center of mass of the atom pair can be actively positioned
with submicron precision to the center of the cavity mode [99]. The atoms are observed
with an imaging system consisting of a high NA objective (NA=0.40) and an EMCCD
camera. Typical camera pictures of a single atom and an atom pair are shown in the upper
inset in figure 2.2.
For the case of an atom pair, the interatomic distance is not actively controlled. Due to the
beating pattern between the 771 nm dipole trap on the cavity axis and the 780 nm cavity
mode, the maximal coupling between the atoms and the cavity is established at the cavity
center. If the atoms are trapped away from this point, the rate g decreases and assumes a
minimum at a distance 16.2 µm from the cavity center. Therefore, the data for two-atom
experiments are preselected such that only atom pairs with an interatomic distance below
12 µm are considered such that each individual atom is no more than 6 µm away from the
cavity center.
For the case of a single atom, the relevant cavity QED parameters are (g,κ,κr,γ) =
2π(7.8, 2.5, 2.3, 3.0) MHz. Here, g is the atom-cavity coupling rate. As outlined in section
2.1, this rate scales with the square root of the number of coupling atoms N . For the case
of N = 2 atoms, g increases to g =

√
2× 7.8 MHz ≈ 11 MHz. Furthermore, κ describes the

total cavity field decay rate while κr describes the field decay rate through the outcoupling
mirror. The high ratio ηesc = κr/κ = 0.92 is the escape propability of light through the
outcoupling mirror. The total cavity field decay rate κ is the sum of three contributions,
namely the decay rate through the outcoupling mirror κr, the decay rate through the other
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cavity mirror κt and the parasitic loss rate due to scattering of light on the mirror surface
and absorption in the mirror coating κm. Hence, κ = κr + κt + κm. The losses Tr, Tt and
Lm associated with these three decay channels are related to κ via

κ = κr + κt + κm =
c

4l
(Tr + Tt + Lm), (2.8)

where c is the speed of light. An important quantity describing the spectral properties of
a Fabry-Pérot cavity is the cavity finesse F . The finesse is defined as the ratio between
the free spectral range νFSR and the cavity linewidth ∆ν . For high-finesse cavities, the
approximation

F =
νFSR

∆ν
≈ 2π

Tr + Tt + Lm
(2.9)

holds. Inserting the respective parameters yields a finesse of F ≈ 6× 105.

The atomic dipole decay rate is denoted by γ. In terms of the dipole matrix element µge
and the transition frequency ωc, it can be expressed as

γ

2π
=

µ2
geω

3
c

6π~ε0c3
. (2.10)

Inserting the corresponding parameters [92] for the transition from 52P3/2 to 52S1/2, one
finds γ/(2π) = 3 MHz.
For the following chapters, it is convenient to define the single atom cooperativity C,
a parameter quantifying the ratio of the relevant rates in the system. The single atom
cooperativity is defined by

C :=
g2

2κγ
= 4.1. (2.11)

In the case of N atoms coupling to the cavity mode, the cooperativity grows linearly as
N ×C. Since the rate g dominates all other decay rates in the system, the coupled system
operates in the strong coupling regime. The total cavity decay rate κ is dominated by
the decay rate through the outcoupling mirror κr. The ratio of these two quantities is
ηesc := κr/κ = 0.92. This ratio is the probability that an intracavity photon leaves the
cavity through the outcoupling mirror and plays a crucial role in the experiments described
in this thesis. At the output port of the cavity, single-photon detectors (SPDs) are employed
to collect light coupled out of the cavity. These detectors (brand: Perkin-Elmer/Excelitas)
have a quantum efficiency of 55%. The photon click pulses from these detectors are later
digitized and evaluated with a computer. Waveplates in front of the respective detectors
facilitate a polarization-resolved measurement of the light in the reflection mode of the
cavity.

2.4. Experimental Toolbox

For applications in quantum information processing, the precise control of the atomic
qubits trapped in the cavity mode is necessary. Therefore, an experimental toolbox that
allows the experimenter to actively control the atoms is needed. The toolbox consists of
three necessary ingredients.
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� Initialization: First, the atoms must be initialized in a well defined state via optical
pumping. This state will serve as a starting point for the desired protocol to follow.
The process to initialize atoms in a desired state will be described in section 2.4.1.

� State manipulation: After the initialization, the experimenter needs coherent
control over the atomic state. To this end, a pair of Raman lasers is employed. The
setup and operation principle of these Raman lasers will be outlined in section 2.4.2.

� State detection: Eventually, a method for readout of the atomic state is required.
In this thesis, a method for the simultaneous readout of two atoms was developed.
This method is explained in section 2.4.3.

2.4.1. Optical Pumping of Two Atoms

For any quantum information processing application, a mechanism that initializes the
employed qubits in a well defined state is a necessary prerequisite. For the specific case
of two atomic qubits, natural choices for such initial states are |↑↑〉 or |↓↓〉. The state
|↑↑〉 can be prepared by optical pumping of the two atoms via application of the right-
circular pump laser on the transition |↑〉 → |e〉 along the cavity axis and the repump
laser on the |F = 1〉 to |F ′ = 2〉 transition (see appendix A) impinging perpendicularly
onto the cavity axis. In the case of a single atom, this pumping technique allows to
prepare the state |↑〉. The pumping of two atoms into the state |↑↑〉 has a subtlety to
it. Once one atom is pumped to the state |↑〉, it strongly couples to the cavity and
prevents additonal pump light from entering the cavity and pumping the second atom.
This phenomenon is also relevant for the measurement of a normal mode spectrum for
two atoms in section 3.4.1. A way around this problem is to detune the two atoms from
the cavity resonance by a few MHz during the pumping process via the application of
an ac-Stark shift induced by the 1064 nm trap laser. In this scenario, the cavity will not
become completely blocked for the pump light even if a coupling atom is present. After
the pump process, the atoms are tuned back into cavity resonance by another change of
the ac-Stark shift. After the successful preparation of the state |↑↑〉, the state |↓↓〉 can
be obtained through the execution of a π pulse via a pair of Raman lasers (see section
2.4.2). This state can be heralded via the application of a short laser pulse on the |↑〉 → |e〉
transition impinging perpendicularly onto the cavity axis and a measurement of the atomic
fluorescence collected in the cavity mode. If no fluorescence is observed, the state |↓↓〉 was
generated successfully. Preparation fidelities for |↓↓〉 of 99% were achieved with this method.

It turned out that for the quantum state carving protocol in chapter 3, in some cases an
initial antiparallel configuration of the two atoms is required. Ideally, one of the states
|↑↓〉 or |↓↑〉 should therefore be generated. With laser beams addressing the two atoms
simultaneously, it is not possible to generate either of these antiparallel states. However, it
is possible to prepare an incoherent mixture of the form 1

2(|↑↓〉 〈↑↓|+ |↓↑〉 〈↓↑|). This can
be accomplished by applying the pump laser while the atoms are resonant with the cavity
mode. Only one atom can be pumped initially. Afterwards, a π pulse is applied to transfer
this atom to the state |↓〉. The remaining atom can be transferred into the state |↑〉 in a
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Figure 2.3.: Atomic state manipulation with the Raman laser pair. Example of Rabi
oscillations driven in the atomic qubit consisting of the states |↑〉 and |↓〉. On two-photon resonance,
a Rabi frequency of 280 kHz was achieved as can be extracted via a sinusodial fit with a Gaussian
envelope (solid line). The decay of the oscillation amplitude over time is mainly due to magnetic
field fluctuations acting on the magnetically sensitive qubit. This measurement was performed on
two-photon resonance to observe a maximal visibility of the oscillatory signal.

second pump interval. Eventually, one atom will occupy |↑〉 and one |↓〉 in an incoherent
mixture of the two possibilities.

2.4.2. Raman Laser Setup

To manipulate the internal electronic degree of freedom of the atoms and thereby control
the atomic qubit, a pair of Raman lasers is employed. The Raman laser setup is described
in detail in [93] and [100]. Here, a summary of the working principle and the experimental
techniques for the manipulation of the qubit states is given.
In a two-photon process, the two Raman lasers can coherently transfer population between
the two states qubit |↑〉 and |↓〉. The frequency difference of the two beams can be tuned
to the hyperfine splitting of 6.835 GHz which is the transition frequency of the qubit. Both
Raman beams originate from the same laser oscillator and sidebands at 6.515 GHz are
modulated via a fiber based electro-optical modulator supplied with a microwave signal.
The fine tuning to the hyperfine splitting is accomplished with an additional acousto-optical
modulator. The two laser beams co-propagate in the same spatial mode (orange beam
in figure 2.2) and have linear, but mutually orthogonal polarizations. They impinge onto
the atoms from a direction perpendicular to the cavity axis. The Raman beams are
∆ = 131 GHz red-detuned from the D1 line of 87Rb. It is convenient to define the cavity
axis as the quantization axis of the atom-cavity system (the y axis in figure 2.2). A small
magnetic field of 0.18 Gauss is applied along this direction. One of the Raman beams is
linearly polarized parallel to this quantization axis and can therefore drive π transitions
in the atoms such that the magnetic quantum number mF is not changed. The other
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Figure 2.4.: Application of a π pulse. The atom is initialized in the state |↑〉 before a π pulse
is applied. If two-photon resonance is established, the entire population is transferred into the state
|↓〉. A scan of the two-photon detuning reveals the typical side peaks corresponding to the Fourier
spectrum of the rectangular-shaped pulse applied to the atom.

Raman beam is polarized perpendicular to the cavity axis and can thus drive coherent
superpositions of σ+ and σ− transitions where the magnetic quantum number is raised
or lowered by one, respectively. The purpose of the Raman lasers is full coherent control
over the atomic qubit based on the states |↑〉 and |↓〉 defined in section 2.2. With the
pair of Raman lasers, it is possible to drive Rabi oscillations between these states. For
the particular choice of ∆ and the laser powers emitted from a diode laser, typical Rabi
frequencies are on the order of hundreds of kilohertz.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of Rabi oscillations of a single atom driven with the Raman
laser pair. For this measurement, the atom was initialized in the state |↑〉 via optical
pumping before a Raman pulse of variable length was applied. As outlined above, the
optical pumping is realized with a right-circularly polarized pumping laser resonant with
the cavity mode. The pumping process typically lasts for 200 µs until the state |↑〉 is
prepared with 99% fidelity. For the measurement of Rabi oscillations, a Raman pulse
of variable length is applied to the atom after the pumping stage. Figure 2.3 shows the
population in the state |↑〉 as a function of this Raman pulse duration. To implement
single atom qubit gates, a Raman pulse of defined pulse area can be applied to the atom
by choosing an appropriate pulse length, laser power and phase.

It is important to note that the applied rectangular pulses have spectral sidebands which
depend on the duration of the applied pulse. In order not to drive undesired Raman
transitions in the atoms, it is essential to move the other involved Zeeman levels out of
resonance with these sidebands. An example of such an undesired transition is the one
from |F = 1,mF = 1〉 to |F = 2,mF = 0〉. To prevent the driving of these transitions, a
magnetic field is applied along the cavity axis to get rid of the degeneracy of the mF
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sublevels. As an example, figure 2.4 shows the population in the state |↑〉 after the applica-
tion of a π pulse in 4 µs as the two-photon detuning is scanned. Only in the case where
two-photon resonance is established, the entire population can be transferred from the
state |↑〉 into the state |↓〉. A linear scan of the two-photon detuning reveals the typical
side peaks in the spectrum which can be associated with the Fourier transform of the
employed square-shaped pulse. This spectrum has the form of a squared sinc function. If
the undesired transitions are energetically tuned in such a way that no population transfer
can take place, only the desired transition between |↑〉 and |↓〉 is driven. For this, the
transition frequencies of the undesired transitions have to be tuned such that they coincide
with the frequencies where the Fourier transform of the applied square pulse vanishes.
The tuning of the respective transition frequencies for a given pulse length is achieved by
changing the applied magnetic field appropriately.

2.4.3. State Detection of Two Atoms

After the application of a sequence of Raman pulses to execute a desired protocol with the
atomic qubits residing in the cavity, the qubits can be read out with state detection light.

There are two ways to perform such a state detection measurement. The first method
relies on probing the cavity transmission. Due to the coupling of atoms to the cavity mode,
the transmission of the system strongly depends on the number of atoms in the coupling
state. The second method relies on the detection of fluorescence photons collected in the
cavity mode. Atoms in the |↓〉 state will not scatter light into the cavity mode while atoms
in the |↑〉 state do.
The two methods were both used in previous experiments [101] where they were employed
on a single atom in the cavity. In this work, a combined state detection method for two
atoms was developed that allows to distinguish between the states |↑↑〉, |↓↓〉 and the space
spanned by {|↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉}. In the following, the two methods and their combination are
described in detail.

2.4.3.1. State Detection in Transmission

The first state detection method relies on probing the transmission of a laser beam through
the cavity [102]. The right-circularly polarized probe beam is injected onto the cavity
mirror with the higher reflectivity and its transmission is measured with single-photon
detectors monitoring the output mode of the cavity (see upper graphics in figure 2.5). The
probe beam is resonant with the empty cavity and impinges onto the high reflection mirror
of the latter. If both atoms occupy the state |↓〉, they cannot couple to the cavity mode
and a high transmission signal is observed. For our cavity, a maximal transmission of 10.3%
is expected on resonance due to the asymmetric design described in section 2.3. Within a
typical state detection interval of 3 µs, the photon number distributions shown in figure 2.5
are recorded. In the case of one or two atoms occupying the state |↑〉, the transmission
through the cavity is strongly reduced since the coupled atom-cavity system is not resonant
with the probing laser anymore. The cavity transmission is not completely blocked via
the atoms as the cooperativity C = Ng2/(2κγ) is finite. Here, N is the number of atoms
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Figure 2.5.: State detection in transmission. Upper graphics: Resonant laser light (blue
beam) is impinging on the T1 = 4 ppm mirror of the cavity. The transmission is measured with
single-photon detectors and strongly depends on the two-atom state in the cavity. Lower graphics:
A laser resonant with the empty cavity is applied to the latter for a duration of 3 µs. The plot
shows the probability to observe a certain photon number on a single-photon detector in this time
interval. The suppression of the cavity transmission increases with the number of atoms occupying
the coupling state |↑〉.

occupying |↑〉. In fact, the intracavity intensity and thus the transmission of the probing
laser is suppressed by a factor of (1 + 2C)2 where C is the cooperativity of the system [44].
For our cavity parameters, this leads to a suppression by a factor of 83 for N = 1 coupling
atom and a respective factor of 297 for N = 2 coupling atoms. With increasing N , the
Poissonian distributions are therefore shifted to lower photon numbers as can be observed
in figure 2.5. In the experiment, the suppression of the transmitted light through the cavity
is not quite as strong as expected from the calculated suppression factors. One reason for
this is non-perfect coupling of the atoms to the cavity due to their finite temperature.
A threshold of n = 3 photons can be employed to distinguish between the distribution
associated with |↓↓〉 and the distributions associated with |↑↑〉 and (|↑↓〉,|↓↑〉). Since there
is a substantial overlap between the distributions corresponding to |↑↑〉 and (|↑↓〉,|↓↑〉),
a single state detection interval is not sufficient to distinguish these distributions. To
circumvent the problem, an additional state detection has to be applied to the atoms.

2.4.3.2. Fluorescence State Detection

The second method to read out the state of an atom or an atom pair is the measurement
of photons scattered from the atoms into the cavity mode [103]. In principle, this state
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Figure 2.6.: Fluorescence state detection. Upper graphics: A global addressing beam (blue
thick arrow) is impinging on the atom pair perpendicularly from the cavity axis. The fluorescence
light is collected in the cavity mode and measured with single-photon detectors. Lower graphics:
Photon number distributions for the cases where the two atoms are prepared in the states |↑↑〉,
(|↑↓〉, |↓↑〉) and |↓↓〉. The state detection laser is applied for 5 µs and impinges from the side onto
the atom pair. The method allows to distinguish between the states |↓↓〉 and all other states where
at least one of the atoms occupies the state |↑〉. Note that the distributions for |↑↑〉 and (|↑↓〉, |↓↑〉)
strongly overlap and cannot be distinguished from each other. Their mean photon number is similar
due to the interference effect studied in [86].

detection method can also be applied to atoms in free space. However, the fact that the
Purcell effect [104] preferentially directs scattered photons into the cavity mode allows for
an effective collection of those photons. The probability to scatter a photon into the cavity
mode is given by 2C/(2C + 1) = 89%. The cavity therefore supports a fast state detection
process. Typical durations of a state detection pulse are a few microseconds.
In our implementation, laser light resonant with the |↑〉 → |e〉 transition is applied to
the atoms. The laser beam has a waist of 30 µm and illumunates both atoms equally. It
impinges onto the atoms from the side, perpendicular to the cavity axis (see upper graphics
in figure 2.6). If the two atoms occupy the state |↓↓〉, ideally no fluorescence photons
are detected. However, the presence of one atom in the state |↑〉 leads to a Poissonian
distrubution of 11 detected photons on average in a typical state detection interval of 5 µs.
If both of the atoms occupy the state |↑〉, they will also scatter photons into the cavity
mode. The photons emitted by the first atom can interfere with the ones from the second
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Figure 2.7.: Double state detection protocol. Two state detection pulses with an interleaved
π rotation are applied to the atoms. The protocol allows to distinguish between the states |↓↓〉,
|↑↑〉 and the states (|↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉).

atom. Depending on the relative positions of the two atoms, constructive or destructive
interference can be observed. This phenomenon was extensively studied in [86]. Fig.2.6
shows the typical photon number statistics observed after each of the three states have
been prepared. The figure shows a substantial overlap of the distributions associated with
(|↑↓〉, |↓↑〉) and |↑↑〉. The distribution for |↓↓〉, however, can be well distinguished from the
other two. This is a property shared by the two different state detection methods.

2.4.3.3. Combination of Both State Detection Methods

A successive application of both state detection methods (transmission and fluorescence
as outlined in the sections 2.4.3.1 and 2.4.3.2) with an interleaved π pulse allows to dis-
tinguish between the states |↑↑〉, |↓↓〉 and (|↑↓〉,|↓↑〉). This means that the populations
P↑↑ and P↓↓ can be measured separately. For the antiparallel configuration, only the
sum P↑↓ + P↓↑ can be measured as the two corresponding states cannot be distinguished
from each other without individual addressing of the two atoms. The schematic circuit
diagram for the two consecutive state detection methods is shown in Fig. 2.7. The first
state detection relies on a measurement of the transmission of the cavity. As described
in section 2.4.3.1 this method allows to distinguish |↓↓〉 from all other possible states. To
distinguish |↑↑〉 from the remaining set of states, the populations are inverted with a π
pulse such that |↑↑〉 is mapped to |↓↓〉 and |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 change their roles. With the second
state detection in fluorescence, the state |↓↓〉 can be distinguished from the remaining
states. In fact, the double state detection protocol can be performed with any combi-
nation of the two possible kinds of state detection protocols (fluorescence and transmission).

To characterize the quality of this newly developed double state detection method, the
probability to correctly detect a well defined prepared state was determined. For the state
|↑↑〉, the probability to detect less than three photons in the first state detection interval
and no photon in the second state detection interval is 97.0%. Similarly, for the state
|↓↓〉, the probability to detect more than three photons in the first interval and at least
one photon in the second is 97.4%. For the states |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉, the probability to first
detect less than three photons and at least one in the second interval is given by 93.1%.
These numbers are also affected by the state preparation process that generates desired
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states with a fidelity of 99%. Also, there is a contribution of 0.2% in the experimental data,
where the two state detections give imcompatible results due to detector dark counts. The
combined state detection method will later serve as a tool to characterize the generated
entanglement between the two atoms.

2.5. Phase Shift Mechanism

For the generation of entanglement between the atoms, a mechanism is employed where a
phase is imprinted onto selected combined atom-atom-light states. This phase imprinting
occurs upon the reflection of coherent light states from the cavity. The imprinted phase
depends on the state of the atoms in the cavity, their detuning from the cavity resonance,
the detuning of the light pulse from the cavity resonance, and the polarization state of the
light.

The mechanism was observed in a series of experiments with different implementations
of resonators [69, 101, 105–108]. In 2004, Duan and Kimble suggested to employ this
mechanism to perform a quantum gate between two photons where the atom inside the
cavity is used as a mediator of interaction between the photons that are successively
reflected from the cavity [109]. This proposal was implemented experimentally in our
group 2016 [35]. Building on this work, Duan, Wang and Kimble later suggested to build
a quantum gate between two atoms in one cavity [75]. The suggested coupling mecha-
nism between the atoms relies on a state-dependent phase shift in the atom-atom-photon
state when the photon is reflected from the cavity. The implementation of this proposal
is the main result of this thesis and will be described in detail in section 4. Another
theoretical proposal [110] from the same time makes use of the phase shift mechanism to
deterministically generate entangled states between an atomic qubit and an optical cat
state. The generation of these entangled atom-light Schrödinger-cat states was recently
achieved in our group [111]. The variety of these examples demonstrates the strength of
the employed mechanism and its versatility in quantum information processing applications.

The magnitude of the imprinted phase shift can be derived from cavity input-output
theory [93, 112, 113]. The reflection amplitude of a coupled atom-cavity system can be
expressed as

r(ω) = 1− 2κr(i∆a + γ)

(i∆c + κ)(i∆a + γ) +Ng2
, (2.12)

where ∆c(a) = ω − ωc(a) is the detuning of the driving laser operating at a frequency ω
compared to the cavity resonance ωc or the atomic resonance ωa. In general, r(ω) is a
complex number. The intensity of the reflected light is given by the square modulus of
the reflection amplitude R(ω) = |r(ω)|2. The phase of the reflected light is expressed as
arg(r(ω)), the angle of r to the positive real axis. The cavity is tuned actively to a chosen
atomic transition such that ∆a = ∆c = 0 can be established by tuning the laser frequency
ω to that transition frequency as well. The transition of choice is the one from |↑〉 to |e〉.
The experimentally relevant relative phase shift is defined as the difference of the phase of
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the reflected light for a coupled compared to an uncoupled cavity. Therefore, this phase
shift can be expressed as

∆phase(ω) = arg
(
r(g > 0, ω)

)
− arg

(
r(g = 0, ω)

)
. (2.13)

It should be noted that on resonance where ∆c = ∆a = 0 holds, the relative phase shift
∆phase assumes a value of π for our cavity QED parameters.
There is an intuitive explanation for this phenomenon. Light impinging onto the cavity
outcoupling mirror enters an uncoupled (empty) cavity, bounces back and forth between
the two mirrors and eventually leaves through the outcoupling mirror. However, if one or
two coupling atoms are present, the light cannot enter the cavity and is directly reflected
from the outcoupling mirror. The phase shift of π between these two situations can be
explained as follows. When the light impinges onto an empty cavity, the directly reflected
part interferes destructively with the incoming part such that the light can enter the
resonator. In the case of a coupled cavity, there is constructive interference for the direct
reflection. This means that a phase difference ∆phase = π occurs between the two situations.

There are different methods to measure this phase difference. In general, the experimental
methods can be divided into two categories. The first category contains measurements
on the photonic output state after the reflection from the cavity. The second category
contains measurements on the atomic qubit after reflection of the light.
A method that belongs to the first category relies on reflecting photons in a linear polariza-
tion state of the form 1√

2
(|R〉+ |L〉) from the cavity containing a single atom [93]. Here, |R〉

and |L〉 denote right- and left-circular polarization states, respectively. The photons are
tuned into resonance with the uncoupled cavity. The situation is shown in detail in figure
2.8. The result after the reflection is a polarization rotation of the photons as a relative
phase shift between the left- and the right-circular component is imprinted. To understand
the effect, it is convenient to consider the case where photons in the state |R〉 or |L〉 are
reflected from the cavity. If the atom occupies the state |↓〉, both polarization components
can enter the cavity and leave the latter through the outcoupling mirror after being bounced
back and forth in the cavity mode. As both polarization components enter, a phase shift
of π is imprinted onto the combined atom-photon state in both cases. Therefore, the phase
shift acts as a global phase and no polarization change is observed when comparing the
incoming and the outgoing light. In the case where the atom is prepared in the state |↑〉,
only |L〉 polarized light can enter the cavity. In the case of |R〉 polarized light, the atom
coupled to the cavity prevents light from entering. Mathematically, the situation resembles
a controlled phase gate between the atomic qubit and the photonic qubit. The respective
truth table can be expressed as

|↑〉 |R〉 −→ + |↑〉 |R〉 (2.14)

|↑〉 |L〉 −→ − |↑〉 |L〉
|↓〉 |R〉 −→ − |↓〉 |R〉
|↓〉 |L〉 −→ − |↓〉 |L〉

where the minus signs are due to the π phase shift that occur whenever the light can enter
the cavity. This particular gate was demonstrated experimentally in 2014 in our group [69].
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Figure 2.8.: Level scheme of the D2 line of 87Rb and phase shift mechanism. The cavity
is actively stabilized to the optical transition |↑〉 → |e〉. Due to the ac-Stark effect induced by the
1064 nm trapping laser, the Zeeman states with −2 ≤ mF ≤ 2 in the excited state manifold F ′ = 3
are tuned out of cavity resonance. Light with different circular polarization states is reflected from
the cavity. Right-circular polarized light (|R〉) drives transitions with ∆mF = +1 while left-circular
polarized light (|L〉) drives transitions with ∆mF = −1. A photon with right-circular polarization
resonant with the cavity will bounce off the first cavity mirror if the atom inside the cavity occupies
the state |↑〉 (green arrow). A left-circular polarized photon however can enter the cavity even if the
atom occupies |↑〉 (upper red arrow). If the atom occupies the state |↓〉, both left- and right-circular
polarized photons can enter the cavity (lower red arrows). A relative phase shift between the cases
described by the red arrows and the case described by the green arrow allows for the implementation
of a quantum gate between the atomic and the photonic qubit. The graphics is adapted from [93].
For a more detailed level scheme of the 87Rb D2 line, see appendix A.

To characterize ∆phase, linearly polarized light states can be reflected from the atom-cavity
system. A differential phase shift between the |R〉 and |L〉 component leads to a change of
the resulting polarization state. A measurement of this state in different detection bases
allows to extract the imprinted phase shift [93].

Another method from the first category to quantify the phase shift mechanism relies
on the tomographic state reconstruction of the reflected light with a homodyne setup. The
homodyne measurement allows to reconstruct the Wigner function of the outgoing photonic
state. Coherent states of right-circular polarization are reflected from the cavity that
contains an atom in a superposition state. The atomic superposition state consists of equal
components of |↑〉 and |↓〉. Accordingly, the Wigner function of the outgoing state will
contain two coherent components with different phase angles. The angle between these two
distributions in phase space is the desired phase difference ∆phase. The homodyne-based
characterization of ∆phase is described in detail in the PhD thesis of Bastian Hacker [94].

The methods for the phase characterization in the second category rely on a measurement
of the atomic qubit. In a nondestructive measurement of optical photons [101], it was
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demonstrated that a state detection of the atomic qubit can herald the presence of a
photon in a coherent pulse. Here, the π phase shift was detected via the atom in the cavity.
Another and related method belonging to the second category relies on the measurement
of an atomic Raman spectrum that is affected by the reflected light. This method will be
discussed in section 3.4.5.
As already mentioned, on resonance the relative phase ∆phase shift assumes a value of

∆phase

(
∆c = ∆a = 0

)
= arg

(
r(g=2π × 7.8 MHz,∆c=∆a=0)

)
− arg

(
r(g=0.0 MHz,∆c=∆a=0)

)
= π. (2.15)

The reason for this is a sign change of the reflection amplitude between the cases where
g = 0.0 MHz and g = 2π×7.8 MHz. If ∆c or ∆a deviate from zero, the phase difference will
deviate from the desired value of π. Thus, it is important to precisely lock the employed
laser onto the cavity resonance. Any fluctuation in the detunings ∆a and ∆c will influence
the phase difference and thus decrease the fidelity of the quantum gates that rely on this
mechanism. But not only the relative stability of the employed lasers with respect to the
cavity has to be ensured. The bandwidth of the employed photon also plays a crucial role.
If these photons are short in the time domain, they have a broad frequency spectrum. As
a result, the phase difference between the coupling and the non-coupling component will
smear out due to the sampling over different values of ∆c. For the experiment, this means
that the temporal width of the employed photons must not be too small.
This effect was studied in an earlier experimental work on the same setup [46]. In this work,
it was found that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the employed Gaussian
shaped light pulses has to exceed ≈ 0.6 µs such that the phase shift mechanism works
reliably. In the quantum gate experiment described in chapter 4, it is ensured that the
light pulses reflected from the cavity have a FWHM of 0.9 µs such that the phase shift
mechanism works properly.





3. Quantum State Carving

The content of this chapter has been published in:
Cavity Carving of Atomic Bell States.
S. Welte, B. Hacker, S. Daiss, S. Ritter and G. Rempe,
Physical Review Letters 118, 210503 (2017).

Entanglement is a central phenomenon of modern quantum theory and describes the
situation where the combined state of an ensemble of quantum particles cannot be sep-
arated into the individual parts. Instead, only a combined state of the entire entangled
system can be written down. Entanglement between two or more quantum objects has been
generated in a number of different experimental platforms like photons [33,35,114–116],
ions [77,117–120], atoms in Rydberg states [39,121–123], atoms in optical tweezers [124],
artificial atoms [125–129], hybrid systems [69,130–132] and ensembles [133]. In this chapter,
the implementation of a novel scheme to generate entanglement between two 87Rb atoms in
the same cavity [42] is introduced. The scheme is based on the reflection of weak coherent
optical pulses from the atom-atom-cavity system. To generate the entanglement, projective
measurements on the atom-atom state are performed as proposed theoretically in 2003 [80].
Coherent pulses with an initial antidiagonal linear polarization state (|A〉) change their
polarization to diagonal (|D〉) if at least one atom occupies the state |↑〉. In the case where
both atoms are in the non-coupling state |↓〉, the polarization state of the optical pulse is
not changed after the reflection. A postselection of the measured data on the case of a
polarization flip allows to remove the |↓↓〉 component from the two-atom state, a technique
referred to as carving [134]. The method is intrinsically probabilistic but heralded via
the polarization-resolved measurement of the light after the reflection process. For the
experimental implementation of the carving technique, a global addressing beam for both
atomic qubits is sufficient to generate all four maximally entangled Bell states [135]. The
protocol can be extended to entangle more than two atoms in the same cavity.

3.1. The Protocol Described Theoretically

The reflection of antidiagonally polarized optical pulses from the cavity can be characterized
in the form of a truth table. For an evaluation of this truth table, equation 2.14 is employed
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and extended to the case of two atoms in the cavity. The extended version in the photonic
R/L basis reads

|↑↑〉 |R〉 → |↑↑〉 |R〉 |↑↑〉 |L〉 → − |↑↑〉 |L〉
|↑↓〉 |R〉 → |↑↓〉 |R〉 |↑↓〉 |L〉 → − |↑↓〉 |L〉
|↓↑〉 |R〉 → |↓↑〉 |R〉 |↓↑〉 |L〉 → − |↓↑〉 |L〉
|↓↓〉 |R〉 → − |↓↓〉 |R〉 |↓↓〉 |L〉 → − |↓↓〉 |L〉 . (3.1)

Based on equation 3.1, the truth table for the case of linearly polarized input light (|A〉)
can be evaluated and yields

|↑↑〉 |A〉 → |↑↑〉 |D〉
|↑↓〉 |A〉 → |↑↓〉 |D〉
|↓↑〉 |A〉 → |↓↑〉 |D〉
|↓↓〉 |A〉 → |↓↓〉 |A〉 . (3.2)

Here, the convention |A〉 = 1√
2
(|L〉 − i |R〉) and |D〉 = 1√

2
(|L〉 + i |R〉) was chosen and

global phases are neglected. Whenever at least one of the two atoms occupies the coupling
state |↑〉, the relative phase between the |R〉 and |L〉 component of the linearly polarized
input light is changed by π radians and a polarization rotation results. Only in the case
where none of the atoms couple to the cavity mode, the polarization of the input light is
maintained. To generate entanglement with the carving technique, both atoms are initially
pumped into the coupling state |↑↑〉. Subsequently, a Raman pulse is applied to perform a
global π/2 rotation such that both of the atoms end up in an equal superposition state of
|↑〉 and |↓〉. At this stage of the protocol, the combined atom-atom state is given by

1√
2

(|↑〉 − |↓〉)⊗ 1√
2

(|↑〉 − |↓〉) =
1

2
(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉). (3.3)

This state is still separable. The first reflection of an antidiagonally polarized photon
results in the state

1

2
(|↑↑〉 |D〉 − |↑↓〉 |D〉 − |↓↑〉 |D〉+ |↓↓〉 |A〉). (3.4)

A subsequent postselection on a |D〉 polarized optical output state probabilistically carves
this state to generate

1√
3

(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉). (3.5)

For this initial step, the probability of a successful carving operation is 3/4. To characterize
the amount of entanglement in the generated states, an entanglement witness can be
employed. Here, the concurrence is used [136]. The concurrence assumes values between
zero and one depending on the amount of entanglement in the atom-atom state. Maximally
entangled states have a concurrence of one while separable states have a concurrence of
zero. The concurrence of state 3.5 is 2/3 and therefore it already contains entanglement.
For the generation of a maximally entangled Bell state however, the |↑↑〉 component needs
to be removed as well. To accomplish this, a π pulse is applied to both atoms which inverts
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Figure 3.1.: Quantum state carving. The figure shows the Husimi Q distribution of the two-
atom states generated at different steps of the carving protocol. An initial symmetric distribution
around the south pole of the generalized Bloch sphere can be rotated onto the equator via a global
π/2 rotation acting on both qubits. After the carving operation, a ring-shaped distribution along the
equator of the Bloch sphere emerges. The color code is normalized in all shown Husimi distributions
and increases from black (zero) to white.

the roles of |↑〉 and |↓〉. After application of this pulse, the state 1√
3
(|↓↓〉+ |↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) is

generated. After the reflection of another |A〉 polarized pulse, the state

1√
3

(|↓↓〉 |A〉+ |↑↓〉 |D〉+ |↓↑〉 |D〉) (3.6)

results. Postselection on the |D〉 polarization state completes the second carving step and
removes |↓↓〉. This results in a maximally entangled Bell state [135]∣∣Ψ+

〉
:=

1√
2

(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉). (3.7)

The state |Ψ+〉 has a concurrence of unity. The success probability for the second
carving step is 2/3. In combination with the success probability of the first carving
step, the probability to obtain a maximally entangled state after the entire protocol is
Psuccess = 3/4× 2/3 = 1/2. This success probability can only be achieved by employing an
ideal single-photon source with an efficiency of unity. The actual experiment is performed
with weak coherent pulses which leads to a reduction of Psuccess. Nevertheless, the use
of coherent pulses to execute the carving procedure does not influence the fidelity of the
produced entangled states unless photons from this pulse are scattered from the atom pair.
This feature is certainly beneficial since coherent laser pulses can be generated easily in
the laboratory.

3.2. The Husimi Q Distribution

The carving process is visualized in Fig. 3.1 where the Husimi Q distributions of the
two-atom states 3.3 and 3.7 are illustrated. The Husimi Q distribution [137, 138] of an
N particle state described by a density matrix ρ is a quasiprobability distribution [139]
defined as [90,140]

Q(ρ; θ,φ) =
N + 1

4π
〈θ,φ| ρ |θ,φ〉 . (3.8)
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Here, |θ,φ〉 =
⊗N

j=1[cos(θ/2) |↑〉j − eiφ sin(θ/2) |↓〉j ] are coherent spin states [141,142] and
θ and φ are spherical coordinates on the generalized Bloch sphere of radius J = N/2.
The coherent spin states are not mutually orthogonal and form an overcomplete basis
spanning the symmetric part of Hilbert space. The Husimi Q distribution is non-negative
and bounded from above by Q ≤ (N + 1)/(4π). Furthermore, Q is normalized since∫
dΩ Q(θ,φ) = 1 where dΩ = sin θ dθ dφ. It is important to note that the Husimi Q

distribution only contains information about the symmetric part of the density matrix
ρ. All coherent spin states are symmetric states. Entirely non-symmetric states have a
vanishing Husimi Q distrubution over the entire generalized Bloch sphere. An example of
such a state is the singlet state |Ψ−〉 := 1√

2
(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉). The Husimi Q distribution for

the states shown in Fig. 3.1 and other examplary states are listed in table 3.1.

Table 3.1.: Husimi Q distributions. List of Husimi Q distributions for different two-atom states
according to eqn. 3.8. A plot of some distributions on a generalized Bloch sphere is shown in Fig.
3.1. Note that the Husimi Q distribution corresponding to the singlet state |Ψ−〉 vanishes over the
entire Bloch sphere as this state is non-symmetric.

State Husimi distribution Q(ρ; θ,φ)

|↓↓〉 3/(4π) sin4(θ/2)
1/2(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉) 3/(16π)(cos(φ) sin(θ)− 1)2

|Ψ+〉 = 1/
√

2(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) 3/(8π) sin(θ)2

|Ψ−〉 = 1/
√

2(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉) 0

|Φ+〉 = 1/
√

2(|↑↑〉+ |↓↓〉) 3/(32π)(3 + cos(2θ) + 2 cos(2φ) sin2(θ))

|Φ−〉 = 1/
√

2(|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉) 3/(32π)(3 + cos(2θ)− 2 cos(2φ) sin2(θ))

The Husimi Q distribution is a quantity that can be accessed experimentally as will be
discussed in section 3.7. For a coherent spin state, Q(ρ; θ,φ) is a round distribution and
its center of mass can be moved to any point of the generalized Bloch sphere with global
qubit rotations. Special cases are the states where θ = 0 (north pole) or θ = π (south pole)
where all qubits occupy the state |↑〉 or |↓〉, respectively.

For the entangled Bell states in the triplet manifold |Ψ+〉, |Φ−〉, |Φ+〉, the Husimi Q
distribution has the shape of a ring. The orientation of this ring depends on the respective
Bell state and can also be controlled via global qubit rotations. Thus, once one of the
triplet states has been generated experimentally, the other two can be generated via the
application of a global Raman pulse. For the singlet state |Ψ−〉, the situation is different.
It has a vanishing overlap with the coherent spin states and thus a Husimi Q distribution of
zero for all angle pairs (θ, φ). To generate this state, a modified carving scheme is necessary.
This scheme will be discussed in section 3.4.8.

3.3. The Method of Parity Oscillations

To verify the creation of entanglement, the method of parity oscillations is employed
[117,118]. This technique allows to determine the fidelity of the experimentally generated
state with a maximally entangled ideal state without measuring all entries of the density
matrix. The method relies on the application of an analysis pulse of variable phase φ to the
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two atoms after a desired entangled state is generated. This pulse transfers the off-diagonal
coherence elements in the density matrix onto the diagonal which can be accessed via a
subsequent state detection. For the state detection, the protocol outlined in section 2.4.3.3
is employed. The fidelity of the experimentally generated ρ with the ideal state |ψ〉 is given
by F = 〈ψ| ρ |ψ〉. Inserting the four Bell states∣∣Ψ+

〉
=

1√
2

(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) (3.9)∣∣Ψ−〉 =
1√
2

(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉) (3.10)∣∣Φ+
〉

=
1√
2

(|↑↑〉+ |↓↓〉) (3.11)∣∣Φ−〉 =
1√
2

(|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉) (3.12)

into the definition of F , one finds that the fidelities with the four Bell states are given by

F (
∣∣Ψ±〉) =

1

2
(P↑↓ + P↓↑)± Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑) (3.13)

F (
∣∣Φ±〉) =

1

2
(P↑↑ + P↓↓)± Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓).

Here Pij = ρij,ij are the probabilities to find the first atom in the state |i〉 and the second
in the state |j〉 with i,j ∈ {↑ , ↓}. The terms ρ↑↓,↓↑ and ρ↑↑,↓↓ are the coherence terms in
the density matrix of the form

ρ =


ρ↑↑,↑↑ = P↑↑ ρ↑↑,↑↓ ρ↑↑,↓↑ ρ↑↑,↓↓

ρ↑↓,↑↑ ρ↑↓,↑↓ = P↑↓ ρ↑↓,↓↑ ρ↑↓,↓↓
ρ↓↑,↑↑ ρ↓↑,↑↓ ρ↓↑,↓↑ = P↓↑ ρ↓↑,↓↓
ρ↓↓,↑↑ ρ↓↓,↑↓ ρ↓↓,↓↑ ρ↓↓,↓↓ = P↓↓

 . (3.14)

It is clear from equations 3.13 that not all of the entries of the density matrix are needed
to calculate the fidelity. Experimentally, two measurements are necessary, one to extract
the populations (diagonal elements of the density matrix) and a second one to extract the
relevant coherence terms.
To measure the coherence terms, the additional analysis pulse with an area of π/2 and
phase φ is applied to the atoms. This pulse generates a modified density matrix ρ̃ with
populations P̃i,j as diagonal elements. The populations P̃i,j depend on φ that is scanned
from 0 to 2π. The analysis pulse can be mathematically expressed as a rotation matrix
R(~v,α) where ~v is the rotation axis vector and α is the rotation angle. Such a rotation
matrix can be expressed in the form

R(~v,α) = exp
(
− iα

2

3∑
i=1

σivi

)
, (3.15)

where σi are the Pauli matrices with i ∈ {1,2,3}. The global rotation matrix R2 is operating
in the same way on both atoms in the combined Hilbert space and can be expressed as

R2(~v,α) = R(~v,α)⊗R(~v,α). (3.16)
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Figure 3.2.: Expected parity signal for the four Bell states. The figure shows the parity
signal Π as a function of the phase φ. The red and orange curves correspond to the states |Ψ+〉
and |Ψ−〉, respectively. The two states |Ψ±〉 show a constant parity signal. On the other hand, the
black and blue curves correspond to |Φ+〉 and |Φ−〉, respectively. These parity signals oscillate as φ
is changed from 0 to 2π.

The employed analysis pulse has an area of α = π/2 and a rotation axis ~v = (cos(φ), sin(φ),0)
such that the modified density matrix can be written as

ρ̃ = R2

(
(cos(φ), sin(φ),0),π/2

)
ρR†2

(
(cos(φ), sin(φ),0),π/2

)
. (3.17)

Therefore, this pulse rotates around an axis that lies in the equatorial plane with a variable
phase φ defining the rotation axis. The parity Π(φ) is defined according to the expression

Π(φ) := P̃↑↑ + P̃↓↓ − P̃↑↓ − P̃↓↑. (3.18)

The parity Π(φ) only contains experimentally accessible quantities as the different popula-
tions can be measured with the double state detection protocol outlined in section 2.4.3.3.
The evaluation of expression 3.18 yields the compact expression

Π(φ) = 2Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑) + 2Im(ρ↑↑,↓↓) sin(2φ) + 2Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) cos(2φ). (3.19)

Figure 3.2 shows the theoretically expected behavior of Π(φ) for all four maximally
entangled Bell states. Equation 3.19 shows that the parity oscillates as φ is changed if
the coherence term ρ↑↑,↓↓ is populated. Therefore, this feature will become important
for the maximally entangled states |Φ±〉. On the other hand, the states |Ψ±〉 show a
constant parity Π(φ) = ±1. From a measurement of Π(φ) the coherence terms in the
density matrix can be inferred. Together with a direct measurement of the populations Pi,j ,
the fidelities defined in equation 3.13 can be calculated. The technique of parity oscillations
to characterize quantum states of two or more particles has been pioneered in the field of
trapped ions in the group of David Wineland [118,143].
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3.4. Experimental Entanglement via Quantum State Carving

3.4.1. Normal Mode Spectra with One and Two Atoms

Before the carving technique for the generation of entanglement between the two neutral
atoms can be applied, the atoms need to be initialized in a well defined spin configuration.
As outlined in section 2.4.1, a right-circular pump laser on the |↑〉 ↔ |e〉 transition optically
pumps the atoms into the state |↑〉. When attempting to pump two atoms with this
pumping scheme while the atoms and the pumping laser are on resonance with the cavity, a
problem occurs. As soon as the first atom is pumped to |↑〉, the corresponding normal mode
splitting reduces the intracavity intensity of the pumping light by a factor of (1 + 2C)2 (see
section 2.4.3.1) and hampers the pumping of the second atom into the state |↑〉 [86]. A way
to prevent this is to detune the atoms from the cavity resonance by changing the optical
power of the 1064 nm dipole trap laser. This induces an ac-Stark shift and thus detunes
the atoms. The first atom that has been pumped does not completely block the cavity and
some pump light can enter to pump the second atom as was outlined in section 2.4.1. After
a pump interval of 170 µs, the overlap of the generated state with |↑↑〉 is 93%. Employing
a global π rotation (see section 2.4.2) after the pumping allows for the preparation of
the state |↓↓〉. To improve the fidelity with |↓↓〉, a state detection protocol is employed
subsequently. The atoms are irradiated with resonant laser light impinging transversally
on the cavity axis to perform the fluorescence state detection which was introduced in
section 2.4.3.2. If one of the atoms still occupies the state |↑〉, the scattered photons will be
collected in the cavity mode and detected with single photon counting modules monitoring
the output mode of the cavity. The absence of scattered photons in this state detection
interval is employed as a herald such that a state with an overlap of 99% with |↓↓〉 can
be prepared. Subsequently, a global π rotation can be employed to generate |↑↑〉 with a
similar fidelity.

The pumping of one or of two atoms into the coupling state |↑〉 can be verified with
a spectroscopic measurement [144]. This measurement can be performed in two different
ways. For the first technique, the transmission of a laser beam through the cavity is
measured with single-photon detectors. The frequency of the laser light is scanned sym-
metrically around the cavity resonance over a range of 40 MHz . The respective data for
zero, one and two atoms occupying the state |↑〉 are shown in figure 3.3. For the empty
cavity, a Lorentzian profile can be observed that shows a maximal transmission on cavity
resonance. This maximum is defined by the different mirror reflectivities of the employed
cavity. The value for the coupling strength g depends on the number of the coupling
atoms N inside the cavity. The separation of the two peaks in the normal mode spectra is
2× g(N). The Tavis-Cummings model predicts a

√
N behavior for g(N) as was outlined

in section 2.1. From the fit to the experimental data, the ratio of the respective coupling
strengths g(N) for one and two coupling atoms can be extracted. The ratio assumes a
value of g(2)/g(1) = 1.45± 0.05 which is consistent with

√
2 ≈ 1.41 within the error bar.

The second technique to quantify the presence of properly pumped coupling atoms inside
the cavity is a normal mode spectroscopy in reflection. The reflection signals for zero, one
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Figure 3.3.: Normal mode spectrum in transmission for zero, one and two coupling
atoms. The plot shows the Lorentzian transmission profile for the empty cavity (blue data points).
The red data points correspond to the case where one atom occupies the state |↑〉. After two atoms
are pumped to |↑↑〉, the black data points are observed. The black dashed lines represent a fit to
the data that takes into account the thermal movement of the atoms in the trapping potential and
the associated ac-Stark shift [44]. The detuning on the horizontal axis is measured with respect to
the empty cavity resonance.

and two coupling atoms are shown in figure 3.4. For the parameters of the employed cavity,
the reflectivity of the atom-cavity system on resonance is almost the same for the case of
an empty cavity and the case in which a single or two coupling atoms are present. The
fit in figure 3.4 reveals a value of g(2)/g(1) = 1.28± 0.05. If the interatomic distance is
too big, the maximal increase of the coupling strength by a factor of

√
2 is not reached

due to the beating pattern between the blue-detuned intracavity trapping laser and the
cavity mode at 780 nm. This beating pattern leads to an effective reduction of g because
the atoms are not trapped at the positions of the highest coupling strength (see section 2).
To minimize this effect, only atom pairs satisfying 2 µm ≤ d ≤ 12 µm are accepted where d
is the interatomic distance. The center of mass of the atom pair is actively positioned to
the center of the cavity by tilting a glass plate in the path of the 1064 nm trapping laser.
The tilting of the glass plate is performed with a galvanometric scanner.
The data points shown in figure 3.3 and 3.4 are typically averaged over 104 measurements.
In an actual experiment where a gate protocol is performed, a single state detection
measurement is needed to check the proper pumping of the atoms in the cavity. This can
be achieved in a few microseconds via a measurement of the transmission through the
cavity on resonance or via a fluorescence measurement. The differences between these two
state detection methods were outlined in section 2.4.3.
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Figure 3.4.: Normal mode spectrum in reflection for one and two coupling atoms. The
plot shows cavity reflection spectroscopy data for zero, one and two coupling atoms. In absence
of coupling atoms in the cavity (blue data points), the cavity reflectivity on resonance amounts
to 67%. This value is only slightly affected when a single or two coupling atoms are present in
the cavity (red and black data points, respectively). When pumping two atoms into the state |↑↑〉,
the splitting between the two normal modes ideally increases by a factor of

√
2. The black dashed

lines represent a fit taking into account the thermal movement of the atoms inside the trapping
potential [44].

3.4.2. Calibration of Raman Pulses for Qubit Rotations with one Atom

As outlined in section 3.1, a necessary prerequisite for the generation of entanglement
between the two intracavity atoms is global control over the atomic qubits. The necessary
qubit rotations require a precise gauging of the Raman lasers. The atoms are addressed with
a pair of Raman lasers impinging from the side of the cavity in the same spatial mode. The
corresponding beam has a waist of 30 µm and a wavelength of 795 nm. Both Raman beams
are derived from the same laser oscillator such that two phase-stable beams are available.
The 6.835 GHz gap between the two beams is established with a fiber-based electro-optical
modulator and the fine adjustment to tune the two beams to two-photon resonance is
performed with an additional acousto-optical modulator [100]. For all experiments with
two intracavity atoms in this thesis, a Rabi frequency of Ω̃Rabi = 62.5 kHz was chosen such
that a π pulse can be executed in 8 µs. The two-photon Rabi frequency Ω̃Rabi depends on
the two single-photon Rabi frequencies of the two respective transitions ΩC and ΩP , the
single-photon detuning ∆ and the two-photon detuning δ. The subscripts P and C stand
for the control and probe beam, respectively. The general expression for the two-photon
Rabi frequency is given by [145]

Ω̃Rabi =

√
Ω2
R + δ̃2 (3.20)
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Figure 3.5.: Test setup to study frequency pulling of acousto-optical modulators. A
780 nm laser beam is sent through an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) that is supplied with a
radio frequency signal (RF). The radio frequency source operates at the drive frequency ωd. The
first diffraction order is interfered with the unshifted beam on a beam splitter (BS). The other BS
output port is sent into a beam dump (BD). The resulting beat signal is monitored on a photodiode
(PD) attached to an oscilloscope.

where δ̃ = δ+ Ω2
C/(4∆)−Ω2

P /(4∆) and ΩR = ΩPΩC
2∆ . Equation 3.20 only holds in the limit

where γ � ∆. This limit is established in the experiment, where ∆ = 131 GHz.

3.4.3. Frequency Shifting of Acousto-Optical Modulators

During the course of this thesis, it became clear that the employed acousto-optical
modulators (AOMs) that define the frequencies of the Raman control and the Raman probe
laser show an unexpected behavior of frequency shifting. This means that the frequency
of the beam corresponding to the first diffraction order after the AOM deviates from the
expected value of ωoptical + ωd. Here, ωoptical and ωd are the frequencies corresponding
to the optical input signal and the radio frequency signal used as an input for the AOM,
respectively. The effect occurs whenever the AOM is operated in a pulsed mode. With
decreasing pulse length, the frequency of the first order beam deviates increasingly from
the expected frequency. Initially, the effect was not known, but experiments with Raman
pulses of different duration interacting with an atom in the cavity indicated a frequency
dependence of the pulses depending on the pulse length.

To demonstrate this behavior, a test setup was built. A schematic diagram of this
setup is shown in figure 3.5. In the test setup, a beam of 780 nm light is initially split
into two parts. The first part passes an AOM that is supplied with a 106 MHz signal
from a radiofrequency source. The 0th order is sent into a beam dump while the first
diffraction order is interfered with the original beam on a beam splitter (BS). The resulting
interference signal is monitored with a photodiode and read out with an oscilloscope. The
RF supply can be operated in pulsed mode with a variable temporal length of the RF pulses
entering the AOM. Typical experimental pulse lengths are on the order of microseconds.
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Figure 3.6.: Frequency shifting of an acousto-optical modulator. An acousto optical
modulator is driven with an external frequency ωd. The pulse duration of the applied radio
frequency pulse is varied between 0.1 µs and 2.0 µs. The AOM is specified for a frequency of
106 MHz according to the datasheet. The graphics shows the deviation from the drive frequency as
a function of the pulse duration.

The effect was investigated for different pulse lengths between 100 ns and 2.0 µs. To this
end, the interference signal of the unshifted and the shifted beam was observed with the
photodiode. The observed data are Fourier transformed to extract the frequency spectrum.
Subsequently, the center of the frequency spectrum was extracted. Figure 3.6 shows the
deviation of the center frequencies from the AOM design frequency. For a drive frequency
of 91 MHz, the effect vanishes, but increases if the drive frequency deviates from this
value. Employing a network analyzer the eigenfrequency of the internal LC circuit of
the AOM is determined. It assumes a value of 109.7 MHz. The AOM was specified for a
center frequency of 106 MHz. A possible explanation for the frequency shifting effect is the
following. The AOM can be described as a harmonic oscillator with a damping term. If
such a harmonic oscillator is driven at a frequency that deviates from its eigenfrequency ω0,
it needs time to adjust to the driving frequency ωd. Initially, it will start with a mixture
of the external driving frequency and its eigenfrequency. Mathematically, this can be
expressed as

x(t) = A(ωd)
(

sin(ωdt)−
ωd

ωdamp
e−ζt sin(ωdampt)

)
. (3.21)

Here, x(t) denotes the deviation from the position of rest. In the presence of a damping
term ζ, this frequency is changed to ωdamp =

√
ω2

0 − ζ2, where ω0 is the undamped eigen-
frequency. If ωd 6= ωdamp, the system will have two different frequency components initially.
While the component ωdamp is dampened out exponentially, the system will asymptotically
approach the drive frequency.
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3.4.4. AOM Frequency Shifts Observed via an Atom

The AOM frequency shifts described in section 3.4.3 can also be observed in calibration
measurements with a single atom. To demonstrate this, a sequence of three Raman pair
pulses is employed. The time between the pulses is fixed to toff = 1.3 µs. As in the
measurements for the AOM characterization, the pulse duration ton is scanned between
0.1 µs and 2.5 µs. The phase of the second pulse is changed by π radians compared to the
first and the last pulse such that the rotation direction on the Bloch sphere is reversed
compared to these pulses. After the three-pulse sequence, the state of the atom is read out
via a fluorescence state detection. To obtain a spectrum that can later be evaluated, the
two-photon detuning δ is scanned via a scan of the Raman control laser frequency. The
Raman probe laser frequency is kept at a constant value. The rotation of the single atomic
qubit can mathematically be described as a rotation matrix of the form R(~v,α) = R(α~v)
as defined in equation 3.15. Here, the vector ~v is a normalized vector that determines the
rotation axis while α defines the rotation angle. The product α~v thus contains information
about both the rotation angle and the rotation axis. The amount of atomic population in
the state |↑〉 as a function of the two-photon detuning δ can be modelled by the application
of rotation matrices to the qubit that is initially prepared in the state |↑〉. The two-photon
detuning defines the z component of the rotation axis. As soon as two-photon resonance is
established, this z component vanishes and the rotation axis lies in the x-y plane.

For the theoretical model, an offset of the two-photon detuning δon during the rotation
pulses and δoff between the rotation pulses are introduced. The Rabi frequency is denoted
Ω̃Rabi and it was chosen as Ω̃Rabi = 250 kHz. With this notation, the atomic state |ψout〉
after the application of the described three pulse calibration sequence can be written as

|ψout〉 = R
(

2πton(0,Ω̃Rabi,δ + δon)
)
·R
(

2πtoff(0,0,δ + δoff)
)

(3.22)

·R
(

2πton(0,− Ω̃Rabi,δ + δon)
)
·R
(

2πtoff(0,0,δ + δoff)
)

·R
(

2πton(0,Ω̃Rabi,δ + δon)
)
|↑〉 .

The experimental data showing the population in |↑〉 after this particular protocol are
plotted in figure 3.7. The model outlined in equation 3.22 serves as a fit model for this
dataset. The fit (solid black line in figure 3.7) yields all parameters occuring in equation
3.22. For the chosen parameters in this particular example, on two-photon resonance, three
π/2 pulses are applied to the atom. The middle pulse rotates the atomic qubit in the
opposite direction compared to the first and the third pulse. The net result is a π/2 pulse
applied to an atom initially prepared in |↑〉. Thus, a 50% chance to observe the atom in
the state |↑〉 is expected when the two-photon detuning vanishes (δ = 0). This can indeed
be observed in the data in figure 3.7.
To observe the effect of AOM frequency shifts, the time between the pulses was kept
constant at toff = 1.3 µs while the pulse duration ton was scanned. Similar spectra as
the one shown in figure 3.7 were measured for 0.1 µs ≤ ton ≤ 2.5 µs and the offset in the
two-photon detuning δon was extracted from the fit. The observed AOM frequency shifts
for short pulse durations (section 3.4.3) lead to a dependence of the offset parameter δon

on the pulse duration, similar to the results observed in figure 3.6. Figure 3.8 shows the
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Figure 3.7.: Three-pulse calibration protocol. The plot shows experimental results of a state
detection measurement as a function of the two-photon detuning after a three pulse sequence. The
error bars are standard deviations from the mean. The solid line represents a fit to the data based
on the model described in equation 3.22. The fit yields the parameters ton = 1.02 µs, toff = 1.28 µs,
δon = −4 kHz, δoff = −2 kHz, Ω̃Rabi = 253 kHz.
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Figure 3.8.: AOM frequency shifts from a measurement on the atom. The plot shows
the offset in the two-photon detuning δon when Raman pulses are applied to the atoms. The pulse
duration ton is scanned while the time between the pulses is kept at a constant value of toff = 1.3 µs.
For decreasing pulse durations, δon deviates increasingly from zero.

experimentally observed results. A similar behavior as the one observed in section 3.4.3
is apparent. The employed AOMs in the two different measurements were not the same,
but the qualitative behavior is very similar. The effect of AOM frequency pulling needs to
be taken into account when calibrating the Raman pulses for any QIP protocol like the
quantum state carving or the quantum gate protocol.
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Figure 3.9.: Timing of calibration protocol without and with interleaved light reflection.
(a) Three π/2 pulses are applied to the atom. The second pulse rotates the atomic qubit into
the opposite direction. In between the pulses, a temporal gap of 1.3 µs is inserted. The pulses
have a length of 1.0 µs each. (b) A coherent pulse is reflected from the cavity in between the first
and second qubit rotation pulse. Photons in this pulse impart a π phase shift on the combined
atom-photon state.

Additionally, the ac-Stark effect imparted onto the atoms via the Raman lasers needs to
be considered. In the measurements shown in figure 3.8, the ac-Stark effect was equal for
all pulse durations as the laser power was held at a constant value. If the laser power is
increased to achieve a higher Rabi frequency and thus a bigger rotation angle in a given
time interval, the atom and the Raman lasers can run out of phase in the time interval
when the lasers are switched off with the AOMs. A solution to this problem is to slightly
change the RF frequency supplying the AOMs in between the Raman pulses. With this
method the Raman lasers and the atom in the cavity can be synchronized such that the
same phase evolution is guaranteed over the entire time of the experimental protocol. The
described effects are especially dominant for pulse durations below ∼ 1 µs. Therefore,
whenever it is not necessary to make the desired protocol as short as possible, longer pulse
times are easier to handle.

3.4.5. Calibration Sequence with an Inverleaved Photon

The method described in section 3.4.4 allows to calibrate a desired pulse sequence such
that δon and δoff vanish while a desired Rabi frequency can be adjusted. The reflection of a
resonant weak coherent pulse from the cavity between these pulses will have an influence
on the observed spectra as the phase of the atomic qubit can be changed by π radians
via the phase shift mechanism outlined in chapter 2.5. An experiment was performed
to observe this effect. Initially, the Raman pulses were calibrated with the same three
pulse protocol outlined in section 3.4.4. After this calibration, a weak coherent pulse was
interleaved between the first and the second pulse. Employing waveplates, the polarization
state of the reflected pulse was set to |R〉 (right-circular polarization). A diagram showing
the calibration protocol and the protocol containing the photon pulse is shown in figure
3.9. In the case of a true single photon reflected from the cavity, the state generated after
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this protocol can be written as

|ψout〉 = R
(

2πton(0,Ω̃Rabi,δ + δon)
)
·R
(

2πtoff(0,0,δ + δoff)
)

(3.23)

·R
(

2πton(0,− Ω̃Rabi,δ + δon)
)
·R
(

2πtoff(0,0,δ + δoff)
)

·R
(
π(0,0,1)

)
·R
(

2πton(0,Ω̃Rabi,δ + δon)
)
|↑〉 .

The photon imprints a π phase shift onto the atomic state. This phase shift can be
interpreted as a rotation pulse with the z axis as its rotation axis. In general, an |n〉 photon
Fock state impinging onto the cavity imprints a phase shift of n ·π. Setting ton = 1.0 µs,
toff = 1.3 µs and δon = δoff = 0, the theoretical prediction for the |↑〉 component of |ψout〉
in equation 3.23 can be plotted as a function of δ and Ω̃Rabi. Likewise, the same can be
done for the state |ψout〉 in equation 3.22. The corresponding plots are shown in figure 3.10
(a,b). The respective expected spectra for a Rabi frequency of 250 kHz are shown in figure
3.10 (c).
In the experiment, a weak coherent pulse is reflected from the cavity. Such a pulse contains
a Poissonian distribution of photon numbers. In practice, the coherent pulse is strongly
attenuated and contains a mean photon number of n̄ ≈ 0.2. Thus, only the zero-, one- and
two-photon contrubutions are relevant for the experimental results. For such low mean
photon numbers, the probability to observe three photons is on the order of 0.1% and
the higher photon numbers are even stronger suppressed. To fit the experimental data
(figure 3.10 (d)) for the three pulse sequence with the coherent pulse interleaved between
the first and second pulse, a weighted fit model can be employed. The model contains two
contributions of the form | 〈↑|ψout〉|2 where |ψout〉 is given by equation 3.22 in the case of
zero or two photons. In the case of one photon, |ψout〉 is given by equation 3.23. Figure
3.10 (d) shows the experimental data together with the described fit. Clearly, the effect of
the pulse reflection is visible when comparing this spectrum to the one in figure 3.7. From
the fit, a mean photon number of (18.0± 0.2)% can be extracted. The method represents
a way to extract the mean number of photons that have interacted with the atom in the
cavity. Of course, it is also possible to directly measure n̄ via single-photon detectors. The
error associated with this method arises because the quantum efficiency of the detectors
needs to be measured precisely for a good estimate of n̄. The described method is more
direct in the sense that it actually allows to extract the number of photons that matched
the cavity mode and interacted with the atom. The non-modematched photons do not
contribute and are thus excluded in the measurements.

3.4.6. Calibration of Raman Pulses with Two Atoms

All entangling protocols described in this thesis rely on the ability to perform precise
rotations of two atomic qubits residing inside the cavity. The distance between the two
atoms is not actively controlled. In case it is too large, a new atom pair needs to be loaded
until a suitable pair is available. The selection of atom pairs is based on fluorescence
images employing an EMCCD camera with an exposure time of 300 ms. To calibrate the
global qubit rotation pulses for later applications, a technique was developed where the
exact sequence of Raman pulses of a desired protocol is applied to the atom pair in a
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Figure 3.10.: Three pulse sequence without and with interleaved photon. (a) The
theoretical model describing the three pulse sequence in section 3.4.4 allows to predict the atomic
population in the state |↑〉 as a function of the Rabi frequency and the two-photon detuning. The
purple plane is a cut through the graph at a Rabi frequency of 250 kHz, the Rabi frequency chosen
in this calibration experiment. For this particular Rabi frequency, a π/2 pulse can be executed
in 1.0 µs. (b) If a true single photon impinges onto the cavity between the first and second qubit
rotation pulse, the associated π phase shift changes the observed spectrum. (c) The plot shows a cut
through the 3D plots in (a) and (b) at a Rabi frequency of 250 kHz. The black curve corresponds
to the protocol without a photon reflection (same as in figure 3.7) while the gray curve corresponds
to the case where exactly one photon is reflected. (d) In an actual measurement, a coherent pulse is
reflected from the cavity. Due to the Poissonian photon statistics in such a pulse, the black curve
and the gray curve in (c) contribute to the result with the weights corresponding to the respective
photon number probability in the pulse. The datapoints can be fitted with this model and the
mean number of photons n̄ in the pulse can be extracted. Error bars are statistical standard errors
and smaller than the size of the data points.

Ramsey-type experiment [35].
Here, an example of such a pulse sequence is presented. A protocol to entangle the two
atoms based on the quantum gate mechanism described in section 4.4 requires three Raman
pulses in succession, namely a π/2 pulse followed by π/4 and another π/2 pulse. These
pulses can be applied to the atoms and their state can be read out afterwards with the
double state detection protocol (see section 2.4.3.3) to obtain the populations P↓↓, P↑↑ and
the sum P↑↓+P↓↑. The exact timing as chosen in the actual experiments is shown in figure
3.11.
As in section 3.4.4, the two-photon detuning δ is scanned. This scan allows for the
measurement of three spectra corresponding to the populations P↓↓, P↑↑ and P↓↑ + P↑↓.
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Figure 3.11.: Timing of a three pulse sequence. After initialization of both atoms in the
state |↓↓〉, three pulses are applied. In the real experiment, a weak coherent pulse will be reflected
off the cavity in the 5.2 µs interval between the first π/2 pulse and the π/4 pulse. For the calibration
of the Raman pulses, as described here, this pulse is switched off. The last π/2 pulse will later be
used as an analysis pulse to measure a parity signal.
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<latexit sha1_base64="fHq6g7IRkqeba2FR0NJhCory1js=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qks3wVZwo8yIoMuCG8FNBXuBTimZ9FRDM8mQnFHLUPAdfA1fwK2+gTtxKz6H6UXQ1gMhP/9/wsn5okQKi77/7s3Mzs0vLC4t51ZW19Y38ptbVatTw6HCtdSmHjELUiiooEAJ9cQAiyMJtah7Nshrt2Cs0OoKewk0Y3atREdwhs5q5Q9ChHvMyjpJ5dCiQtFi2AXMwjRhxui7n7tf7LfyBf/QHxadFsFYFMi4yq38V9jWPI1BIZfM2kbgJ9jMmEHBJfRzYWohYbzLrqHhpGIx2GY2XKtP95zTph1t3FFIh+7vFxmLre3FkeuMGd7YyWxg/ptFhrkFJ6Zj57SZCZWkCIqPhndSSVHTATfaFgY4yp4TjBvh/k/5DTOMo6Obc2CCSQzTonp0GDh9eVwoXTyMEC2RHbJL9klATkiJnJMyqRBOHskzeSGv3pP35r17H6PWGW+MdZv8Ke/zG7W3qXE=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="fHq6g7IRkqeba2FR0NJhCory1js=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qks3wVZwo8yIoMuCG8FNBXuBTimZ9FRDM8mQnFHLUPAdfA1fwK2+gTtxKz6H6UXQ1gMhP/9/wsn5okQKi77/7s3Mzs0vLC4t51ZW19Y38ptbVatTw6HCtdSmHjELUiiooEAJ9cQAiyMJtah7Nshrt2Cs0OoKewk0Y3atREdwhs5q5Q9ChHvMyjpJ5dCiQtFi2AXMwjRhxui7n7tf7LfyBf/QHxadFsFYFMi4yq38V9jWPI1BIZfM2kbgJ9jMmEHBJfRzYWohYbzLrqHhpGIx2GY2XKtP95zTph1t3FFIh+7vFxmLre3FkeuMGd7YyWxg/ptFhrkFJ6Zj57SZCZWkCIqPhndSSVHTATfaFgY4yp4TjBvh/k/5DTOMo6Obc2CCSQzTonp0GDh9eVwoXTyMEC2RHbJL9klATkiJnJMyqRBOHskzeSGv3pP35r17H6PWGW+MdZv8Ke/zG7W3qXE=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="fHq6g7IRkqeba2FR0NJhCory1js=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qks3wVZwo8yIoMuCG8FNBXuBTimZ9FRDM8mQnFHLUPAdfA1fwK2+gTtxKz6H6UXQ1gMhP/9/wsn5okQKi77/7s3Mzs0vLC4t51ZW19Y38ptbVatTw6HCtdSmHjELUiiooEAJ9cQAiyMJtah7Nshrt2Cs0OoKewk0Y3atREdwhs5q5Q9ChHvMyjpJ5dCiQtFi2AXMwjRhxui7n7tf7LfyBf/QHxadFsFYFMi4yq38V9jWPI1BIZfM2kbgJ9jMmEHBJfRzYWohYbzLrqHhpGIx2GY2XKtP95zTph1t3FFIh+7vFxmLre3FkeuMGd7YyWxg/ptFhrkFJ6Zj57SZCZWkCIqPhndSSVHTATfaFgY4yp4TjBvh/k/5DTOMo6Obc2CCSQzTonp0GDh9eVwoXTyMEC2RHbJL9klATkiJnJMyqRBOHskzeSGv3pP35r17H6PWGW+MdZv8Ke/zG7W3qXE=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="fHq6g7IRkqeba2FR0NJhCory1js=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qks3wVZwo8yIoMuCG8FNBXuBTimZ9FRDM8mQnFHLUPAdfA1fwK2+gTtxKz6H6UXQ1gMhP/9/wsn5okQKi77/7s3Mzs0vLC4t51ZW19Y38ptbVatTw6HCtdSmHjELUiiooEAJ9cQAiyMJtah7Nshrt2Cs0OoKewk0Y3atREdwhs5q5Q9ChHvMyjpJ5dCiQtFi2AXMwjRhxui7n7tf7LfyBf/QHxadFsFYFMi4yq38V9jWPI1BIZfM2kbgJ9jMmEHBJfRzYWohYbzLrqHhpGIx2GY2XKtP95zTph1t3FFIh+7vFxmLre3FkeuMGd7YyWxg/ptFhrkFJ6Zj57SZCZWkCIqPhndSSVHTATfaFgY4yp4TjBvh/k/5DTOMo6Obc2CCSQzTonp0GDh9eVwoXTyMEC2RHbJL9klATkiJnJMyqRBOHskzeSGv3pP35r17H6PWGW+MdZv8Ke/zG7W3qXE=</latexit> Two-photon detuning (kHz)

<latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit>

Two-photon detuning (kHz)

<latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="cxzPbX3VHK9YpGbr0OwaEKZITBw=">AAACLnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9V5vVZduglVwVWZE0KXgRnBTwbaCU0omPdXQTDIkZ6xlGPAtfA1fwK2+geBC3ImPYXoBtfpD4OM/53By/iiRwqLvv3qFqemZ2bn5heLi0vLKamltvW51ajjUuJbaXETMghQKaihQwkVigMWRhEbUPR7UGzdgrNDqHPsJNGN2pURHcIbOapWCEOEWs6pOUjm0qFB0O+wCZmFb9xQzRve+Kd/OW6WyX/GHon8hGEOZjFVtlT7cPE9jUMgls/Yy8BNsZsyg4BLyYphaSBjvsiu4dKhYDLaZDU/L6Y5z2rSjjXsK6dD9OZGx2Np+HLnOmOG1nawNzH9rkWHuyInt2DlsZkIlKYLio+WdVFLUdJAdbQsDHGXfAeNGuP9Tfs0M4+gSLrpggskY/kJ9rxI4PtsvH53ejSKaJ5tki+ySgByQI3JCqqRGOLknj+SJPHsP3ov35r2PWgveONYN8kve5xc2jas/</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="cxzPbX3VHK9YpGbr0OwaEKZITBw=">AAACLnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9V5vVZduglVwVWZE0KXgRnBTwbaCU0omPdXQTDIkZ6xlGPAtfA1fwK2+geBC3ImPYXoBtfpD4OM/53By/iiRwqLvv3qFqemZ2bn5heLi0vLKamltvW51ajjUuJbaXETMghQKaihQwkVigMWRhEbUPR7UGzdgrNDqHPsJNGN2pURHcIbOapWCEOEWs6pOUjm0qFB0O+wCZmFb9xQzRve+Kd/OW6WyX/GHon8hGEOZjFVtlT7cPE9jUMgls/Yy8BNsZsyg4BLyYphaSBjvsiu4dKhYDLaZDU/L6Y5z2rSjjXsK6dD9OZGx2Np+HLnOmOG1nawNzH9rkWHuyInt2DlsZkIlKYLio+WdVFLUdJAdbQsDHGXfAeNGuP9Tfs0M4+gSLrpggskY/kJ9rxI4PtsvH53ejSKaJ5tki+ySgByQI3JCqqRGOLknj+SJPHsP3ov35r2PWgveONYN8kve5xc2jas/</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="cxzPbX3VHK9YpGbr0OwaEKZITBw=">AAACLnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9V5vVZduglVwVWZE0KXgRnBTwbaCU0omPdXQTDIkZ6xlGPAtfA1fwK2+geBC3ImPYXoBtfpD4OM/53By/iiRwqLvv3qFqemZ2bn5heLi0vLKamltvW51ajjUuJbaXETMghQKaihQwkVigMWRhEbUPR7UGzdgrNDqHPsJNGN2pURHcIbOapWCEOEWs6pOUjm0qFB0O+wCZmFb9xQzRve+Kd/OW6WyX/GHon8hGEOZjFVtlT7cPE9jUMgls/Yy8BNsZsyg4BLyYphaSBjvsiu4dKhYDLaZDU/L6Y5z2rSjjXsK6dD9OZGx2Np+HLnOmOG1nawNzH9rkWHuyInt2DlsZkIlKYLio+WdVFLUdJAdbQsDHGXfAeNGuP9Tfs0M4+gSLrpggskY/kJ9rxI4PtsvH53ejSKaJ5tki+ySgByQI3JCqqRGOLknj+SJPHsP3ov35r2PWgveONYN8kve5xc2jas/</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="cxzPbX3VHK9YpGbr0OwaEKZITBw=">AAACLnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9V5vVZduglVwVWZE0KXgRnBTwbaCU0omPdXQTDIkZ6xlGPAtfA1fwK2+geBC3ImPYXoBtfpD4OM/53By/iiRwqLvv3qFqemZ2bn5heLi0vLKamltvW51ajjUuJbaXETMghQKaihQwkVigMWRhEbUPR7UGzdgrNDqHPsJNGN2pURHcIbOapWCEOEWs6pOUjm0qFB0O+wCZmFb9xQzRve+Kd/OW6WyX/GHon8hGEOZjFVtlT7cPE9jUMgls/Yy8BNsZsyg4BLyYphaSBjvsiu4dKhYDLaZDU/L6Y5z2rSjjXsK6dD9OZGx2Np+HLnOmOG1nawNzH9rkWHuyInt2DlsZkIlKYLio+WdVFLUdJAdbQsDHGXfAeNGuP9Tfs0M4+gSLrpggskY/kJ9rxI4PtsvH53ejSKaJ5tki+ySgByQI3JCqqRGOLknj+SJPHsP3ov35r2PWgveONYN8kve5xc2jas/</latexit> Two-photon detuning (kHz)

<latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yMUdJcl/J459k9C05mlLP/XhOaA=">AAACCXicbZBLSwMxFIUzvq2vqks3wSLoQpkRQZcFN4KbCn1BW0omvW1DM8mQ3FHrUHDlxr/ixoUibv0H7vw3po+FWg8EPs65IbknjKWw6Ptf3szs3PzC4tJyZmV1bX0ju7lVtjoxHEpcS22qIbMghYISCpRQjQ2wKJRQCXvnw7xyDcYKrYrYj6ERsY4SbcEZOquZpXWEW0yLN/ow7mrUirYAEyVUh+73Lu4OBs1szj/yR6LTEEwgRyYqNLOf9ZbmSQQKuWTW1gI/xkbKDAouYZCpJxZixnusAzWHikVgG+lokwHdc06LtrVxRyEduT9vpCyyth+FbjJi2LV/s6H5X1ZLsH3WSIWKEwTFxw+1E0lR02EttCUMcJR9B4wb4f5KeZcZxtGVl3ElBH9Xnoby8VHg+Ookl7+8H9exRHbILtknATkleXJBCqREOHkgT+SFvHqP3rP35r2PR2e8SYXb5Je8j2+Tz5qo</latexit>
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Figure 3.12.: Three spectra to calibrate a sequence of Raman pulses. Initially, both
atoms are prepared in the state |↓↓〉. Afterwards, three pulses are applied: π/2, π/4 and another
π/2 pulse. The two-photon detuning is scanned during the application of these pulses and the
resulting populations P↓↓ (left plot), P↑↑ (middle plot) and the sum P↑↓ + P↓↑ (right plot) are

plotted. The cutting plane is located at the desired Rabi frequency of Ω̃Rabi = 62.5 kHz. The offset
for the two-photon detuning during the time when the lasers are on or off was set to zero in all
three graphics. Thus the ideal scenario where the Raman lasers are always on two-photon resonance
is shown. If one or both of these two parameters is non-vanishing, the respective spectra are not
symmetric around the point of vanishing two-photon detuning anymore, a feature also observable
in the experimental data. This asymmetry can be extracted from a fit and compensated later.

Figure 3.12 shows the theoretically expected spectra after this particular protocol. In this
plot, the respective spectra are plotted as a function of the two-photon detuning and the
Rabi frequency. The purple plane is a cut through the 3D plots at Ω̃Rabi = 62.5 kHz, the
Rabi frequency chosen in the later atom-atom gate experiments. In this setting, a π/2
pulse has a duration of 4 µs. The theoretical prediction for these spectra can be derived
by employing the formalism of rotation matrices R2(~v,α) developed in section 3.3. After
the initialization of the system in the state |↓↓〉, appropriate rotation matrices of the
form R2(~v,α) are multiplied with this state. The z component of the rotation axis ~v is
determined by the two-photon detuning and may have an offset if the two Raman beams
are not tuned to two-photon resonance.
The angle α is determined by the temporal length of the respective pulse and the Rabi
frequency of the qubit rotations. By convention, the qubit rotations are performed around
an axis oriented along the y direction. In the time gaps between the pulses, the y component
is vanishing and only a z component exists which can have an offset due to a different
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Figure 3.13.: Experimental data for the three Raman spectra. The populations P↓↓ (Blue),
P↑↑ (black) and P↑↓+P↓↑ (red) are shown as a function of the two-photon detuning. The solid lines
show a fit to the respective data set. The theoretical model delivers three fit models that depend on
the same parameters, namely the two offsets of the two-photon detuning during the time intervals
when the laser beams are on or off, an amplitude of the signal and the Rabi frequency Ω̃Rabi. All
three models were fitted simultaneously with these fit parameters. The fit yields Ω̃Rabi = 62.6 kHz,
δoff = −8.9 kHz and δon = 3.3 kHz.

ac-Stark shift in these intervals. This offset originates from the fact that the atomic qubit
and the Raman laser pair can evolve with different frequencies during this time interval.
In total, five rotation matrices have to be multiplied to theoretically describe the sequence
depicted in figure 3.11. In the experiment, the two-photon detuning can be scanned via
an acousto-optical modulator in the path of the Raman control laser while the Raman
probe laser is kept at a constant frequency. The experimentally observed Raman spectra
obtained after this particular pulse sequence are shown in figure 3.13.
From a simultaneous fit of all three spectra, the Rabi frequency of the desired qubit
transition can be inferred as Ω̃Rabi = (62.6±0.2) kHz. Furthermore, the fit yields a value
for the offset of the two-photon detuning as well as a value for the ac-Stark shift due to the
Raman lasers. Especially for temporally short rotation pulses where high optical powers
are needed, the effect of the ac-Stark shift is non-negligible and has to be compensated via
a change of the respective AOM frequency depending on whether the Raman laser beams
are applied to the atoms or not. This can be achieved via a change of the respective RF
channel of a direct digital synthesizer supplying the acousto-optical modulator with a radio
frequency signal. From the fit shown in figure 3.13, one obtains an offset of the two-photon
detuning of 3.3 kHz during the time intervals when the lasers are applied to the atoms and
−8.9 kHz when the lasers are switched off between the pulses. If the compensation for the
ac-Stark effect is not done properly, the atomic qubit and the Raman laser beams will run
out of phase in the intervals when the atoms are not illumunated. The two detunings can
be corrected with a precision of a few kHz.
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Figure 3.14.: Experimental setup. The experimental setup comprises the high-finesse cavity
that contains two trapped 87Rb atoms. Coherent pulses with an antidiagonal polarization |A〉 are
reflected from the cavity and directed into a polarization-resolving setup of single-photon detectors
(SPDs). A state detection on the atom pair can be performed via a fluorescence measurement (blue
laser beam) or a measurement of the cavity transmission (green laser beam). The left inset shows
the simplified level scheme of the two atoms consisting of the states |↓〉, |↑〉 and |e〉. The right inset
shows an EMCCD fluorescence image of the atom pair.

3.4.7. Carving with Weak Coherent Pulses

Having carefully calibrated the Raman pulses, we will now focus on the experimental
implementation of the carving protocol outlined in 3.1. In the theoretical discussion, it was
assumed that single photons are reflected from the atom-cavity system. In the laboratory,
a single-photon source was not available and thus the experiments were conducted with
weak coherent laser pulses. These pulses can easily be generated with an acousto-optical
modulator generating a Gaussian shaped pulse in the time domain. Subsequently, the
pulses can be attenuated with a series of neutral density filters. The photon number
distribution in such a coherent pulse is a Poissonian distribution

P (n) =
n̄n

n!
e−n̄, (3.24)

where n is the number of photons, n̄ =
∑∞

n=0 n ·P (n) the expectation value of the
distribution and P (n) the probability to obtain n photons. As the number of photons is not
well defined in a Poissonian distribution, there is a finite probability to obtain multiphoton
events. As mentioned in the introduction of chapter 3, the polarization of the incoming
photons impinging onto the cavity is antidiagonal (|A〉). This polarization state of the
photons can be expressed as a superposition of right (|R〉) and left-circularly (|L〉) polarized
components employing the convention that |A〉 = (|L〉 − i |R〉)/

√
2. Experimentally, the

atomic levels are tuned in such a way that only the right-circular component can couple to
the cavity if the atom is prepared in the |↑〉 state as shown in the level scheme in Fig. 3.14.

A relative phase shift of π radians in the atom-photon state [69,101,146] between the |R〉
and |L〉 component leads to a polarization rotation of 90 degrees if at least one of the atoms
occupies the state |↑〉 and results in a diagonal polarization state |D〉 at the output. The
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output pulses are subsequently sent into a polarization-resolving setup of single-photon
detectors (SPDs) (Fig. 3.14). The measurement of |D〉 polarized light in this setup heralds
the presence of at least one coupling atom in the cavity. Thus, this measurement allows to
distinguish between the subspace spanned by {|↑↑〉 , |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉} and the state |↓↓〉. This is
not only true for one reflected photon, but remains true for any photon number, a feature
that makes this entanglement scheme robust to the statistics of the incoming optical pulse.
Therefore, also coherent pulses containing larger mean photon numbers can be employed
to execute the carving scheme. In practice however, the scattering of photons from the
reflected laser pulse by the intracavity atoms puts a limit on the mean number of photons
in each coherent pulse. It will be shown in section 3.5 that the fidelity of the generated
entangled states decreases exponentially with n̄. Thus, it is favorable to work with low
mean photon numbers.

3.4.8. Experimental Generation of All Four Bell States

The generation of all four maximally entangled Bell states relies on two variations of the
carving protocol. These two variations are necessary as three of the maximally entangled
Bell states, namely |Φ±〉 and |Ψ+〉 are situated in the symmetric part of the two-atom
Hilbert space while |Ψ−〉 is situated in the non-symmetric part. Once one of the three
symmetric Bell states is generated, the other two can be generated easily via a suitable
global rotation. The singlet state however, cannot be generated out of a symmetric state
via global qubit rotations. The reason for this is that the symmetric and non-symmetric
parts of Hilbert space are closed under global qubit rotations.
To generate the Bell states |Φ±〉 and |Ψ+〉, the carving protocol starts with an initially
prepared parallel spin configuration |↓↓〉. After the two carving steps with coherent pulses
containing a mean photon number n̄ = 0.33, the state |Ψ+〉 is generated. The polarization
of choice for the carving pulses is antidiagonal polarization |A〉. In principle, any linear
polarization state can be employed. The cavity however is slightly birefringent [96, 147]
due to strain in the mirror substrates. It was observed experimentally that the two polar-
ization eigenaxes of the cavity are close to antidiagonal and diagonal polarization. This
is the reason for the specific choice of the antidiagonal input polarization. The choice
of a linear input polarization close to the eigenaxes of the cavity ensures that in the
case where no atom couples to the cavity the same polarization state as the input state
is reflected from the cavity. If an input state between the two eigenaxes is chosen, the
reflected polarization is slightly rotated compared to the input state. This leads to a
reduction of the eventual state fidelity as the necessary herald clicks for carving in the
employed SPDs are admixed with false positive events. Earlier measurements showed that
the maximal splitting of the resonance curves for different polarization states is 410 kHz [96].

Once the state |Ψ+〉 is successfully generated, it is straightforward to generate |Φ±〉
as these states can be obtained from |Ψ+〉 via a global π/2 rotation around two different
rotation axes (x and y). The respective rotation axis for the generation of |Φ+〉 or |Φ−〉 is
experimentally controlled by the phase of the rotation pulse in the dashed box in figure
3.15. Either the phase of the Raman control or the Raman probe laser can be switched to
change the rotation axis. A switch to a different phase profile in the employed direct digital
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Figure 3.15.: Quantum circuit diagram of the carving protocol. After initializing the
atoms in the parallel spin configuration |↓↓〉 ( 1©), a π/2 rotation generates the state 1/2(|↑↑〉 −
|↑↓〉− |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉). In two carving steps, interleaved with a π rotation to invert the populations, the
|↑↑〉 and |↓↓〉 components are removed to generate a maximally entangled state |Ψ+〉. The dashed
box for the final π/2 rotation is optional and can be applied depending on whether |Φ±〉 should
be created from |Ψ+〉 or not. For the generation of the singlet state |Ψ−〉, the atoms are initially
prepared in an incoherent superposition of |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 ( 2©) before the double carving protocol
is applied. In this case, the dashed pulse at the end of the protocol can be omitted. The symbol
• denotes the atomic control qubits while the symbol ⊕ denotes a NOT operation. The circuit
diagram notation for the two carving steps (boxes before the two state detection measurements) is
a compact way to express the truth table outlined in equation 3.2.

synthesizer supplying one of the two AOMs setting the frequencies of the two Raman lasers
is sufficient to change the rotation axis.
For the generation of |Ψ−〉, a different input state is necessary. The choice of an antiparallel
configuration like |↑↓〉 or |↓↑〉 as an input state for the double carving protocol allows
for the generation of |Ψ−〉. Experimentally, the states |↑↓〉 or |↓↑〉 cannot be generated
independently since the atoms are not individually addressed. However, it is possible
to generate an incoherent mixture 1

2(|↑↓〉 〈↑↓|+ |↓↑〉 〈↓↑|) as outlined in section 2.4.1. A
calculation shows that starting from both |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 the resulting state after the double
carving protocol is |Ψ−〉. The only difference between starting from |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 is a
global phase of the eventually generated output state. This phase does not play a role. The
schematic quantum circuit diagram for the double carving scheme is shown in Fig. 3.15.
To verify the generation of entanglement, the method of parity oscillations is employed.
The theoretical foundations of this method were outlined in section 3.1. Fig. 3.16 shows
the outcome of the parity signals after the experimental generation of all four Bell states.
As expected from equation 3.18, the parity signal oscillates for the two states |Φ±〉 and it
is constant for the two states |Ψ±〉 as the phase φ of the analysis pulse is changed. The
corresponding measured populations P and the resulting state fidelities are listed in table
3.2. Fidelities of up to 90% with the respective desired Bell states can be achieved with
the double carving method. The table also contains a measurement of the state lifetime τ .
This measurement will be discussed in detail in section 3.10.
An advantage of the carving scheme is its insensitivity to the mode matching of the
incoming pulses to the cavity mode. This mode matching is 92% in the case of optimal
adjustment of the respective coupling mirrors and lenses. The remaining 8% of the light
is directly reflected from the first cavity mirror without coupling to the cavity mode.
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Figure 3.16.: Parity oscillation data The four plots show the parity signals corresponding
to the experimentally generated states |Φ±〉 and |Ψ±〉 as a function of the phase angle φ of the
analysis pulse. The solid line is a fit to the data with Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑), Im(ρ↑↑,↓↓) and Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) as free
parameters (see equation 3.18). While the states |Ψ±〉 exhibit the characteristic constant behavior
of Π(φ), the parity signals for states |Φ±〉 oscillate as φ is changed.

The scheme however, is heralded via the polarization change of the reflected pulse from
antidiagonal polarization |A〉 to diagonal polarization |D〉. This polarization change can
only occur if the photons actually couple to the cavity mode, which is not the case for
the non mode-matched component. This component therefore does not contribute to the
measured signal. It cannot change its polarization state when it is reflected from the
first cavity mirror. Therefore, the property of being heralded makes the carving scheme
robust to spatial fluctuations of the incoming mode. On the other hand, the inherently

Table 3.2.: Measured populations P , fidelities F and lifetimes τ of the states created
via quantum state carving. The experimental protocol to perform the lifetime measurement
will be discussed in section 3.10. The error bars are statistical standard errors.

|ψ〉 P↑↑ P↓↓ P↑↓ + P↓↑ F τ (µs)

|Ψ−〉 6(2)% 9(2)% 84(2)% 83.4(1.4)% 204(26)
|Ψ+〉 2(2)% 15(5)% 83(5)% 81.9(2.8)% 134(17)
|Φ−〉 40(3)% 54(3)% 6(1)% 89.9(1.7)% 90(19)
|Φ+〉 44(5)% 43(5)% 13(4)% 82.4(3.1)% —
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Figure 3.17.: Entangled state fidelity as a function of the mean photon number n̄ in
the reflected coherent pulses. The plot shows the fidelity of the states procuced via the double
carving protocol with the maximally entangled state |Φ−〉. The dashed line is a theoretical model
taking into account the decoherence due to photons scattered by the atom pair. The decay of this
exponential curve depends on the cavity parameters and is applied without any fit parameters. The
solid line is a theoretical model that additionally takes detector dark counts into account. These
dark counts influence the postselection process and become dominant as n̄ approaches zero. From
the fit, a dark count rate of 0.011 per pulse can be extracted. The highest fidelity of 89.9% is
achieved for n̄ = 0.33 where the solid line reaches a maximum.

probabilistic nature of the scheme means that its efficiency is fundamentally limited. As
will be discussed in chapter 4, this is not the case for the atom-atom gate mechanism.

3.5. Fidelity Dependence on the Mean Photon Number

In principle, the carving scheme does not depend on the mean photon number of the
coherent optical pulses injected onto the cavity. Thus, also higher numbers of photons
could be used to execute the carving method. In practice however, it turns out that the
scattering of photons from the carving pulses by the atoms sets an upper bound on the
experimentally achievable fidelities. Fig. 3.17 shows the fidelity with an ideally expected
|Φ−〉 state as a function of the mean photon number in each of the two reflected pulses
employed for carving.
An exponential decay of the measured fidelity is observable as n̄ is increased. The reason
for this decay is the scattering of photons from the incoming pulse by the intracavity atoms.
Such a scattering event scrambles the phase relation between the two atoms and thus leads
to a decrease of fidelity. The fidelity approaches a value of F = 0.5 because only coherences
are scrambled by the scattering processes while the atomic populations are unaffected. This
behavior was already predicted in the original proposal for quantum state carving [80]. In
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Figure 3.18.: Quantum circuit diagram for the single carving protocol. After initializing
both atoms in the state |↓〉, a global qubit rotation pulse Rαy is applied. The successive reflection of
an initially |A〉 polarized pulse and the postselection on a polarization rotation to |D〉 approximately
generates |Ψ+〉. This state can later be transformed into |Φ+〉 or |Φ−〉 with global π/2 rotation
pulses.

the proposal by Sørensen and Mølmer, an analytical expression for the scattering fraction
s was derived. This expression reads

s =
4κrγNg

2

(κγ +Ng2)2
. (3.25)

Inserting the experimental cavity parameters yields s = 0.36. As the protocol involved two
reflected pulses, the number of scattered photons and thus the decoherence doubles. The
dashed line in figure 3.17 shows the exponential decay with this decay constant. If n̄ is
not too small, the dashed line describes well the experimentally observed data. However,
for very low values of n̄, the fidelity deviates from the simple exponential model. The
reason for this behavior are dark counts of the single-photon detectors used to measure the
heralding event. The intrinsic dark count rates of these detectors are typically between
20 and 80 counts per second (cps). Additionally to the intrinsic dark counts, stray light
falling on the detectors and light leaking out of the cavity cause false herald clicks. The
latter two contributions dominate the intrinsic dark counts of the single-photon detectors.
The model thus identifies the dark count contributions as well as the scattering processes
from the atoms as the main sources of fidelity reduction. The scattering fraction s can be
reduced by increasing the coupling strength g between the atom and the cavity, i.e. by
employing a cavity with a smaller mode volume.

3.6. Single Carving Scheme for Entanglement Creation

In the scheme for entanglement creation discussed in section 3.1, two optical pulses were
needed to generate a maximally entangled state. There is a slightly modified scheme
compared to the double carving protocol that can be employed to approximately generate
maximally entangled states with only one reflection of an optical pulse. To achieve high
fidelities with this scheme, the value of α should be as small as possible. The idea was
proposed theoretically in [80] and removes the second carving pulse at the expense of
success probability. The protocol is outlined in figure 3.18.
Starting from a two-atom state |↓↓〉, a rotation pulse Rαy = R2((0,1,0),α) generates a slight
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Figure 3.19.: Entanglement creation with single carving protocol. Fidelity of the prepared
states with an ideal |Φ−〉 state. The fidelity was measured for different initial rotation angles α.
Entanglement was created via a single reflection of an optical pulse with n̄ = 1.2. The error bars are
the standard deviations of the mean. The solid line is a fitted theoretical model taking into account
the dark counts of the single-photon detectors employed for heralding. In the case of vanishing
dark counts, F would converge to unity as α→ 0.

deviation of the coherent spin state initially located at the south pole of the generalized
Bloch sphere. The choice of α is a tradeoff between the fidelity of the generated state with
a desired Bell state and the efficiency of the entanglement generation process. Generally,
the state after the rotation can be written as

sin2(α/2) |↑↑〉 − 1/2 sin(α)(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) + cos2(α/2) |↓↓〉 . (3.26)

In the next step, the |↓↓〉 component is carved out with the single optical pulse and a
postselection on the polarization flip from |A〉 to |D〉 just as in the double-carving protocol.
The resulting state can be written in the form

1√
1/2(3 + cos(α)) sin2(α/2)

(
sin2(α/2) |↑↑〉 − 1/2 sin(α)(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

)
. (3.27)

This state approaches |Ψ+〉 in the limit where α→ 0. Once the state 3.27 has been created,
it can be transformed into |Φ±〉 with a global π/2 rotation around an appropriate axis.
The protocol generates entangled states with a fidelity of F = 4 cos2(α/2)/(3 + cos(α)). In
the limit where α→ 0, the fidelity converges to 1. In this limit however, the efficiency of
the single carving operation vanishes.
The efficiency of the scheme depends on the residual amount of population in the |↓↓〉 state
which is controlled by α. If all the population is accumulated in this particular state, a
polarization flip of the reflected pulse cannot occur. A nonzero efficiency can thus only be
achieved if α 6= 0. The analytic expression for the efficiency η reads η = 1− cos4(α/2). An
application of the single carving protocol thus requires a tradeoff between the achieved
efficiency and the fidelity. The dark counts of the single-photon detectors used to observe
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the herald click dominate as α→ 0. The experiment was performed with a mean photon
number n̄ = 1.2 and a |Φ−〉 state was created with α ranging between 0 and 0.63π. The
experimentally observed data are shown in figure 3.19. From the fit, a dark count rate
of 0.01 per pulse can be extracted. This number is compatible with the value found in
the experiments where the double carving protocol was employed. To achieve the highest
fidelity, α must not be too small for the dark counts to dominate but also not too high
such that the |↑↑〉 component is still suppressed. For the employed parameters, the highest
experimentally observed fidelity F (Φ−) = (70.2 ± 3.2)% is attained for α = 0.23π. The
achieved efficiency is η = (5.9± 0.1)%.
The scheme is a versatile tool and can easily be extended to more than just two atoms.
Multi-atom entanglement has been demonstrated in the group of Jakob Reichel in Paris
where 40 atoms were entangled within an optical fiber cavity of high finesse [140]. A
similar scheme based on quantum Zeno dynamics has also been demonstrated [148]. In
the experiments of the Reichel group, the suppression of laser light transmitted through
the cavity served as a herald for coupling atoms in the cavity. A modified scheme has
been used by the Vuletić group to generate entanglement between 3000 atoms within a
cavity [149].

3.7. Measurement of the Husimi Q Distribution

As discussed in chapter 3.1, the Husimi Q distribution offers a way to illustrate the
carving process. Any two-qubit state can be assigned a Q distribution that is accessible
experimentally. The Q distribution of a coherent spin state is a symmetrical distribution
on the generalized Bloch sphere. One can rewrite the definition given in equation 3.8 and
obtains for the case of two atomic spins

Q(θ,φ) =
3

4π
〈θ,φ| ρ |θφ〉 (3.28)

=
3

4π
〈↓↓|R(θ,φ)ρR†(θ,φ) |↓↓〉 . (3.29)

Equation 3.29 shows that the Husimi Q distribution of ρ can be measured via a global
rotation R(θ,φ) defined by the spherical coordinates θ and φ and a subsequent state
detection of the population in the state |↓↓〉. Experimentally, φ was scanned from 0 to
2π in 30 equidistant steps and θ was scanned from 0 to π in 15 equidistant steps. This
results in 450 points on the generalized Bloch sphere. As a first example, a coherent spin
state 1

2(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉) was prepared via a global π/2 rotation from |↓↓〉. The
theoretically expected and experimentally observed Husimi distributions are shown in figure
3.20. Theory and experiment are in good agreement and both show a round distribution
on the equator of the generalized Bloch sphere. A slight reduction in the visibility of the
observed Q distribution is due to the state detection process which detects the state |↓↓〉
with 97.4% as was discussed in section 2.4.3.3.
If the double carving scheme is applied to the prepared coherent spin state, an entangled
state |Φ−〉 can be generated. The theoretically expected and experimentally observed
Husimi distributions are shown in figure 3.21. More specifically, the Mollweide projection
of the respective Bloch sphere is depicted.
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Figure 3.20.: Experimental data of the Husimi Q distribution of a coherent spin state.
Theoretical (left) and experimental (right) Husimi Q distribution for a coherent spin state of the
form 1

2 (|↑↑〉−|↑↓〉−|↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉). In the experiment, 450 data points were recorded on the generalized
Bloch sphere.
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Figure 3.21.: Experimental data of the Husimi Q distribution of |Φ−〉. The left graph
shows the theoretically expected Husimi Q distribution for a |Φ−〉 state. A characteristic ring-shaped
distribution is expected. The right graph shows the experimentally observed data. The noise in the
experimental data is statistical. Both plots show the Mollweide projection of the respective Bloch
sphere.

The observed ring shape is characteristic for the maximally entangled Bell states |Φ±〉 and
|Ψ+〉. By an appropriate choice of the rotation axis, a global π/2 rotation can transform any
of these three states into any state out of the same set. In the Husimi representation, such
a rotation corresponds to a rotation of the observed ring on the generalized Bloch sphere.
In the case of the |Φ±〉 states, the observed ring is oriented such that Q is non-vanishing
on the north- and the south pole of the generalized Bloch sphere. This is due to the fact
that these states have contributions of both |↑↑〉 and |↓↓〉.

3.8. Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction of the Density Matrix

In this section a method is described that allows to reconstruct the density matrix of the
produced state from the measured Husimi Q distribution [138]. The method is based on
a maximum likelihood technique. Based on the available data, the technique determines
the most likely underlying density matrix. The method was described in the context of
quantum optics for the reconstruction of entangled states in [150] and was later applied
to homodyne tomography [151]. It was also employed to reconstruct the contributions of
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different Dicke states in an ensemble of atoms in an optical cavity [90, 140,148,152]. Here,
the method is used for reconstructing the density matrix of a two-particle entangled state.
In the following, an iterative algorithm is explained that asymptotically approximates
the density matrix based on the data available from the measurement of the Husimi Q
distribution [150].
Consider a quantum state ρ that is subject to projective measurements with MN different
outcomes. The measurements can be described by the projection operators |yi〉 〈yj | where
i = 1,...,MN and

MN∑
i=1

|yi〉 〈yi| = 11. (3.30)

A measurement on ρ in a certain measurement basis results in a probability pi given by
pi = 〈yi| ρ |yi〉. The corresponding experimental quantity is the Husimi Q distribution
of the form Q(θ,φ) ∝ 〈θ,φ| ρ |θ,φ〉. This distribution characterizes the overlap of the
experimentally generated state with coherent spin states for different pairs of spherical
coordinates θ and φ. Therefore, there is a set of measurement bases described by projection
operators |(θ,φ)i〉 〈(θ,φ)i|. In the limit of an infinite number of measurements, the observed
probabilities fi ∝ Q(θ,φ) will approach pi. In the case of the measurement of a Husimi
Q distribution, there are only two possible measurement outcomes. Either zero photon
clicks in the fluorescence state detection interval are observed, or a non-vanishing number
of clicks is observed. This binary signal corresponds to the operators |(θ,φ)i〉 〈(θ,φ)i| and
11−|(θ,φ)i〉 〈(θ,φ)i| and the respective probabilities are f1

i and f0
i = 1− f1

i . It is convenient
to define the likelihood function as L(ρ), an expression that depends on the measured
probabilities fi. The definition reads

L(ρ) :=

MN∏
i=1

〈yi| ρ |yi〉fi . (3.31)

For the specific case of the Husimi Q distribution, the likelihood function can be expressed
as [90]

L(ρ) =

MN∏
i=1

(p1
i )
f1i · (p0

i )
f0i (3.32)

where p1
i = 〈(θ,φ)i| ρ |(θ,φ)i〉 and p0

i = 1−p1
i . The goal of the maximum likelihood technique

is to determine a density matrix ρmax which maximizes L(ρ). For this matrix, the measured
probabilities will approach the values of pki such that fki ≈ pki holds. To find the desired
matrix ρmax, an operator T is introduced [151] as

T(ρ) =
∑
i

f1
i

p1
i

|(θ,φ)i〉 〈(θ,φ)i|+
f0
i

p0
i

(11− |(θ,φ)i〉 〈(θ,φ)i|). (3.33)

For the density matrix ρmax, the relation T(ρmax) ∝ 11 holds. Starting with the initial
density matrix ρ(0) ∝ 11 an iterative algorithm can be applied to obtain the density matrix
for the next iteration step according to

ρ(k+1) = N
(
T(ρ(k))ρ(k)T(ρ(k))

)
. (3.34)
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In the last expression, N denotes the normalization to a unitary trace. It can be shown
that in each step, the likelihood function increases monotonically [151].
The iterative algorithm asympotically approaches the desired density matrix ρmax. It
should be pointed out that a measurement of the Husimi distribution always measures the
symmetric part of the density matrix since the overlap of a non-symmetric state with a
coherent spin state is always zero. This is the reason why the Husimi distribution of the
|Ψ−〉 state is vanishing over the entire Bloch sphere. In our example from section 3.7 the
Husimi distribution of the symmetric state |Φ−〉 was measured. This dataset will be used
for the reconstruction of ρmax in the following section.

3.9. Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction of a Density Matrix
from a Measured Husimi Q Distribution

Figure 3.21 (right part) shows the experimental data of a Husimi Q distribution after the
production of a |Φ−〉 state via the double carving protocol. In total, Q was measured at
450 points on the Bloch sphere which corresponds to 450 different measurement bases
|(θ,φ)i〉 〈(θ,φ)i|. Starting with a normalized unit matrix, 200 iterations of the algorithm
outlined in section 3.8 yield the density matrix

ρmax =


0.498 −0.023 + 0.008i −0.023 + 0.008i −0.328 + 0.046i

−0.023− 0.008i 0.065 0.002 0.020 + 0.017i
−0.023− 0.008i 0.002 0.065 0.020 + 0.017i
−0.328− 0.046i 0.020 − 0.017i 0.020 − 0.017i 0.373

 .

(3.35)
The real and the imaginary part of this density matrix are shown graphically in figure 3.22.

A measurement of the Husimi Q distribution and the successive reconstruction of the
density matrix does not allow to distinguish between the states |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉. Thus, in the
density matrix shown in figure 3.22, the bars corresponding to the components |↑↓〉 〈↑↓|
and |↓↑〉 〈↓↑| have the same value, the average of the physical values which cannot be
accessed independently. The imaginary components of the density matrix are close to zero,
a sign that the characteristic ring structure on the Husimi sphere is not rotated around the
vertical z axis away from |Φ−〉.
The iterative process to approach ρmax can be visualized by plotting the logarithm of the
likelihood function defined in equation 3.32 as a function of the corresponding iteration
step. Furthermore, the fidelity with the ideal state |Φ−〉 can be plotted as a function of the
respective iteration step. These plots are shown in figure 3.23. The fidelity is defined as

F (ρ,
∣∣Φ−〉) =

〈
Φ−
∣∣ ρ ∣∣Φ−〉 (3.36)

and asymptotically approaches a value of F (ρmax, |Φ−〉) = 76.3%. It should be noted that in
this measurement, the fidelity is not as high as the best achieved fidelities for the generation
of the |Φ−〉 state (see table 3.2). The reason is the long duration of the experiment and
thermal drifting of the system during the measurement of the full Husimi distribution.
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Figure 3.22.: Reconstructed density matrix. The figure shows the real (blue, left) and the
imaginary (red, right) parts of the reconstructed density matrix ρmax. The fidelity with the
maximally entangled state |Φ−〉 is 76.3%.

Such a measurement typically takes 24 hours. A parity oscillation measurement is much
faster (1-2 hours) and thermal spatial drifts i.e. of the Raman beam employed for qubit
rotations do not play such a big role on shorter timescales.
It is worthwile to calculate an entanglement measure for the reconstructed density matrix.
A good example of such a measure is the concurrence C [136]. The concurrence of a density
matrix ρ describing a two-qubit state is defined as

C = max(0,λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4) (3.37)

where λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4 are the eigenvalues (sorted in decreasing order) of

R =
√√

ρρ̃
√
ρ. (3.38)

Here, the matrix ρ̃ is defined as ρ̃ = (σ2 ⊗ σ2)ρ∗(σ2 ⊗ σ2), where σ2 is a Pauli matrix1 and
the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The concurrence assumes a value between zero
and one, depending on the amount of entanglement between the qubits. For maximally
entangled states, a concurrence of one is reached while separable states have a concurrence
of zero. Inserting the reconstructed density matrix ρmax into this definition yields a value
of C = 0.54 and thus shows that entanglement was generated.

As a crosscheck, one can also verify that the measured values for the expected probabilities
p1
i approach the values of the measured Husimi distribution f1

i . In total, 450 values of
f1
i were measured on a grid evenly distributed over the entire generalized Bloch sphere.

1The Pauli matrix σ2 is defined as σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
.
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Figure 3.23.: Likelihood and fidelity. Left: Logarithm of the likelihood as a function of the
iteration step. The likelihood increases monotonically. Right: Fidelity of the generated state with
the ideally expected Bell state |Φ−〉 as a function of the iteration step. The fidelity asymptotically
approaches F = 76.3% (gray dashed line). As a starting state for the iteration process, a normalized
unit matrix was chosen.
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Figure 3.24.: Plot of f1
i and p1

i for i ∈ {1, · · · ,450}. The gray curve shows the experimentally
measured values of f1

i , namely the value of the Husimi Q distribution at the measurement angle
pair (θ,φ)i with the index i. The blue curve shows the values of p1

i resulting from the reconstructed
density matrix ρmax.

Initially a value for θ was chosen and fixed. Then φ was scanned from 0 to 2π in 30 steps
before θ was increased by π/14 and φ was scanned again. The measured values for f1

i can
be plotted together with the values for p1

i , as shown in figure 3.24.
In a final step, the Husimi Q distribution of ρmax can be reconstructed. For this, the
inferred density matrix is inserted into definition 3.29. The resulting Husimi Q distribution
is shown in figure 3.25.
The characteristic ring structure of the state |Φ−〉 is visible in the reconstructed Husimi
distribution. As can be seen in figure 3.22, the |↓↓〉 component of the reconstructed density
matrix contains more population than the |↑↑〉 component. This asymmetry can also be
observed in the Husimi Q distribution in figure 3.25. The Q distribution assumes higher
values at the south pole of the sphere compared to the north pole. A similar asymmetry
was also observed in the direct measurement of the atomic populations in table 3.2. To
explain this, one has to take into account the dark counts of the employed photon detectors
which herald the successful execution of a carving operation. Such a dark count in the
detector measuring |D〉 polarized photons after the reflection process yields a false positive
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Figure 3.25.: Husimi distribution of the reconstructed density matrix ρmax. The Moll-
weide projection of the generalized Bloch sphere is shown with the Husimi Q function encoded color
code. The distribution assumes higher values at the south pole of the generalized Bloch sphere
compared to the north pole. The corresponding experimental data are shown in figure 3.21 (right
plot).

event. If such an event occurs during the time interval of the first carving pulse, while the
second carving pulse works properly, the resulting state is

√
3

2
|↓↓〉+

1

2
√

3
|↓↑〉+

1

2
√

3
|↑↓〉 − 1

2
√

3
|↑↑〉 . (3.39)

In the reverse situation, where the first carving step works properly, but the second photon
interval contains a dark count instead of a real click, the resulting state is

√
3

2
|↓↓〉 − 1

2
√

3
|↓↑〉 − 1

2
√

3
|↑↓〉 − 1

2
√

3
|↑↑〉 . (3.40)

If both photon intervals contain a false positive click the resulting state is |↓↓〉 since in this
case the initial state |↓↓〉 is effectively rotated by 2π. Thus, all experimental outcomes
with any form of a false positive event lead to a state where the |↓↓〉 component contains
the majority of the population compared to all other state contributions. This explains the
asymmetry in the populations of the observed data. It is worthwile to note that this is
not the case for the generation process of the |Ψ+〉 state. Here, the two outcomes where a
false positive event occurs in the first or second photon interval lead to states where in one
situation the |↓↓〉 component and in the other situation the |↑↑〉 component dominate and
thus the net effect is cancelled.

3.10. Lifetime Measurement of the Produced Entangled States

Once an entangled state has been generated with the carving method, the corresponding
lifetime can be characterized. In the context of quantum information processing, states
situated in decoherence free subspaces are of particular interest because they are protected
against environmental noise sources [153]. Due to the phase noise acting on an atomic
qubit in the cavity a random phase shift 〈φ〉 is imprinted on the two components |↑〉 and
|↓〉. An example of a source for such phase noise could be a fluctuating magnetic field ~B(t)
that affects the two qubits in the same way. Such a field imprints a dynamical phase onto
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the two qubit states. Starting with a general quantum state |ψ〉, the dynamical phase after
the vector ~B fluctuated for a time interval of length T can be expressed as

|ψ〉 −→ e−
i
~
∫ T
0 E|ψ〉( ~B(t))dt |ψ〉 (3.41)

with the dynamical phase e−
i
~
∫ T
0 E|ψ〉( ~B(t))dt := ei〈φψ〉. After such a phase noise has been

applied to an equal superposition state, it evolves as

1√
2

(
|↑〉+ |↓〉

)
→ 1√

2

(
ei〈φ↑〉 |↑〉+ ei〈φ↓〉 |↓〉

)
(3.42)

= ei〈φ↑〉
(
|↑〉+ ei(〈φ↓〉−〈φ↑〉) |↓〉

)
. (3.43)

A global phase ei〈φ↑〉 is not relevant, but uncorrelated phase noise between the |↑〉 and
|↓〉 components leads to a reduction of the coherence terms in the corresponding density
matrix. The situation is different if one considers an entangled state. Good examples are
the states |Ψ±〉 = 1√

2
(|↑↓〉 ± |↓↑〉). Under global phase noise fluctuations on both involved

qubits, these states evolve into∣∣Ψ±〉 =
1√
2

(
|↑↓〉 ± |↓↑〉

)
(3.44)

→ 1√
2

(
ei〈φ↑〉 |↑〉 ei〈φ↓〉 |↓〉 ± ei〈φ↓〉 |↓〉 ei〈φ↑〉 |↑〉

)
(3.45)

=
ei(〈φ↑〉+〈φ↓〉)√

2

(
|↑↓〉 ± |↓↑〉

)
(3.46)

= ei(〈φ↑〉+〈φ↓〉)
∣∣Ψ±〉 . (3.47)

Therefore, the states |Ψ±〉 are preserved up to a global phase which makes them robust to
global phase noise. It should be noted that the same reasoning does not hold for the states
|Φ±〉. These states evolve according to∣∣Φ±〉 =

1√
2

(
|↑↑〉 ± |↓↓〉

)
(3.48)

→ 1√
2

(
ei〈φ↑〉 |↑〉 ei〈φ↑〉 |↑〉 ± ei〈φ↓〉 |↓〉 ei〈φ↓〉 |↓〉

)
(3.49)

=
e2i〈φ↑〉
√

2

(
|↑↑〉 ± e2i(〈φ↓〉−〈φ↑〉) |↓↓〉

)
. (3.50)

Thus, both |Φ+〉 and |Φ−〉 are prone to global phase noise. Assuming global magnetic
field fluctuations, a measurement of the state lifetime should show a longer lifetime of the
|Ψ±〉 states compared to the |Φ±〉 states. Such a lifetime measurement was performed
experimentally. Initially a certain entangled state was generated with the double carving
method. After a waiting time t, the usual parity oscillation measurement is performed
to extract the fidelity as a function of t. A measure of the lifetime τ is the 1/e decay
time of a fitted Gaussian to the measured fidelities as a function of the waiting time t.
The results of this measurement are τ(|Ψ−〉) = (204± 26) µs, τ(|Ψ+〉) = (134± 17) µs and
τ(|Φ−〉) = (90 ± 19) µs. The |Ψ±〉 indeed have a longer lifetime than the τ(|Φ−〉) state
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as one would expect from the calculation above. The lifetime of |Φ+〉 was not measured
experimentally.
The lifetimes of the produced states are limited by fluctuations of external magnetic fields
and by atomic motion in the trapping potential with circular polarization components.
These circular components of the trapping lasers introduce differential energy shifts between
the qubit levels and thus lead to a reduction of the qubit coherence time. If the two atoms
move in the trapping potential in an uncorrelated way, this effect leads to a reduction of
the lifetime of the produced entangled states. The circular polarization components of the
trapping lasers were carefully eliminated with appropriate polarizers and waveplates [94].
With additional ground state cooling of the atoms the effect of any residual circular trap
component could be further reduced. An elimination of external fluctuating magnetic fields
in combination with ground state cooling of the atoms would therefore increase the lifetime
of produced entangled states.

3.11. Quantum State Carving as a Probabilistic Entanglement
Swapping Procedure

In a quantum repeater architecture like the one envisioned in [74], a central ingredient
is the ability to generate remote entanglement over large distances. However, the direct
transmission of optical signals and therefore the direct distribution of entanglement is ham-
pered by losses in the optical fibers connecting the network nodes. Here it is demonstrated
theoretically that employing the quantum state carving method in a repeater station, the
generation of remote entanglement can be achieved probabilistically.

To generate entanglement between two atoms in two remote cavities (atoms number
1 and 4), the repeater station is placed half way between the two remote cavities. The
repeater station comprises two atoms (atoms number 2 and 3) like in the quantum state
carving experiments. In an initial step, entanglement between the atoms 1 and 2 can be
generated by performing an optical Bell state measurement between two photons extracted
from those atoms [74]. Likewise, entanglement between atoms number 3 and 4 can be
generated. For the specific example of a |Φ+〉 state generated between atoms 1 and 2 and
atoms 3 and 4, the initial state of the four considered qubits can be written as

1

2

(
|↑1↑2〉+ |↓1↓2〉

)(
|↑3↑4〉+ |↓3↓4〉

)
(3.51)

=
1

2

(
|↑1↑2↑3↑4〉+ |↑1↑2↓3↓4〉+ |↓1↓2↑3↑4〉+ |↓1↓2↓3↓4〉

)
.

At this stage in the protocol the double carving scheme between atoms 2 and 3 in the
repeater station can be executed by successively reflecting two linearly polarized coherent
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optical states. The input and output states for a successful double carving protocol
including the last π/2 rotation as in figure 3.15 can be written as

|↑↑〉 −→ 1√
2

(|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉) (3.52)

|↑↓〉 −→ 1√
2

(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉) (3.53)

|↓↑〉 −→ 1√
2

(− |↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) (3.54)

|↓↓〉 −→ 1√
2

(− |↑↑〉+ |↓↓〉). (3.55)

Applying the carving operation on atoms 2 and 3 to the initial state 3.51, the output state
can be written as

1

2
√

2

[
|↑1〉

(
|↑2↑3〉− |↓2↓3〉

)
|↑4〉+ |↑1〉

(
|↑2↓3〉− |↓2↑3〉

)
|↓4〉+ (3.56)

|↓1〉
(
− |↑2↓3〉+ |↓2↑3〉

)
|↑4〉+ |↓1〉

(
− |↑2↑3〉+ |↓2↓3〉

)
|↓4〉

]
=

1

2
√

2

[
|↑1↑2↑3↑4〉− |↑1↓2↓3↑4〉+ |↑1↑2↓3↓4〉− |↑1↓2↑3↓4〉

− |↓1↑2↓3↑4〉+ |↓1↓2↑3↑4〉− |↓1↑2↑3↓4〉+ |↓1↓2↓3↓4〉
]

=
1

2
√

2

[
|↓2↓3〉

(
− |↑1↑4〉+ |↓1↓4〉

)
+ |↓2↑3〉

(
|↓1↑4〉− |↑1↓4〉

)
+

|↑2↓3〉
(
|↑1↓4〉− |↓1↑4〉

)
+ |↑2↑3〉

(
|↑1↑4〉− |↓1↓4〉

)]
.

After this step, another linearly polarized coherent state is reflected from the cavity. In
the case where the polarization of this photon does not change, the state of the atoms in
the repeater station is projected onto |↓2↓3〉, while the atoms in the remote cavities will
be projected onto 1√

2
(− |↑1↑4〉 + |↓1↓4〉), a maximally entangled state. Therefore, three

coherent states are required to perform the entanglement swapping. The first two are
needed for the carving procedure. A polarization change after the reflection of both of
these pulses heralds the successful carving operation. The third reflection of a coherent
state projects the outer atoms 1 and 4 on a maximally entangled state if its polarization is
not changed after the reflection.
The described mechanism to perform entanglement swapping is probabilistic and heralded.
The first carving step has an efficiency of 3/4 while the second has an efficiency of 2/3
which yields a combined success probability of 1/2. The third step has a success probability
of 1/4. Therefore, the total combined success probability of the protocol is 1/8.
Experimental imperfections like the finite cooperativity of the atom-cavity system further
reduce these numbers. For example, in the double carving experiment an efficiency of 61%
was measured instead of the expected 75% for the first carving step. Also, employing weak
coherent pulses strongly reduces the total efficiency since in the majority of experimental
trials no photon is present in the carving pulses and no herald photon can be detected.
Nevertheless, the scheme could be employed to generate remote entanglement in a proba-
bilistic way.
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In the case in which the polarization of the last reflected photon did change, a π pulse
can be applied to atoms 2 and 3 before reflecting another linearly polarized photon. If
the polarization of this additional photon does not change, the state 1√

2
(|↑1↑4〉− |↓1↓4〉)

results which is also a maximally entangled state between the remote atoms 1 and 4. In
the other case, the state 1√

2
(|↑1↓4〉− |↓1↑4〉) or 1√

2
(− |↑1↓4〉+ |↓1↑4〉) results.

To circumvent the probabilistic nature of this scheme and increase the efficiency, a deter-
ministic gate operation between atoms 2 and 3 can be implemented. The experimental
implementation of such a gate will be discussed in section 4.

3.12. Requirements for the Carving Scheme

It is important to ask the question for the required ranges of the atom-cavity parameters
to successfully perform the carving operation for entanglement generation. As it turns out,
these requirements allow for employing a cavity with a lower cooperativity than in our
case. The scheme presented in this thesis differs in some aspects from the original proposal
of Sørensen and Mølmer [80]. In this proposal, the reflection of a photon from a symmetric
ring cavity was used as a herald for the presence of atoms interacting with the cavity mode.
Thus, it is not a polarization rotation that heralds the presence of coupling atoms inside
the cavity, but the fact that the photons are reflected at all. Since the cavity in the QGate
laboratory is strongly asymmetric, the implementation of this scheme was not feasible.
Thus, an extension of the original proposal to general cavity parameters was devised.
As outlined in section 3.1, the method of choice is to consider two different polarization
modes |R〉 and |L〉. If a photon in a superposition of these two modes is impinging onto the
cavity, the presence of coupling atoms can be heralded via a polarization rotation after the
reflection. Experimentally, the |L〉 mode is far off-resonant from the atomic transition and
can serve as a reference. The |R〉mode can be prohibited from entering the cavity by an atom
in the state |↑〉. The cavity parameters are given by (g,κ,κr,γ) = 2π(7.8, 2.5, 2.3, 3.0) MHz.
Input-output theory allows to calculate the reflection amplitude r of the cavity which
depends on the number of coupling atoms N . For sufficiently narrow photons in the
frequency domain (compared to the cavity linewidth), the reflection amplitude on resonance
can be expressed as [112,113]

r(N) = 1− κr/κ

C(N) + 1/2
(3.57)

where C(N) = Ng2/(2κγ) = 4.1 × N is the cooperativity of the system. Since |L〉 is
far off resonant, a photon in this polarization mode experiences a reflection amplitude of
r(0) while a photon in the |R〉 mode experiences r(N). Since the carving scheme relies
on the polarization rotation of light after the reflection, the probability Pf to change the
polarization from linear to its orthogonal state is an important quantity. We can calculate
Pf by defining a reflection operator R̂ according to

R̂ := |R〉 〈R| r(N) + |L〉 〈L| r(0). (3.58)
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With this definition Pf can be expressed as a matrix element of the reflection operator R̂
according to

Pf (N) =
∣∣∣ 〈D| R̂ |A〉 ∣∣∣2 (3.59)

=
∣∣∣1
2
r(N = 0)− 1

2
r(N > 0)

∣∣∣2 = (3.60)

=
(κr
κ

Ng2

Ng2 + γκ

)2
=
(
ηesc

C(N)

C(N) + 1/2

)2
, (3.61)

where ηesc = κr/κ = 0.92 is the probability of a photon in the cavity to escape through
the outcoupling mirror. In absence of coupling atoms (N = 0), one obtains Pf = 0 as
expected. For N = 0,1,2, one obtains Pf (N = 0, 1, 2) = (0.00, 0.67, 0.75). The input pulse
reflected from the cavity is a coherent pulse with an average photon number of n̄ and thus
the average number of heralding photons with a polarization state |D〉 is given by n̄Pf .
In principle, this means that one can perform these experiments with big values of n̄, but
there is always a finite fraction of scattered photons. This fraction s is given by [80]

s =
4κrγNg

2

(κγ +Ng2)2
. (3.62)

For the experimental parameters in this thesis the scattering fraction s amounts to s(N =
0, 1, 2) = (0.00, 0.36, 0.20). Therefore, two effects are competing. On the one hand, there is
the undesired scattering of photons from the atoms in the cavity which increases with n̄.
On the other hand, the heralding signal for the entanglement generation also increases with
increasing n̄. From these considerations it follows that the ratio Pf/s should be as large as
possible to achieve a high heralding signal and a low scattering fraction. An evaluation of
this expression yields

Pf/s =
Ng2κr
4κ2γ

=
ηesc

2
C. (3.63)

Therefore, the coorporativity C is a crucial parameter quantifying the performance of
the carving protocol. Additionally, the escape probability ηesc = κr/κ determines the
performance and assumes its highest possible value of unity for κr = κ.
A different way to approach the question of the performance of the carving scheme is to
look at the phase shift mechanism accompanying the reflection process from the cavity.
A prerequisite for the phase shift to work properly is a change of sign of the reflection
amplitude r for right-circularly polarized light in the case of coupling atoms in the cavity
compared to the empty cavity. The phase of the reflected light is given by arg(r), the
angle of r with the real positive axis. The analytic expression for r on resonance was given
in equation 3.57. Since r(N > 0) > r(N = 0), the only possibility to achieve the desired
phase shift is to change the sign of r when changing from N = 0 to N > 0. This means
that the two conditions

r(N > 0) = 1− 2κrγ

Ng2 + κγ
= 1− κr/κ

C + 1/2
> 0 (3.64)

r(N = 0) = 1− 2κr
κ

< 0 (3.65)
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must be fulfilled. These inequalities can be rearranged to

C =
Ng2

2κγ
> ηesc − 1/2 (3.66)

κr > κ/2. (3.67)

Therefore, a cooperativity C higher than ηesc − 1/2 = 0.42 and an asymmetric cavity
are needed for a proper execution of the phase shift mechanism. In this regime a sign
change of r between the coupling and the non-coupling cases occurs. When decreasing the
cooperativity, the success probability of the scheme is reduced according to equation 3.61.
However, the herald signal allows to postselect on the cases where the carving process was
successful. For our case, the threshold for the cooperativity is a factor of ten lower than
the actual experimental value C = 4.1. This means that g could in principle be much lower
than it actually is in the experiment.



4. Photon-Mediated Atom-Atom Gate

The content of this chapter has been published in:
Photon-Mediated Quantum Gate between Two Neutral Atoms in an Optical
Cavity.
S. Welte, B. Hacker, S. Daiss, S. Ritter and G. Rempe,
Physical Review X 8, 011018 (2018).

In chapter 3, a method was developed to generate entanglement between two atoms
in a probabilistic and heralded protocol. The purpose of the experiment described in this
chapter is to implement a universal quantum gate between the two atomic qubits [43].
The two theoretical proposals for this experiment date back to 2005 and 2006 [75, 76]
and were implemented experimentally in this work. An intracavity quantum gate allows
for the generation of entanglement in a deterministic way and has many applications in
a future quantum network. On the one hand, it allows for local processing of quantum
information in the network nodes. This sets the stage for a quantum network architecture
where small scale quantum computers located in the network nodes perform elementary
quantum computation tasks. The results of these computations could later be mapped onto
flying photons via the scheme outlined in [46] and sent to a different network node [154].
Furthermore, the demonstrated gate can be used in an entanglement swapping protocol to
distribute entanglement in a large scale quantum network. In such a scheme, the two atoms
in the same cavity play the role of a repeater station. The theoretical proposal for such an
atom-cavity based quantum repeater architecture was outlined in [74]. While the technique
of quantum state carving does not necessarily require single photons for entanglement
generation, the gate described in this chapter is based on a protocol that deterministically
generates entanglement if a single-photon source is employed. The reflection of the single
photon from the cavity executes the gate. As a single-photon source was not available for
the described experiments, they were performed with strongly attenuated coherent laser
pulses. A postselection on the presence of a single photon in these pulses with conventional
photon detectors mimics a single-photon source.
The described gate mechanism is independent of the experimental platform. Therefore it
can be realized in any physical implementation where two material qubits can be coupled
to a resonator [155–162]. Possible platforms include superconducting qubits, trapped ions,
nitrogen-vacancy centers and quantum dots.

4.1. Operating Principle of the Gate

Just as the carving technique, the atom-atom gate relies on the reflection of light from
the atom-atom-cavity system. The situation is illustrated in figure 4.1. In contrast to the
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Figure 4.1.: Atom-atom gate executed via reflection of a photon from the cavity. A
right-circularly polarized photon is reflected from the cavity containing the two atomic qubits to
execute a quantum logic gate between them. The upper left inset shows a simplified level scheme
of the two atoms which can be considered as three-level systems. The upper right inset shows an
EMCCD camera flourescence image of an intracavity atom pair. The cavity is actively stabilized to
the |↑〉 → |e〉 transition. Reflected photons are resonant with the uncoupled cavity.

quantum state carving experiment (see chapter 3), where linearly polarized light (|A〉) was
employed, the polarization of the light impinging onto the cavity is right-circular (|R〉) for
the atom-atom gate experiment. Due to the phase shift mechanism outlined in section 2.5,
the reflection of a sinlge photon with this polarization gives rise to a truth table of the form

|↑↑〉 |R〉 −→ |↑↑〉 |R〉
|↑↓〉 |R〉 −→ |↑↓〉 |R〉
|↓↑〉 |R〉 −→ |↓↑〉 |R〉
|↓↓〉 |R〉 −→ − |↓↓〉 |R〉 . (4.1)

This truth table represents a controlled phase gate and therefore a universal quantum gate
between the two atomic qubits [135]. Figure 4.2 illustrates the phase shift mechanism for
different configurations of atomic states in the cavity. The photon serves as an ancilla to
mediate the atom-atom interaction and executes the gate upon reflection from the cavity.
It is important to note that the minus sign in front of the |↓↓〉 component only occurs for an
odd number of reflected photons. If a Fock state |n〉 is reflected, a phase shift of n ·π results.

For a different set of input basis states, the gate can assume the form of a controlled
NOT (CNOT) gate. An example is the basis |↑〉 |→〉, |↑〉 |←〉, |↓〉 |→〉, |↓〉 |←〉, with
|→〉 := 1/

√
2(|↑〉 + |↓〉) and |←〉 := 1/

√
2(|↑〉 − |↓〉). In this particular basis, the gate

transforms the four basis states according to the truth table

|↑〉 |→〉 −→ |↑〉 |→〉 (4.2)

|↑〉 |←〉 −→ |↑〉 |←〉
|↓〉 |→〉 −→ |↓〉 |←〉
|↓〉 |←〉 −→ |↓〉 |→〉 .
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<latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit>

|Ri
<latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yvOiaKh+sPLKg6hfl5vxHTxjxNA=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9VV26CRbBVUlE0GXRjcsq9gJNLJPpSTt0MgkzJ2IJeQJfwK2+gTtx61P4Aj6H0zYLbf1h4OM/53DO/EEiuEbH+bKWlldW19ZLG+XNre2d3crefkvHqWLQZLGIVSegGgSX0ESOAjqJAhoFAtrB6GpSbz+A0jyWdzhOwI/oQPKQM4rGuvdGgJmH8IjZbZ73KlWn5kxlL4JbQJUUavQq314/ZmkEEpmgWnddJ0E/owo5E5CXvVRDQtmIDqBrUNIItJ9Nr87tY+P07TBW5km0p+7viYxGWo+jwHRGFId6vjYx/60FippvzW3H8MLPuExSBMlmy8NU2Bjbk1jsPlfAUIwNUKa4ud9mQ6ooQxNe2QTjzsewCK3Tmmv45qxavywiKpFDckROiEvOSZ1ckwZpEkYUeSYv5NV6st6sd+tj1rpkFTMH5I+szx/t15tx</latexit>

phase⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="RzRP6fyF/6Ng9Q5iiJXnLnfOEb8=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm2ARXEhJRNBl0Y3LCvYCTSiT6Wk7dDIJMydqCX0HX8CtvoE7cesr+AI+h9M2C239YeDjP+fMOfxhIrhG1/2yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7p5d3m/qOFUMGiwWsWqHVIPgEhrIUUA7UUCjUEArHF1P6617UJrH8g7HCQQRHUje54yisbp22Ud4xCwZmj8m/qmf8K5dcavuTM4yeDlUSK561/72ezFLI5DIBNW647kJBhlVyJmASclPNSSUjegAOgYljUAH2ez0iXNsnJ7Tj5V5Ep2Z+3sio5HW4yg0nRHFoV6sTc1/a6GiI8CF7di/DDIukxRBsvnyfiocjJ1pNk6PK2AoxgYoU9zc77AhVZShSbBkgvEWY1iG5lnVM3x7Xqld5REVySE5IifEIxekRm5InTQIIw/kmbyQV+vJerPerY95a8HKZw7IH1mfP1X8nKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RzRP6fyF/6Ng9Q5iiJXnLnfOEb8=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm2ARXEhJRNBl0Y3LCvYCTSiT6Wk7dDIJMydqCX0HX8CtvoE7cesr+AI+h9M2C239YeDjP+fMOfxhIrhG1/2yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7p5d3m/qOFUMGiwWsWqHVIPgEhrIUUA7UUCjUEArHF1P6617UJrH8g7HCQQRHUje54yisbp22Ud4xCwZmj8m/qmf8K5dcavuTM4yeDlUSK561/72ezFLI5DIBNW647kJBhlVyJmASclPNSSUjegAOgYljUAH2ez0iXNsnJ7Tj5V5Ep2Z+3sio5HW4yg0nRHFoV6sTc1/a6GiI8CF7di/DDIukxRBsvnyfiocjJ1pNk6PK2AoxgYoU9zc77AhVZShSbBkgvEWY1iG5lnVM3x7Xqld5REVySE5IifEIxekRm5InTQIIw/kmbyQV+vJerPerY95a8HKZw7IH1mfP1X8nKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RzRP6fyF/6Ng9Q5iiJXnLnfOEb8=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm2ARXEhJRNBl0Y3LCvYCTSiT6Wk7dDIJMydqCX0HX8CtvoE7cesr+AI+h9M2C239YeDjP+fMOfxhIrhG1/2yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7p5d3m/qOFUMGiwWsWqHVIPgEhrIUUA7UUCjUEArHF1P6617UJrH8g7HCQQRHUje54yisbp22Ud4xCwZmj8m/qmf8K5dcavuTM4yeDlUSK561/72ezFLI5DIBNW647kJBhlVyJmASclPNSSUjegAOgYljUAH2ez0iXNsnJ7Tj5V5Ep2Z+3sio5HW4yg0nRHFoV6sTc1/a6GiI8CF7di/DDIukxRBsvnyfiocjJ1pNk6PK2AoxgYoU9zc77AhVZShSbBkgvEWY1iG5lnVM3x7Xqld5REVySE5IifEIxekRm5InTQIIw/kmbyQV+vJerPerY95a8HKZw7IH1mfP1X8nKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RzRP6fyF/6Ng9Q5iiJXnLnfOEb8=">AAACDnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm2ARXEhJRNBl0Y3LCvYCTSiT6Wk7dDIJMydqCX0HX8CtvoE7cesr+AI+h9M2C239YeDjP+fMOfxhIrhG1/2yCiura+sbxc3S1vbO7p5d3m/qOFUMGiwWsWqHVIPgEhrIUUA7UUCjUEArHF1P6617UJrH8g7HCQQRHUje54yisbp22Ud4xCwZmj8m/qmf8K5dcavuTM4yeDlUSK561/72ezFLI5DIBNW647kJBhlVyJmASclPNSSUjegAOgYljUAH2ez0iXNsnJ7Tj5V5Ep2Z+3sio5HW4yg0nRHFoV6sTc1/a6GiI8CF7di/DDIukxRBsvnyfiocjJ1pNk6PK2AoxgYoU9zc77AhVZShSbBkgvEWY1iG5lnVM3x7Xqld5REVySE5IifEIxekRm5InTQIIw/kmbyQV+vJerPerY95a8HKZw7IH1mfP1X8nKQ=</latexit>

phase 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit>

phase 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw9bzJxLbGsR99KSyCfJKdMMLE0=">AAACDHicbZBLSgNBEIZ7fMb4yKhLN41BcCFhRgRdBt24jGAekBlCT6cmadLzoLtGDEOu4AXc6g3ciVvv4AU8h51kFpr4Q8PHX1VdxR+kUmh0nC9rZXVtfWOztFXe3tndq9j7By2dZIpDkycyUZ2AaZAihiYKlNBJFbAokNAORjfTevsBlBZJfI/jFPyIDWIRCs7QWD274iE8Yp4OzR8T78zp2VWn5sxEl8EtoEoKNXr2t9dPeBZBjFwyrbuuk6KfM4WCS5iUvUxDyviIDaBrMGYRaD+fHT6hJ8bp0zBR5sVIZ+7viZxFWo+jwHRGDId6sTY1/60Fio0AF7ZjeOXnIk4zhJjPl4eZpJjQaTK0LxRwlGMDjCth7qd8yBTjaPIrm2DcxRiWoXVecw3fXVTr10VEJXJEjskpccklqZNb0iBNwklGnskLebWerDfr3fqYt65Yxcwh+SPr8wde8puL</latexit>

(a)
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of the reflection process. The figure illustrates the reflection mecha-
nism for |R〉-polarized input photons. If both atoms (a) or only one atom (b) occupies the state |↑〉,
the photon is directly reflected from the first cavity mirror. If both atoms occupy the non-coupling
state |↓〉, the photons enter the cavity, bounce back and forth and leave through the outcoupling
mirror (c). In comparison to the cases (a) and (b), a phase shift of π is imprinted onto the combined
atom-atom-photon state.

For characterization purposes, a quantum gate can be probed in any desired basis. As was
discussed in chapter 3, all four maximally entangled Bell states can be generated with the
method of quantum state carving. These Bell states also constitute a set of basis states for
the two-qubit Hilbert space. This set of states is especially interesting because it can be
generated experimentally without the necessity of individual atom addressing. Employing
truth table 4.1, the action of the atom-atom gate onto the four Bell states is given by

|Ψ−〉 |R〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉

)
|R〉 −→ 1√

2

(
|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉

)
|R〉 = |Ψ−〉 |R〉

|Ψ+〉 |R〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉

)
|R〉 −→ 1√

2

(
|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉

)
|R〉 = |Ψ+〉 |R〉

|Φ−〉 |R〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉

)
|R〉 −→ 1√

2

(
|↑↑〉+ |↓↓〉

)
|R〉 = |Φ+〉 |R〉

|Φ+〉 |R〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑↑〉+ |↓↓〉

)
|R〉 −→ 1√

2

(
|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉

)
|R〉 = |Φ−〉 |R〉 .

(4.3)

The two Bell states |Φ±〉 are interconverted via the gate operation while the other two Bell
states |Ψ±〉 are invariant because they do not contain a |↓↓〉 component. The experimental
verification of truth table 4.3 will demonstrate the gate mechanism in section 4.2.
In addition to the expected truth table, the gate must comprise the ability to generate
entanglement between the two input qubits. This can be achieved by initially preparing
both atoms in an equal superposition of the two qubit states

1√
2

(|↑〉 − |↓〉)⊗ 1√
2

(|↑〉 − |↓〉) =
1

2
(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉). (4.4)
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Afterwards, a right-circularly polarized photon is reflected from the atom-atom-cavity
system to generate

1

2
(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉 − |↓↓〉). (4.5)

This state already is a maximally entangled state, but it can be transformed into a Bell
state via a global rotation of both qubits. The amount of entanglement in the system is
invariant under such a global rotation. Application of a π/4 pulse yields

∣∣Φ−〉 =
1√
2

(|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉). (4.6)

The generation of entanglement together with the truth table with the four Bell states as
input states will serve as a characterization of the gate in section 4.4.

4.2. Experimental Implementation of the Atom-Atom Gate:
Truth Table

In this section, the experimental data obtained in the atom-atom gate experiment are
discussed. As a first characterization, the truth table of the gate is determined. As outlined
in section 4.1, the gate is probed in the basis spanned by the four maximally entangled
Bell states generated initially with the method of quantum state carving. After the input
state preparation, the gate is executed before the resulting output states are analyzed via
a measurement of parity oscillations. The entire protocol thus comprises five essential
steps, namely state preparation, quantum state carving, gate execution, analysis and state
detection. All steps are shown schematically in the circuit diagram in figure 4.3. This
experimental protocol is followed by a 700 µs long cooling interval. The repetition rate of
the experiment is 1 kHz and the gate execution time is defined by the bandwidth of the
reflected photons. Here, they have a full width at half maximum of 0.9 µs.
After preparing the basis states, a right-circularly polarized weak coherent pulse is reflected
from the atom-atom-cavity system to execute the gate. Experimentally, a pulse with an
average photon number of n̄ = 0.13 was chosen. The Poissonian nature of the photon
number statistics with a high vacuum contribution in the pulse makes it necessary to herald
the successful gate operation with single-photon detectors monitoring the reflection mode
of the cavity. These detector clicks are employed to postselect on the presence of a single
photon in the reflected coherent pulse. Figure 4.4(a) shows the fidelities of the respective
prepared input states. The resulting fidelities after the gate operation are shown in figure
4.4(b).
The fidelities were derived from a measurement of the parity signal before or after execution
of the gate, respectively. The fidelities for the |Ψ±〉 states do not significantly differ before
and after the gate operation. This is expected because these states comprise no |↓↓〉
component and are therefore not affected. The |Φ±〉 states however change their roles after
the gate has been executed.
For the extraction of the respective fidelities in figure 4.4(a) and (b), the offset Π :=
2Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑), the oscillation amplitude ∆Π := 2Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) and the populations P↑↑, P↑↓+P↓↑,
P↓↓ need to be measured. The experimentally obtained values are given in table 4.1. Figure
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Figure 4.3.: Circuit diagram of the gate operation. The diagram shows all the steps necessary
to prepare input states and to execute and characterize the atom-atom gate. Qubit rotations are
labelled with R and have a subscript denoting the rotation axis x (|↑〉+ |↓〉) or y (|↑〉+ i |↓〉). The
superscript denotes the rotation angle. A state detection of the two atomic qubits can be performed
via a measurement of the transmission through the cavity or via a fluorescence measurement as
discussed in section 2.4.3. State preparation is performed with the optical pumping schemes outlined
in section 2.4.1 and heralded with a transmission or fluorescence measurement. Whenever the
result of such a measurement does not yield the desired state (OK), the corresponding experimental
run is discarded and the protocol is repeated. After the state preparation, the four Bell states
are generated with the carving technique described in section 3.1 and used as input states for the
atom-atom gate. In the Bell-basis generation, the symbol ⊕ denotes a NOT operation while the
symbol • denotes the control qubits. The second NOT operation after the Toffoli gate (in the
second and fifth box from the left in the Bell-basis generation panel) in each carving step is needed
for a compact notation of the truth table in equation 3.2. The triplet states |Φ±〉 and |Ψ+〉 can be
transformed into any other triplet state via a global π/2 rotation indicated by the dashed box. This
rotation is optional and can be applied depending on the desired Bell state. The singlet state |Ψ−〉
is generated from an initially prepared incoherent mixture of the form 1

2 (|↑↓〉 〈↑↓|+ |↓↑〉 〈↓↑|). The
respective created maximally entangled state is used as an input state

∣∣ΨIn
〉

for the atom-atom
gate (blue panel). Here, the symbol ◦ is equivalent to a phase gate interleaved between two NOT
gates. The additional phase gate • acting on the photon is necessary for a compact notation of the
truth table in equation 4.1. After the gate was executed, the state

∣∣ΨOut
〉

leaves the gate. In a
final stage, the output state is rotated by π/2 via a Raman pulse of variable phase φ before the
double state detection protocol from section 2.4.3.3 is applied. The analysis pulse is optional. If a
direct measurement of the populations Pij with i,j ∈ {↑ , ↓} is needed, this pulse is omitted. For a

measurement of P̃ij , the analysis pulse is applied to the atoms. From both Pij and P̃ij , the fidelity
of the output states with maximally entangled states can be inferred.

4.5 shows the parity signal of all four Bell states before (left column) and after (right
column) execution of the gate. The parity signals in this figure represent the raw data
necessary to calculate the fidelities shown in figure 4.4(a) and (b).
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Figure 4.4.: Input and output states of the atom-atom gate.
(a) Input states generated via quantum state carving. All four Bell states are generated with an
average fidelity of (80.2± 0.8)%. The open bars show a fidelity of unity for an ideal preparation of
the four Bell states. The sum of the probabilities P in every row is unity.
(b) Output states after the gate was performed. An average overlap of (74.1± 1.6)% with the ideal
CNOT truth table (open bars) is achieved. The gate changes the roles of the |Φ±〉 states and leaves
the |Ψ±〉 states unaffected.
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Figure 4.5.: Parity signals before and after the gate execution. The left column shows the
parity signals of the four Bell states as they are generated with the quantum state carving technique.
While |Ψ±〉 show a constant parity, the parity of |Φ±〉 shows an oscillatory behavior when φ is
changed between 0 and 2π. The right column shows the respective parity signals after execution of
the atom-atom gate. While the signals of |Ψ±〉 do not change, the signals corresponding to |Φ±〉
change their roles as described by equation 4.3. This change of roles is observable via a phase
flip of the corresponding parity signal. The solid lines represent a fitted sinusoidal curve with the
amplitude, phase and offset as free fit parameters. The extraction of these parameters is necessary
for the calculation of the respective fidelities.
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Table 4.1.: Population measurements and inferred fidelities. The population measurements
before and after execution of the gate are listed. The obtained values for the amplitude of the
oscillation ∆Π and the offset Π̄ are inferred from a fit to the data shown in figure 4.5. From these
numbers, the values for the fidelity F can be calculated according to equation 4.8.

state P↑↑ P↑↓+P↓↑ P↓↓ Π ∆Π F

|Ψ−〉 03% 91% 06% −0.76 −0.01 84(1)%
CNOT(|Ψ−〉) 05% 86% 10% −0.76 +0.02 81(3)%

|Ψ+〉 07% 84% 09% +0.72 +0.06 78(2)%
CNOT(|Ψ+〉) 03% 91% 06% +0.67 +0.02 79(3)%

|Φ−〉 29% 15% 56% −0.02 −0.77 81(2)%
CNOT(|Φ−〉) 23% 12% 65% +0.00 +0.48 68(4)%

|Φ+〉 45% 15% 40% −0.03 +0.71 78(2)%
CNOT(|Φ+〉) 44% 10% 46% −0.08 −0.47 69(3)%

The measurements of the parity in figure 4.5 show the key features of the photon reflection
mechanism. The direct comparison of these states before and after execution of the gate
shows that the two |Ψ±〉 states are unaffected. The |Φ±〉 states however change their roles
after the photon reflection as can be observed via the phase change of the corresponding
parity signal. For an evaluation of the fidelity with the ideal Bell states, the populations
are needed as well. These can be inferred experimentally by omitting the analysis pulse
in figure 4.3 and direct application of the double state detection protocol as outlined in
section 2.4.3.3. The parity signal as a function of φ can be written as

Π(φ) = 2Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑) + 2Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) cos(2φ) + 2Im(ρ↑↑,↓↓) sin(2φ). (4.7)

The amplitude ∆Π = 2Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) and the offset Π = 2Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑) can be directly inferred
from a least square fit to the data in figure 4.5. In a final step, the fidelity can be calculated
according to

F (|Ψ−〉) = 1
2(P↑↓ + P↓↑)− Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑)

F (|Ψ+〉) = 1
2(P↑↓ + P↓↑) + Re(ρ↑↓,↓↑)

F (|Φ−〉) = 1
2(P↑↑ + P↓↓)− Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓)

F (|Φ+〉) = 1
2(P↑↑ + P↓↓) + Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓).

(4.8)

Using the measured values from the first five columns in table 4.1, the sixth column with
the numbers for the respective fidelities is calculated. The measured fidelities are limited by
the imperfect preparation of the Bell states with the carving technique. An improvement
of this preparation fidelity could be achieved by utilizing a single-photon source for the
carving process. Employing the clicks in the single-photon detector as a herald for the
successful reflection of the single photon would further increase the fidelity of the generated
input states. If the herald is measured successfully in such a detector, the cases where
photons are scattered by the atom pair can be excluded. Furthermore, heralding detectors
with a low dark count rate are beneficial for a high preparation fidelity with the carving
technique as was outlined in section 3.5.
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4.3. Atom-Atom Gate Efficiency

The efficiency of the gate is 4.2% and given by the fraction of experimental runs in which
one photon click was detected in the time interval of the gate-executing optical pulse.
The main limiting factors for the gate efficiency are the high probability to observe zero
photons due to the Poissonian photon number statistics in the reflected pulse, the non-
unity reflectivity of the cavity on resonance, and the quantum efficiency of the employed
single-photon detectors. The reflectivity of the atom-atom-cavity system on resonance is
67% in the case where the atoms occupy the state |↓〉. This value is only slightly changed
when transferring an atom into the state |↑〉. The backreflected photons are detected
with a quantum efficiency of 55%. There is a small probability to transfer an atom out
of the qubit space with the photon that executes the gate. In this case, the atom can
be excited to the |F ′=3,mF = 1,2〉 states and decay back into one of the Zeeman ground
states that do not belong to the qubit space. The probability for such an event is strongly
reduced as the respective states are shifted out of resonance by the red-detuned 1064 nm
dipole trap. Furthermore, cavity birefringence generates small polarization imperfections
(2%) such that the undesired transitions can be driven. However, the probability for
such an event can be approximated as 2.4 × 10−4 which is negligible. The chance to
lose an atom during the gate sequence (70 µs) is 2.0× 10−5 and can be neglected as well.
Employing a single-photon source, the gate efficiency could be boosted to unity. For such a
scenario, there is no need to herald the photons after the reflection (see appendix section C).

4.4. Experimental Implementation of the Atom-Atom Gate:
Entanglement Generation

A characteristic prerequisite of a quantum gate is its ability to generate entangled states
from separable states. As shown theoretically in section 4.1, the gate mechanism can
be used to generate a maximally entangled state between the two atoms. The employed
protocol involves the creation of a coherent spin state on the equator of the generalized
Bloch sphere initially. Afterwards, the sign of the |↓↓〉 component is changed via the
reflection of a photon to generate entanglement. The polarization state of the reflected
light is |R〉. A subsequent global π/4 rotation transforms the generated state into |Φ−〉. A
detailed schematic of the employed circuit diagram is shown in figure 4.6.
The different states produced during the steps in the entanglement generation protocol can
be visualized as a Husimi Q distribution on the generalized Bloch sphere. These states are
shown in figure 4.7.

It should be noted that the gate operation step in figure 4.7 does not work in all tri-
als. When optimized, the mode matching between the photons impinging onto the cavity
and the cavity mode is 92%. Therefore, 8% of the reflected photons never interact with
the cavity mode and cannot execute the gate. To quantify this effect, an experiment is
performed. The atom pair is initially prepared in the state |↓↓〉. After the generation of
1/2(|↑↑〉−|↑↓〉−|↓↑〉+|↓↓〉), the gate operation is executed via the reflection of a weak coher-
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Figure 4.6.: Circuit diagram for entanglement generation via the gate. After generation
of the state |↑↑〉 via optical pumping and a subsequent π rotation, a projection onto |↓↓〉 with a state
detection pulse is employed. Afterwards, a π/2 rotation generates the state 1

2 (|↑↑〉−|↑↓〉−|↓↑〉+|↓↓〉).
The gate is then executed and followed by a global π/4 rotation to generate |Φ−〉. This state is
characterized with an analysis pulse and the double state-detection protocol to extract the parity
signal Π(φ).
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Figure 4.7.: Entanglement generation in via the gate mechanism. The figure shows the
Husimi Q distributions of the states generated in the different steps of the entanglement generation
protocol. In all cases, the color code is normalized and increases from dark (zero) to bright. The
figure also gives an intuition for the necessity of a π/4 rotation to eventually generate the maximally
entangled Bell state |Φ−〉 in the last step of the protocol.

ent pulse from the cavity (n̄ = 0.13). The last π/4 rotation of the entanglement generation
protocol is omitted. If the gate works properly, ideally the state 1/2(|↑↑〉−|↑↓〉−|↓↑〉−|↓↓〉)
should be generated. Besides the imperfect mode matching, another imperfection which
can influence the experimental results is the accuracy of the phase shift associated with the
photon reflection. On cavity resonance, the phase shift associated to the light reflection
is exactly π, but may deviate from this value if the cavity mirrors vibrate mechanically
such that the cavity resonance vibrates as well. Also, the laser has a finite frequency width
and the laser frequency may slightly change. These effects deteriorate the phase shift
mechanism [46]. In general, a phase ∆phase is imprinted on the |↓↓〉 component of the two
atom state. Thus, after the photon reflection, in general the state

|ψ1〉 = 1/2(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ ei∆phase |↓↓〉) (4.9)
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is generated. The Husimi Q distribution of this particular state can be written as

Q1(θ,φ,∆phase) =
3

32π

(
2 sin2(θ) + cos2(θ)− cos2(θ)(cos(∆phase − 2φ)) (4.10)

+ 2 sin(θ)((cos(θ)− 1) cos(∆phase − φ)

− (cos(θ) + 1) cos(φ)) + cos(∆phase − 2φ) + 1
)
.

Additionally, the Husimi Q distribution of the state |ψ2〉 = 1/2(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉)
can be expressed as

Q2(θ,φ) =
3

16π

(
cos(φ) sin(θ)− 1

)2
. (4.11)

Due to the imperfect mode matching between the incoming photonic mode and the cavity
mode, a mixture of the states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 is generated. Accordingly, the measured
distribution can be fitted with a model of the form

Q1,2(θ,φ,a,∆phase) = a ·Q2(θ,φ) + (1− a)Q1(θ,φ,∆phase). (4.12)

Figure 4.8 shows the Husimi distributions of |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 as well as the fit according
to the model in equation 4.10 and the corresponding experimental data. The fit to the
experimental data allows for inferring the values for the fit parametrers a = 0.19± 0.02
and ∆phase = (2.96± 0.04) rad. From the value of a, the proportion of mismatched light m
can be extracted according to a = m/(0.67(1−m) +m). This gives a value of m = 0.14
and thus a mode matching of 86%. The value of a is also influenced by dark counts of
the SPDs employed to herald the presence of a photon in the reflected pulse. Thermal
drifts of the coupling mirrors and an associated beam alignment are the reason of the slight
deviation from the optimal mode matching of 92%.

After this characterization measurement, the phase shift is adjusted to π by an appropriate
change of the frequency of the reflected photons. Additionally, the mode matching is
optimized. Then, the full entanglement generation protocol including the last π/4 pulse is
executed, to generate the Bell state |Φ−〉. Having performed the experimental protocol,
the parity oscillation method is employed to extract the fidelity of the obtained state with
the ideal Bell state. The experimental data showing the experimentally measured parity
oscillation signal and the corresponding populations Pij with i,j ∈ {↑ , ↓} are shown in
figure 4.9.
The experiment yields the populations of the produced state P↑↑ = 48(3)%, P↑↓ + P↓↑ =
9(2)% and P↓↓ = 42(3)%. To calculate the fidelity, the amplitude of the parity oscillation
signal is inferred from a fit to the data. This amplitude is equal to 2Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) and leads
to an experimental value of Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) = −31(2)%. These numbers allow to calculate a
fidelity of

F (
∣∣Φ−〉) =

1

2
(P↑↑ + P↓↓)− Re(ρ↑↑,↓↓) = 76(2)%. (4.13)

To further characterize the gate, its entanglement capability is calculated. The entan-
glement capability EC is defined as the smallest eigenvalue of the partially transposed
density matrix of the produced output state and was introduced in [163]. It can also be
accessed via the smallest absolute negativity of all possible states with the entries of the
density matrix measured experimentally. An ideal quantum gate that generates maximally
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Figure 4.8.: The effect of imperfect mode matching on the Husimi Q distribution. The
figure shows the Husimi distributions Q1 and Q2 of the states |ψ1〉 (upper left graphics) and |ψ2〉
(upper right graphics), respectively. A mixture of these states is produced due to imperfect mode
matching. The lower right plot shows a fit to the experimental data which yields a fit value for
the phase shift ∆phase and for the mode matching. The lower left plot shows the corresponding
experimental data.

entangled states with unity fidelity has an entanglement capability of EC = −0.5 while
a nonentangling gate has an entanglement capability of EC = 0. It can be shown that
the negativity of EC is a necessary and sufficient condition for the nonseparability of two
qubits [164]. For the quantum gate presented here, the entanglement capability assumes
the value EC = −0.26± 0.02.

The fidelity of the experimentally generated state with the ideal one is limited by several
sources of error. The biggest error contribution is the finite mode matching of the gate-
triggering photons to the cavity mode. After careful alignment of the respective coupling
mirrors, a mode matching of 92% can be achieved. The non mode-matched parts of the
photonic mode do not imprint a phase shift on the combined two-atom state in the cavity
and thus leave the atoms in the unentangled state 1

2(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉). Additional
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Figure 4.9.: Generation of the Bell state |Φ−〉 via the gate mechanism. The upper left
plot shows the populations P̃↑↑, P̃↑↓+ P̃↓↑ and P̃↓↓ oscillating with the phase φ of the analysis pulse.
From these three curves, the lower left plot is derived which shows the parity Π as a function of
φ. The error bars are standard deviations of the mean within the respective phase bin. The right
column shows the direct population measurement of P↑↑, P↑↓ + P↓↑ and P↓↓.

to the finite mode matching, there is a series of other sources of error that deteriorate
the gate fidelity. These errors are summarized in table 4.2. Besides an erroneous state
detection, multiphoton contributions are present in the weak pulses and cause an error

Table 4.2.: Sources of error in the atom-atom gate. Assuming an otherwise perfect gate operation,
the numbers give the absolute fidelity reduction due to different sources of error.

Source of error Fidelity reduction

finite mode matching 6%
errorneous state detection 4%
multi-photon contributions 3%
photon loss in the cavity 3%
heralding detector dark counts 2%
photon polarization inaccuracy 1%
atomic state preparation 1%
atomic state dephasing 1%
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in the gate implementation. For an even photon number, the imprinted phase shift is
a multiple of 2π and therefore equivalent to zero. In these cases, the produced state is
separable. Experimentally, a mean photon number of n̄ = 0.13 was used and therefore
there is a probability of 88%, 11% and 0.7% to observe zero, one and two photons in the
pulse, respectively. The probability of two photons per pulse can be further reduced by
employing an even weaker coherent pulse at the expense of gate efficiency and measurement
time. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the gate efficiency and the achieved fidelity.
Additionally, the dark counts of the single-photon detectors dominate in the limit of
vanishing n̄. It is important to note that a single-photon source would not only eliminate
the problem of the two-photon contributions, but also boost the efficiency of the gate as
the strong zero photon contribution would be eliminated. Smaller sources of error include
the imperfect photon polarization. It mainly results from cavity birefringence and was
estimated to be in the 1% range. The last two sources of error are the imperfect atomic
state preparation and the dephasing of the atomic state within the temporal window in
which the gate is executed.

4.5. Independence of the Gate Mechanism on the Interatomic
Distance

Generally, the implementation of a quantum gate between neutral atoms in their ground
states is a difficult task because they do not interact over typical interatomic distances of
a few micrometers. In the case of charged ions in a Paul trap, this problem was solved
by employing an interaction via the shared vibrational modes in the trap [25]. However,
this method is not applicable to neutral atoms. One way to circumvent this problem
and make neutral atoms interact with each other is to promote them into highly excited
electronic states, namely Rydberg states. In experiments demonstrating gates between
Rydberg atoms, the principal quantum number n of such states is typically on the order
of n = 100. Once excited into a Rydberg state, two atoms can influence each other over
tens of micrometers via dipolar interactions, a principle that was used to implement the
first quantum gate between neutral atoms back in 2010 [39]. One major difference of the
gate presented in this thesis and the one based on atoms in Rydberg states [40] is that the
spatial distance between the two atoms does not matter in the intracavity gate. As long as
the atoms strongly couple to the cavity mode, the distance between them is irrelevant for
the gate process. This property is beneficial when it comes to scaling up the number of
qubits in the cavity. In contrast to the Rydberg gate, atoms do not have to be shuttled
spatially and be brought in close proximity to execute a gate between them. This spatial
proximity however is necessary for a Rydberg-based neutral atom gate.

In principle, many atoms could be trapped in the cavity mode and selectively addressed
with laser beams impinging from a direction orthogonal to the cavity axis [44]. If a gate
operation between two atoms out of a larger ensemble should be executed, they can be
shifted into cavity resonance via an ac-Stark shift imparted by the addressing laser. Af-
terwards, a photon reflected from the cavity can execute the gate. Such an architecture
allows for gates between any two spatially stationary atoms out of a larger ensemble in the
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cavity. This would also allow for the construction of a quantum register inside a quantum
network node. For such a quantum register, the implementation of an addressing system
as described in [44] is a necessary prerequisite as it allows to tune two or more atoms
from the register into cavity resonance and to detune the remaining atoms. An addressing
system has already been built and tested in the Pistol experiment in the quantum dynamics
division [44], but remains to be implemented in the QGate experiment. The availability of
an addressing system would furthermore facilitate the generation of any desired separable
set of two-qubit basis states as input states for the atom-atom gate. This also means that
the carving technique is not necessary anymore as a preparatory step.

4.6. Theoretical Calculation of the Expected Gate Fidelity

In this section a theory is developed that allows to predict the overlap of states produced
utilizing the atom-atom gate mechanism with expected ideal states. The theory is based on
the cavity input-output formalism outlined in [113]. In this framework, an impinging photon
|pin〉 can end up in different mutually orthogonal output modes of the atom-atom-cavity
system.

Ideally, the photon is reflected and leaves the system via the reflection mode |pr〉. In
this case, the gate between the two atoms inside the cavity is executed as desired. In a real
system however, one has to consider a number of undesired output modes. One of these
output modes describes the transmission through the cavity. It is labeled |pt〉. With N
being the number of coupling atoms in the cavity, the photon can also be scattered from the
ith atom and end up in the scattered mode |pai〉. Furthermore, the photon can be scattered
from the cavity mirrors and populate the mode |pm〉. Figure 4.10 shows the different output
channels of the atom-atom-cavity system graphically. The field amplitudes corresponding
to the aforementioned modes are labeled as r, t, a and m. The cavity employed in the
experiment has the parameters (g,κ,γ) = 2π(7.8,2.5,3.0) MHz for N = 1 coupling atom
(see section 2.3). The total cavity decay rate κ has three contributions, namely the decay
through the incoupling mirror κr, the decay through the other cavity mirror κt and the
scattering rate from the cavity mirrors κm. Thus, κ = κr + κt + κm. The respective decay
rates are given by κr = 2π × 2.29 MHz, κt = 2π × 0.09 MHz and κm = 2π × 0.13 MHz.
The amplitudes of the different output modes can be calculated according to input-output
theory [112,113]. On resonance, the closed expressions for the different modes read

r(N) =
Ng2 + (κ− 2κr)γ

Ng2 + κγ
(4.14)

t(N) =
2
√
κrκtγ

Ng2 + κγ
(4.15)

m(N) =
2
√
κrκmγ

Ng2 + κγ
(4.16)

a(N) =
2
√
κrγ
√
Ng

Ng2 + κγ
. (4.17)
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Table 4.3.: Field amplitudes of the different possible output modes.
The sign change in the reflection mode r(N) when changing from N = 0 to N = 1 is due to the
phase shift mechanism in reflection. The transmission amplitude decreases for increasing N since
the cavity is blocked by the coupling atoms. This is also the reason why the scattering from the
cavity mirrors decreases with increasing N .

N 0 1 2

r(N) -0.82 0.80 0.89
t(N) 0.36 0.04 0.02
m(N) 0.43 0.05 0.03
a(N) 0.00 0.60 0.45

These expressions can be evaluated for N = 0,1,2 coupling atoms in the cavity. The
corresponding values for r, t, m and a are given in table 4.3. Importantly, the amplitudes
fulfill the normalization condition |r(N)|2 + |t(N)|2 + |m(N)|2 + |a(N)|2 = 1.

As a next step, the reflection process of a photon from the atom-cavity system is in-
vestigated. Before the reflection, the atom and the photon can be considered as separable
particles. In the basis of the two states |↑〉 and |↓〉, one can write down a basis for the
two-atom Hilbert space: |a0〉 = |↑↑〉, |a1〉 = |↑↓〉, |a2〉 = |↓↑〉 and |a3〉 = |↓↓〉. The initial
two-atom state is described by the density matrix ρa, whereas the initial photon state
is described by |pin〉 〈pin|. Therefore, the atom-photon state before the reflection can be
expressed as

ρa ⊗ |pin〉 〈pin| =
3∑

i,j=0

ai,j |ai〉 〈aj | ⊗ |pin〉 〈pin| . (4.18)

After the reflection process, this state becomes

ρa,p =
3∑

i,j=0

ai,j |ai〉 〈aj | ⊗ |pi〉 〈pj | (4.19)

|pini

|pri

|pti

|pmi

|pa1i
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Figure 4.10.: Output modes of the atom-cavity system. An impinging photon |pin〉 can
be directed into four different output channels. The desired output mode is the reflection mode
|pr〉. However, the photon can also be transmitted through the cavity and populate the mode
|pt〉. Additionally, the photon can be scatterd by the atoms (|pai〉). Another scattering process is
described by |pm〉, the scattering of the photons from the cavity mirrors.
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where the |pk〉 with k ∈ {0,1,2,3} are given by

|p0〉 = r(2) |pr〉+ t(2) |pt〉+m(2) |pm〉+
a(2)√

2
(|pa1〉+ |pa2〉)

|p1〉 = r(1) |pr〉+ t(1) |pt〉+m(1) |pm〉+ a(1) |pa1〉
|p2〉 = r(1) |pr〉+ t(1) |pt〉+m(1) |pm〉+ a(1) |pa2〉
|p3〉 = r(0) |pr〉+ t(0) |pt〉+m(0) |pm〉 . (4.20)

Compared to the input state ρa ⊗ |pin〉 〈pin|, the state after the reflection is in general
an entangled state. After this state is generated, the photons are absorbed quickly. The
desired scenario where the photon is detected in the reflected mode |pr〉 is of special interest
because single-photon detectors can measure these photons and a postselection on the cases
in which a herald click was detected can be applied. In these cases, the state is projected
onto

ρherald
a,out N = 〈pr| ρa,p |pr〉 (4.21)

= ρa ◦
(

(r(2),r(1),r(1),r(0))† · (r(2),r(1),r(1),r(0))
)

(4.22)

=: ρa ◦Gherald (4.23)

= ρa ◦


0.80 0.71 0.71 −0.74
0.71 0.64 0.64 −0.66
0.71 0.64 0.64 −0.66
−0.74 −0.66 −0.66 0.68

 . (4.24)

The symbol ◦ denotes the elementwise product or Hadamard product1 while N is a
normalization factor which is defined by N = Tr(ρa ◦ Gherald). The elements on the
diagonal of Gherald can be interpreted as the probability of a heralding event assuming a
single-photon detector with unity efficiency. The probability to obtain such a heralding
event depends on the number of coupling atoms in the cavity N . This number determines
the amount of light reflected back from the cavity. N also determines the frequency
difference between the two normal mode peaks in the reflection spectrum of the atom-cavity
system. As there is a phase difference of π between the phase of the reflected light in the
coupling and the non-coupling case, one obtains the minus signs on the off-diagonal in the
fourth column and row of Gherald.
The second case to consider is the one where no postselection on the herald click is applied.
In this case, the photon can leave into any of the possible output modes and is finally
absorbed. In this situation, no postselection is performed and all measurement runs are

1The Hadamard product of two matrices A and B is defined as

A ◦B = (aij · bij) =

 a11 · b11 · · · a1n · b1n
...

. . .
...

am1 · bm1 · · · amn · bmn
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evaluated together. To obtain the eventual density matrix ρtotal
a,out of the two atoms in the

cavity, one has to trace over all possible photonic output modes and obtains

ρtotal
a,out = Trρ

( 3∑
i,j=0

ai,j |ai〉 〈aj | ⊗ |pi〉 〈pj |
)

(4.25)

=

3∑
i,j=0

ai,j |ai〉 〈aj | 〈pj | pi〉

:= ρa ◦Gtotal

= ρa ◦


1.00 0.90 0.90 −0.72
0.90 1.00 0.64 −0.62
0.90 0.64 1.00 −0.62
−0.72 −0.62 −0.62 1.00

 .

The elementwise multiplication with the matrix Gtotal has no influence on the populations
on the diagonal, but reduces the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. The reason for
this is the leakage of information into all possible photonic modes and therefore eventually
into the environment.

Input-output theory thus allows to calculate the density matrix describing the two-atom
system after the reflection of a single photon. In practice, no single-photon source was
employed to perform the experiments, but it is nevertheless worthwile to calculate the
expected fidelity for the case of a single-photon source. There are two possible scenarios.
On the one hand, the herald can be employed to make sure that the photon made its
way back into the reflection mode of the cavity. On the other hand, the heralding can be
suspended in which case the photon has a finite chance to be scattered into one of the
undesired orthogonal output modes of the cavity. Experimentally, both atoms are initially
prepared in an equal superposition state of |↑〉 and |↓〉. The two-atom state can be written
as |ain〉 = 1

2(|↑↑〉− |↑↓〉− |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉). The initial two-atom density matrix ρa,in= |ain〉 〈ain|
is transformed into ρherald

a,out =ρa,in ◦ Gherald/Tr(ρa,in ◦ Gherald) or ρtotal
a,out = ρa,in ◦ Gtotal de-

pending on whether the herald is applied or not. In the latter case, a π/4 rotation after the
reflection of the photon from the cavity leads to a state whose fidelity with the maximally
entangled state |Φ−〉 is given by

F =
〈
Φ−
∣∣ ρtotal

a,out

∣∣Φ−〉 = 79.2%. (4.26)

Thus, a non-heralded application of the gate would lead to a decent fidelity if a single-photon
source is applied. If the herald is applied, equation 4.24 allows to calculate the state after
the photon reflection. If this state is rotated once again by a global π/4 pulse, the fidelity
with the maximally entangled state |Φ−〉 is

F =
〈
Φ−
∣∣ ρherald

a,out

∣∣Φ−〉 = 99.7%. (4.27)

In this case, the fidelity is close to unity as the herald makes sure that the photon is directed
into the reflection mode and does not scatter from the atoms or the mirrors. The herald
also ensures that it is not transmitted through the cavity. The deviation of the fidelity
from unity stems from the slightly different reflectivity |r(N)|2 for different numbers of
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coupling atoms.

The previous calculations assumed a single photon impinging onto the cavity. In re-
ality, the experiment was performed with weak coherent pulses in which the actual photon
number is not well defined. The photon number distribution in such a pulse has a Pois-
sonian statistics and the mean photon number per pulse can be adjusted with neutral
density filters. The Poisson distribution can be expressed as P (n) = (n̄n/n!) e−n̄ and
n̄ =

∑∞
n=0 n ·P (n). In the atom-atom gate experiment, a mean photon number of n̄ = 0.13

was chosen. To obtain an estimate on the different error sources in the experiment, different
outcomes of the experiment have to be modeled and the resulting density matrix needs to
be weighted with the probability to measure a click in the heralding single-photon detector.
The resulting density matrix is a weighted sum of all possible combinations. As an example,
a possible case is the one where no photon is present in the reflected pulse, but a dark
count in the detector occurs. In this case, the final state results from a global π/4 rotation
of 1

2(|↑↑〉 − |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉+ |↓↓〉) and its density matrix can be written as

ρ =


0.729 −0.302 −0.302 0.125
−0.302 0.125 0.125 −0.052
−0.302 0.125 0.125 −0.052
0.125 −0.052 −0.052 0.021

 . (4.28)

This state has a fidelity of 1/4 with the maximally entangled Bell state |Φ−〉. When one
photon is reflected two possible scenarios can occur. In the first scenario, the photon is not
lost and makes its way to the single-photon detector. In this scenario, the operator Gherald

applies. In the second case, the photon is lost in the reflection process and no heralding can
be applied. Then, the operator Gtotal can be applied. When multiple photons are present
in the reflected pulses, the respective operators have to be applied in a concatenation. The
multiplication of the respective matrices leads to a density matrix with reduced coherence
terms and therefore to a reduction of the fidelity. If one considers the total photon detection
efficiency and the detector dark count rate of 0.002 per pulse, an entangled state fidelity
of 91.1% can be reached. Additionally, the main experimental sources of error can be
introduced in the model. These include the imperfect mode matching of the photonic
mode to the cavity mode (92%), the imperfect state detection of the two atoms (3%) and
the multiphoton contributions that lead to a single heralding event (8% for n̄ = 0.13).
Furthermore, the photon polarization error is estimated to be 1%, just as the imperfect
atomic state preparation via optical pumping along the cavity axis. The decoherence of the
atomic qubit in the time interval of 14 µs between preparation and readout is also on the
order of 1%, limited by magnetic field fluctuations. Inclusion of all these error sources leads
to an expected fidelity of 77% which is in good argeement with the experimentally observed
value of 76(2)%. The simulation can assign a value of the fidelity reduction for each of
the discussed sources of error (see table 4.2). It shows that the finite mode matching is
the biggest source of error and leads to a fidelity reduction of 6%. The state detection
error leads to a fidelity reduction of 4%. To increase the gate fidelity, an improvement of
the mode matching is therefore indispensable. It has been demonstrated recently that the
mode matching can be increased from 92% to 98% in the Pistol experiment in the Rempe
group. The simulation predicts that the expected fidelity would increase from 77% to 82%
with this improvement.
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4.7. Expected Fidelity and Efficiency with a Single Photon
Source

As discussed in section 4.6, the experiment was performed with weak coherent pulses
containing an average photon number of n̄ = 0.13. The high probability to observe zero
photons in such a pulse leads to a severe reduction of the gate efficiency. Although decent
fidelities with maximally entangled states can be achieved via postselection, the efficiency
of the gate suffers from the low mean photon number in these pulses. In future applications
of the gate it would therefore be beneficial to employ a single-photon source to boost the
efficiency and the fidelity. Such a source needs the proper bandwidth characteristics to be
compatible with the cavity bandwith [46]. Only then, the phase shift mechanism employed
to execute the gate would work as desired. When postselection on the photon in the
reflected mode is applied, the fidelity increases from 76% (as measured in the experiment
where the gate was executed with a weak coherent pulse) to 82% while the efficiency
increases from 4.2% to 32%. A detailed calculation of the gate fidelity with a single-photon
source can be found in the appendix C. If a single-photon source is available, the achievable
gate efficiency is mainly limited by the reflection amplitude of the cavity and the detection
efficiency of the single-photon detectors. Importantly, multiphoton contributions would
be eliminated thereby. The elimination of these contributions is the main source for the
increase of fidelity. Additionally, the fidelity would increase slightly because the heralding
makes sure that the single photon is not lost in the reflection process.
To make the scheme deterministic in the experimental framework, the heralding process
could be omitted entirely. Then, the cases in which the photon was lost in the reflection
process would contribute to the experimental data. The simulation shows an expected
fidelity of 68% and an efficiency of 100%. The reduction from 82% to 68% is dominated by
the photon loss processes into the different loss channels, while additional errors are the
imperfect mode matching and the imperfect state detection. The expected value for the
fidelity is still higher than the classical threshold of F = 50%.

To summarize the different scenarios with a single-photon source and with weak co-
herent pulses employed to execute the gate, table 4.4 lists the different possibilities with
the corresponding efficiencies and fidelities.
A highly efficient gate would be of great importance for the achievable rate of an entangle-
ment swapping protocol in a quantum repeater architecture [74].

Table 4.4.: Summary of different scenarios for the gate execution.
The table lists the different scenarios in which the gate is executed employing weak coherent pulses
or a single-photon source. Also, the heralding can be switched on and off as a tradeoff between the
gate efficiency and the fidelity with expected maximally entangled states.

Gate execution with Postselection? Fidelity with |Φ−〉 Gate efficiency

coherent pulse (n̄ = 0.13) yes 76% 4.2%
single-photon source yes 82% 32%
single-photon source no 68% 100%
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4.8. Entanglement Swapping in a Quantum Repeater Protocol

The demonstrated quantum gate between two atoms can serve in an entanglement swapping
protocol to generate entanglement between two distant network nodes over large distances.
The corresponding theoretical proposal was outlined in [74]. In this protocol, the cavity
containing two atoms assumes the role of a quantum repeater node [62] placed halfway
between the remote nodes. To perform entanglement swapping on such a repeater node,
individual addressing of the atoms and the application of the two-atom gate are necessary.
As outlined in [74], the entanglement swapping is performed by a series of Hadamard
gates on the individual atoms, interleaved with the two-atom gate. Eventually, state
detection is applied to both of the two atoms and a classical feedback on one of the remote
network nodes is performed. To increase the efficiency and the fidelity of the protocol,
the atom-atom gate should be executed with single photons impinging onto the cavity.
For the construction of such a single-photon source, vacuum-stimulated Raman adiabatic
passage (vSTIRAP) with a single atom in an additional cavity can be employed. Using
this technique, single-photon sources with photon generation efficiencies of 56% on the D2

line of 87Rb have been achieved [165].
Employing the gate in an entanglement swapping protocol in combination with individual
addressing of the atoms would be a promising future application of the reflection mechanism.





5. Summary and Outlook

In this doctoral work the implementation of a quantum gate between two neutral atoms
inside a high-finesse optical cavity was achieved (Welte et al. PRX 8, 011018 (2018) [43]).
Furthermore, a heralded generation of entanglement based on the method of quantum state
carving was established (Welte et al. PRL 118, 210503 (2017) [42]). A prerequisite for both
experiments is the ability to trap, cool and globally manipulate two neutral atoms at the
center of the cavity [166]. The presented protocols do not rely on the ability to individually
address the two qubits. Experimental techniques to optically pump the atoms into parallel
and antiparallel spin configurations were developed. Furthermore, a two-step protocol
for state detection was developed that allows for a simultaneous readout. These tools
were an essential prerequisite for the generation and characterization of the experimentally
generated entangled two-atom states.

To execute the atom-atom quantum gate or the carving procedure, weak coherent optical
pulses are reflected from the single-sided cavity. While the carving technique does not
necessarily rely on single photons impinging onto the cavity, the atom-atom gate does.
The latter can nevertheless be executed with weak coherent pulses in combination with a
postselection on the cases in which a single photon was present in the pulse. This way of
operating the atom-atom gate leads to a non-unity efficiency.

In future experiments, a single-photon source could be used. This would render postselection
unnecessary and thus enhance the gate efficiency. Such a single-photon source would
also increase the gate fidelity. The reason for this is that two-photon contributions in
the employed coherent states lead to a phase shift of 2π instead of π and therefore to a
degradation of the fidelity. The same holds for the higher even photon number contributions
|n〉 which imprint a phase shift of nπ. These higher photon number contributions could be
eliminated by reflecting single photons to execute the gate.

A neutral atom in a second optical cavity can serve as a source of such photons [165]
employing a vSTIRAP protocol [167]. An alternative approach to generate single photons
is to use a second atom-cavity system and reflect weak coherent pulses from it. In this case,
the atom in the cavity can act as a herald for the presence of a single photon in the optical
pulse [168]. In this thesis a theory was developed that allows to estimate the expected
fidelity of states generated with the gate mechanism employing a single-photon source. The
theory predicts fidelities of 82% when postselection on succesful photon reflection is applied.
When postselection is not applied, the model predicts a fidelity of 68% in combination
with a gate efficiency of unity.

The execution time of the atom-atom gate is 2 µs, limited by the bandwidth of the
employed cavity. This is faster than gates performed with neutral atoms prepared in
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Rydberg states (7 µs) [39]. The construction of a spectrally broader cavity would allow for
an even faster execution.

The quantum gate presented in this thesis opens the route towards novel applications within
a quantum network. As an example, it establishes a valuable tool for the construction of a
quantum repeater based on network nodes consisting of neutral atoms in optical cavities. In
this architecture the atom-atom-cavity system can serve as quantum repeater station and
the atom-atom gate allows for the distribution of entanglement over large distances [74].
Probabilistic entanglement swapping can be achieved with the carving technique. The
atom-atom gate can furthermore be employed to implement superdense coding in quantum
networks where two bits of classical information can be transmitted by sending only one
qubit [169].

Network nodes that contain multiple qubits and exhibit the ability to perform gate
operations between them offer the possibility of local quantum computation in a quantum
network. In this context it is important to note that the demonstrated gate mechanism is
scalable to qubit numbers larger than two. Therefore, a future experimental platform could
be implemented with a register of several qubits in one cavity and an addressing system
that allows to tune any desired qubit into and out of cavity resonance via application of an
ac-Stark shift. In such a platform, gates between any subset of the register can be executed
by tuning the respective atoms into cavity resonance and the subsequent reflection of a
photon to execute the gate. The individual addressing of atoms inside a cavity has already
been demonstrated in the Pistol experiment of the Rempe group where an addressing beam
was used to deterministically prepare a desired number of atoms by ’shooting out’ the
undesired atoms selectively [44].

The experimental setup could be combined with the platform of optical tweezers [170–175].
Recent experiments with this platform have demonstrated that tens of atoms can be
arranged in any desired spatial configuration [176]. To achieve this, two techniques can
be employed. The first technique relies on an acousto-optical deflector (AOD) that is
supplied with a signal containing many different frequency components. A laser beam
passing the AOD is diffracted by the different tunable radiowaves and later focussed into a
vacuum chamber where the generated tweezers are used as single-atom traps. The second
technique relies on a spatial light modulator (SLM). A phase pattern can be imprinted
electronically on this device that translates into an array of tweezers after being focussed
into a vacuum chamber. In this setup an additional movable tweezer can be employed to
sort atoms into the desired tweezers [172]. The Browaeys group in Paris has demonstrated
that arbitrary arrangements of atoms in 1D, 2D and 3D can be realized experimentally [176].
The combination of a tweezer setup with an optical cavity would allow for unprecedented
control of neutral atoms coupled to a single mode of light. To maximize the localization of
the atomic wavepackets in the tweezers, ground state cooling can be applied [177]. This
allows to localize the ground state wavepacket of the atoms in the transversal directions to
a few tens of nanometers.

In a setup combining the optical tweezer platform with a cavity, hybrid gates between
photons reflected from the cavity and several intracavity atoms could be realized. In the
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simplest configuration, a Toffoli gate between one photon and two intracavity atoms could
be implemented. Furthermore, a register of many atoms could be trapped in such a way
that all of them spatially overlap with the antinodes of the cavity mode. The possibility
to reload atoms out of a reservoir in case one of them is lost from a tweezer [173] would
provide a quasi-permanently available set of register qubits. A possible way to decouple the
atoms from the cavity mode relies on moving them from the antinodes of the cavity mode
to the nodes. Alternatively, the amplitude of the radio frequency signals supplying the
respective AOM could be used to impart an ac-Stark shift on desired atoms in the ensemble
trapped in the cavity. Both methods can be used to tune two or more atoms out of an
ensemble into cavity resonance. Once this step is completed, a photon can be reflected to
execute a gate between these selected atoms. The ability to trap and couple three atoms
in one cavity would furthermore allow for the experimental implementation of heralded
quantum gates between two atoms where the additional atom serves as an ancilla [178,179]
indicating a successful gate operation. The gates performed with this method do not depend
on the interatomic distance, a feature that distinguishes them from quantum gates and
entanglement generation protocols based on the Rydberg blockade effect [39,40,122,180,181].

In the situation where only one atom is present in the cavity mode, a remote gate between
two atoms in spatially separated cavities can be implemented in a future experiment. In
a network, where single atoms are trapped in optical cavities, a photon can be reflected
from two such atom-cavity systems in succession. Therefore, the phase shift mechanism is
employed twice. Similar schemes have been proposed for neutral atoms [182] and rare earth
ions [183]. The protocol to realize such a gate would be analogous to the protocol employed
for a photon-photon gate [35] with inversed roles of atoms and photons. In the Rempe
group, a remote gate could be implemented between the QGate and the Pistol setups.
These two experiments have already been connected with an optical fiber (length: 60 m)
for network experiments in 2012 [45]. An important prerequisite for such an experiment is
the active stabilization of polarization drifts in the fiber connecting the two setups. This
stabilization can be achieved with a polarization controller that was recently implemented
and tested in the lab [184]. The polarization compensation method is based on the hardware
also employed in the group of Weinfurter for a similar purpose [185,186].

The versatile nature of the employed phase shift mechanism can be recognized by the fact
that two groups in the field of superconducting qubits have recently used it to nondestruc-
tively detect microwave photons [107,108] with a similar protocol to the one used in the
optical domain [101]. This method to implement quantum gates can be transferred to any
physical platform where three-level material quantum systems can be coupled to a cavity.
Therefore, the protocol to execute the atom-atom gate presented in chapter 4 can also be
employed with two superconducting qubits coupled to a microwave cavity. These examples
demonstrate that the experiments outlined in this thesis pave the way towards further
powerful tools in different implementations of quantum networks.





A. Detailed Level Structure of the 87Rb D2

and D1 Lines

A detailed level scheme of the D2 and D1 lines of the employed 87Rb atoms is presented
in figure A.1. The levels relevant for the experiments described in this thesis are the
two long-lived ground states |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 in the 52S1/2 manifold. The magnetic
substates |F = 1,mF = 1〉 = |↓〉 and |F = 2,mF = 2〉 = |↑〉 define a qubit in the atomic
level structure. The qubit can be experimentally manipulated with a pair of Raman
lasers. The excited state |F ′ = 3〉 is separated energetically by an optical transition at
780.24121 nm from the two ground states (D2 line). The optical cavity is locked to the
transition |F = 2,mF = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3,mF = 3〉. The other excited states in the F ′ = 0,1,2
manifolds are naturally detuned by hundreds of MHz and can therefore be neglected. The
hyperfine energy splitting is 6.83468 GHz and sets the transition frequency of the employed
qubit.
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Figure A.1.: Level scheme of 87Rb. The graphics (adapted from [187]) shows a detailed level
scheme of the D1 and the D2 line. For the atom-atom gate and the carving technique, the two
hyperfine states |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 are most relevant as the chosen atomic qubit is comprised of
two Zeeman substates out of these two manifolds. Also, the excited state manifold F ′ = 3 is relevant
as the cavity is tuned into resonance with the transition from |F = 2,mF = 2〉 to |F ′ = 3,mF = 3〉.



B. Experimental Setup in Detail
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Figure B.1.: Experimental setup. A detailed sketch of the experimental setup is shown. The
abbreviations used are (N)PBS for (non-)polarizing beam splitter, pol for polarizer and l/2 and l/4
for half-wave and quarter-wave plates, respectively. Furthermore, ll780 and ll785 are laser line filters
from the manufacturer Semrock [188,189]. A magneto-optical trap (MOT) is employed to trap a
cloud of cold atoms. The vertical MOT beam is not shown. The atoms are transferred into the
cavity with a vertically (V) polarized laser beam focussed halfway between the MOT position and
the cavity center. The transport mechanism is lossy and an appropriate adjustment of the MOT
size allows to transfer only one or two atoms into the cavity on average. Once the atom arrives at
the cavity center, the 770 nm and 1064 nm standing wave traps are switched on. A glass plate in
the 1064nm dipole trap beam path is placed on a galvanometric scanner and can be employed to
position the atoms to the center of the cavity mode. The atoms are monitored with an EMCCD
camera via a high NA objective. Light coming out of the cavity (positive y direction) generates
voltage pulses in the single-photon detectors (SPDs). These voltage pulses are digitized with a
time-to-digital converter (TDC) and the resulting files are processed with an evaluation software.
Weak coherent pulses (upper left corner) are extracted via a ll780 filter and impinge on the cavity
mirror with the higher transmission. These pulses are employed to execute the atom-atom gate.
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C. Expected Fidelity of Entangled States
Employing a Single-Photon Source

In this chapter, the expected fidelity of an entangled state with an ideally expected Bell
state is calculated. The entangled state is produced with the atom-atom gate mechanism
and a (hypothetical) ideal single-photon source is assumed for the execution of the gate.
When such a single-photon source is available, two scenarios are possible. In the first
scenario, the gate is performed without postselection on the cases in which the photon
bounces off the cavity and generates a click in a single-photon detector monitoring the
cavity reflection mode. In this case, the efficiency of the atom-atom gate is unity at the
expense of the gate fidelity. The fidelity is reduced since there are cases in which the photon
is scattered into one of the loss modes of the cavity. In the second scenario, these cases
can be excluded by applying the heralding process such that only the cases are considered
in which the photon is successfully reflected from the atom-atom-cavity system. Here,
the fidelity of the gate will increase at the expense of gate efficiency. The theoretically
expected fidelities and efficiencies are calculated to obtain an intuition for the performance
of the gate in both scenarios. As the calculations show, entangled states with a fidelity of
68% with ideally expected Bell states can be generated with an efficiency of unity when a
single-photon source is employed and the heralding process is switched off. If the heralding
is switched on, an entangled state with a fidelity of 82% can be generated with an efficiency
of 32%.

C.1. Expected State Fidelity Employing a Single-Photon Source
Without Heralding

For the calculation, the framework of cavity input-output theory is employed. This theory
predicts amplitudes for the reflectivity r and the transmission t of the cavity, the scattering
of light from the atoms a and the mirror losses m for different numbers of coupling atoms
N . The absolute squared value of these complex quantities gives the respective intensity1.
The reflected and the transmitted light is accessible for the experimenter while the light

1As an example, the absolute squared value of the reflection amplitude |r(N)|2 was studied in the normal
mode spectroscopy measurements in section 3.4.1.
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scattered from the atoms and the cavity mirrors cannot be measured easily. The closed
expressions for the respective amplitudes on resonance are [112,113]

r(N) =
Ng2 + (κ− 2κr)γ

Ng2 + κγ
(C.1)

t(N) =
2
√
κrκtγ

Ng2 + κγ
(C.2)

m(N) =
2
√
κrκmγ

Ng2 + κγ
(C.3)

a(N) =
2
√
κrγ
√
Ng

Ng2 + κγ
. (C.4)

Note that in the case of no coupling atom a(N = 0) = 0 as expected. Also, it should be
pointed out that |t(N)|2 decreases with increasing N as the coupled atom-cavity system
is shifted further and further away from the frequency of the impinging photons if N is
increased. The reason for this behavior is the coupling of the atoms to the cavity described
theoretically by the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian (see section 2.1).

For the employed cavity and N = 1, the relevant parameters describing the coupled
system are g = 2π× 7.8 MHz, γ = 2π× 3.0 MHz, κr = 2π× 2.29 MHz, κt = 2π× 0.09 MHz,
κm = 2π × 0.13 MHz, and κ = κr + κt + κm = 2π × 2.51 MHz. The total rate κ is the
sum of the loss rates through the outcoupling mirror κr, the other (high reflection) cavity
mirror κt and the rate describing loss via absorption and scattering on the cavity mirrors
κm. While κr is the desired decay channel of photons in the cavity, the rates κt and κm
are undesired and further increase the total cavity linewidth.

In the following, two atoms trapped inside the cavity are considered. Employing optical
pumping and global qubit rotations, the two atoms are initially prepared in a pure state of
the form

|ψatom〉 = a0 |↑↑〉+ a1 |↑↓〉+ a2 |↓↑〉+ a3 |↓↓〉 (C.5)

where |a0|2 + |a1|2 + |a2|2 + |a3|2 = 1. If photons are injected onto the outcoupling
cavity mirror, they will be transferred into one of the corresponding photonic states |p0〉,
|p1〉, |p2〉 or |p3〉. These states are not orthogonal. However, they can be written in a
basis of orthogonal states corresponding to the different photonic output modes of the
system. These modes are the reflected mode |pr〉, the mode describing scattering from the
first/second atom

∣∣pa1/a2

〉
, the mode describing scattering losses at a mirror |pm〉, and the

mode describing the transmission through the cavity |pt〉. As an example, one can calculate
the different components of these modes for the two-atom states {|↑↑〉 , |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉 , |↓↓〉}
that form a basis. These configurations are listed in table C.1 and the corresponding
amplitudes for |pr〉, |pt〉,

∣∣pa1/a2

〉
and |pm〉 are calculated according to equation 4.20. After

impinging the photons onto the cavity, their state is entangled with the state of the atom.
The combined atom-light state can be expressed as

|ψa,p〉 = a0 |p0〉 |↑↑〉+ a1 |p1〉 |↑↓〉+ a2 |p2〉 |↓↑〉+ a3 |p3〉 |↓↓〉 =

3∑
i=0

ai |pi〉 |ai〉 . (C.6)
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Table C.1.: Photon components after the reflection process.
For the four different input spin configurations of the two atoms, the respective photonic state is
calculated. Note the minus sign in front of the |pr〉 component for the scenario in which the atoms
occupy the state |↓↓〉. This sign changes into plus for a non-vanishing number of coupling atoms in
the cavity mode (N > 0). When no coupling atoms are present in the cavity mode (N = 0), the
modes |pa1〉 and |pa2〉 are not populated as no scattering from an atom can occur.

N Atomic state Photonic state

0 |↓↓〉 |p3〉=-0.825|pr〉+0.362|pt〉+0.435|pm〉
1 |↓↑〉 |p2〉=0.783|pr〉+0.043|pt〉+0.619|pa2〉+0.435|pm〉
1 |↑↓〉 |p1〉=0.783|pr〉+0.043|pt〉+0.619|pa1〉+0.435|pm〉
2 |↑↑〉 |p0〉=0.884|pr〉+0.023|pt〉+0.329|pa1〉+0.329|pa2〉+0.028|pm〉

Alternatively, it can be expressed as a density matrix of the form

ρa,p = |ψa,p〉 〈ψa,p| =
3∑

i,j=0

ai,j |ai〉 〈aj | ⊗ |pi〉 〈pj | . (C.7)

The photon can be transferred into different output modes. However, when it is destroyed
it is traced out of the combined density matrix. What remains is a modified atomic density
matrix that can be expressed as

ρa = Trphoton(ρa,p) =

3∑
i,j=0

aia
∗
j 〈pj | pi〉 |ai〉 〈aj | . (C.8)

This expression is almost the same as the atomic density matrix |ψatom〉 〈ψatom| with
the modification of the overlap factor 〈pj | pi〉 in front of the respective atomic states. To
evaluate expression C.8, the scalar products of the form 〈pj | pi〉 need to be calculated. Table
C.2 shows an evaluation of the different photonic factors corresponding to the respective
atomic projectors |ai〉 〈aj | with i,j ∈ {0,1,2,3}.
Employing the calculated expressions for 〈pj | pi〉 with the respective cavity parameters
yields the matrix

Mgate =
∑

i,i∈{0,1,2,3}

〈pj | pi〉 |ai〉 〈aj | =


1.000 0.905 0.905 −0.717
0.905 1.000 0.640 −0.622
0.905 0.640 1.000 −0.622
−0.717 −0.622 −0.622 1.000

 (C.9)

in the basis {|↑↑〉 , |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉 |↓↓〉}. A density matrix describing the initial state of the two-
atom pair in the cavity can be multiplied to this matrix with the elementwise Hadamard
product to obtain the resulting density matrix if no heralding is applied. In the limit of
vanishing losses, the matrix describing the gate process converges to

Mgate, ideal =


1.000 1.000 1.000 −1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 −1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 −1.000
−1.000 −1.000 −1.000 1.000

 . (C.10)
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Table C.2.: Atomic projectors and corresponding photonic correction factors.
The table shows the correction factors in the density matrix that arise when performing the trace
operation over all possible photonic output modes of the system. These factors modify the density
matrix defined in equation C.8 and result in a fidelity that will deviate from unity. The numerical
values of the closed expressions in this table appear as the entries of the matrix Mgate defined in
equation C.9.

|ai〉 〈aj | Corresponding photonic factor〈pj | pi〉
|↑↑〉 〈↑↑| 1

|↑↑〉 〈↑↓| r(2)r(1) + t(2)t(1) + 1/
√

2(a(2)a(1)) +m(2)m(1)

|↑↑〉 〈↓↑| r(2)r(1) + t(2)t(1) + 1/
√

2(a(2)a(1)) +m(2)m(1)
|↑↑〉 〈↓↓| r(2)r(0) + t(2)t(0) +m(2)m(0)

|↑↓〉 〈↑↑| r(2)r(1) + t(2)t(1) + 1/
√

2(a(2)a(1)) +m(2)m(1)
|↑↓〉 〈↑↓| 1
|↑↓〉 〈↓↑| r(1)r(1) + t(1)t(1) +m(1)m(1)
|↑↓〉 〈↓↓| r(1)r(0) + t(1)t(0) +m(1)m(0)

|↓↑〉 〈↑↑| r(2)r(1) + t(2)t(1) + 1/
√

2(a(2)a(1)) +m(2)m(1)
|↓↑〉 〈↑↓| r(1)r(1) + t(1)t(1) +m(1)m(1)
|↓↑〉 〈↓↑| 1
|↓↑〉 〈↓↓| r(1)r(0) + t(1)t(0) +m(1)m(0)
|↓↓〉 〈↑↑| r(2)r(0) + t(2)t(0) +m(2)m(0)
|↓↓〉 〈↑↓| r(1)r(0) + t(1)t(0) +m(1)m(0)
|↓↓〉 〈↓↑| r(1)r(0) + t(1)t(0) +m(1)m(0)
|↓↓〉 〈↓↓| 1

The negative signs on the off-diagonal elements in this matrix are reminiscent of the phase
shift mechanism in the reflection process.
The fidelity of the experimentally generated states with the ideally expected states can
now be calculated. This calculation is performed for an ideally expected Bell state
|Φ−〉 = 1√

2
(|↑↑〉 − |↓↓〉). Besides the scattering of photons into undesired loss modes, there

is a series of additional effects that influence the fidelity of the generated states. These
additional effects are imperfect state preparation (1%), imperfect matching of the impinging
photons to the cavity mode (8%) and imperfect qubit rotations (3%).

For a calculation of the fidelity, the density matrix C.8 is admixed with erroneous con-
tributions. When taking into account the imperfect mode matching, the density matrix
after the reflection is given by (1− 0.92)ρnon-interacting + 0.92Mgate ρinteracting. Performing
similar calculations for the other sources of error (state preparation and qubit rotation
errors) yields the expected density matrix

ρexp =


0.49 −0.04 −0.04 −0.30
−0.04 0.08 −0.016 −0.03
−0.04 −0.016 0.08 −0.03
−0.30 −0.03 −0.03 0.35

 . (C.11)

This is the density matrix of the generated state before the measurement process. It has a
fidelity of F = 〈Φ−| ρexp |Φ−〉 = 72% with the ideal |Φ−〉 state.
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Table C.3.: Errors of the state detection process.
The table shows the populations measured in the double state detection protocol (see section 2.4.3.3)
after a certain initial state (left column) was generated via optical pumping. The deviations of the
desired populations from unity lead to an error associated to the state detection process.

Prepared state P↓↓ P↓↑ P↑↓ P↑↑
|↓↓〉 0.974 0.013 0.013 0.000

|↑↓〉 / |↓↑〉 0.035 0.931/0.000 0.000/0.931 0.035
|↑↑〉 0.000 0.015 0.015 0.970

The imperfect state detection process introduces another source of error. These errors were
characterized in a separate measurement. In the characterization measurement, certain well
defined two-atom states were prepared by optical pumping before the double state detection
protocol (section 2.4.3.3) was applied. The outcome of the respective characterization
measurement is listed in table C.3.

The fidelity of the measured state with the ideal Bell state |Φ−〉 can be calculated
by utilizing the populations of the expected density matrix ρexp before the detection pro-
cess (C.11) and a subsequent evaluation of the expected outcome after the state detection
measurement. For this, the respective measurements in table C.3 are employed. For a
calculation of the fidelity, the parity signal including the state detection errors needs to be
evaluated as well. The calculation shows that when including the state detection errors,
this signal has an oscillation amplitude of 0.55. This value is slightly lower than the
amplitude of 0.61 obtained from the parity oscillation signal from the density matrix ρexp

before the state detection process. From the amplitude of 0.55, the measured off-diagonal
element in the density matrix ρ↑↑,↓↓ can be inferred. The calculation of the fidelity is
performed with equation 4.8 and yields a value of 68%. Thus, a fidelity of 68% is expected
in the case of a single-photon source and no heralding. This number is higher than the
classical threshold of 50% and includes all experimental sources of error. As no heralding
is applied, the efficiency of the scheme is unity and the atom-atom gate is deterministic in
this case. The calculated fidelity of 68% is lower than the experimentally measured value
of 76% where weak coherent pulses were used in combination with the postselection process.

The absence of postselection in the calculated case is responsible for the biggest con-
tribution to the fidelity reduction. The cases in which the single photon is scattered into
one of the loss modes are not suppressed as the heralding process is switched off. However,
the efficiency of the gate is unity in this case. In a scenario when a high fidelity is needed,
it is beneficial to sacrifice the high efficiency for a higher fidelity by postselecting the data
on the cases in which the photon arrives at the detectors monitoring the reflection mode.
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C.2. Expected State Fidelity Employing a Single-Photon Source
With Heralding

To calculate the expected fidelity including the heralding process, the combined atom-
photon density matrix C.7 needs to be projected onto the reflected photonic mode |pr〉. The
heralding process physically performs this projection operation on the initially generated
density matrix ρa,p. The result can be expressed in the form

〈pr| ρa,p |pr〉 = ρa ◦


r(2)2 r(2)r(1) r(2)r(1) r(2)r(0)

r(2)r(1) r(1)2 r(1)2 r(1)r(0)
r(2)r(1) r(1)2 r(1)2 r(1)r(0)
r(2)r(0) r(1)r(0) r(1)r(0) r(0)2

 (C.12)

= ρa ◦


0.797 0.712 0.712 −0.736
0.712 0.636 0.636 −0.657
0.712 0.636 0.636 −0.657
−0.736 −0.657 −0.657 0.680

 . (C.13)

In an analog calculation to the one in section C.1, the errors associated to mode matching,
state preparation, rotation and detection can be included. A calculation of the expected
fidelity with an ideal |Φ−〉 state yields a value of 82%.

This value is higher than in the scenario where the heralding was not used. The rea-
son for this lies in the fact that the scattering events of the photons into the loss modes
can be removed from the data. This is done at the expense of the gate efficiency. Due to
the postselection process, the corresponding efficiency decreases from unity to a value of
32%. This efficiency is dominated by the finite cavity reflectivity on resonance (67%) and
the detection efficiency of the employed single-photon detectors (55%). Nevertheless, it is
7.6 times higher than in the scenario in which weak coherent pulses were employed. Here,
an efficiency of 4.2% was achieved at a mean photon number of n̄ = 0.13. A summary of
the different possibilities for the postselection process is given in table 4.4.



D. List of Abbreviations

� AOD: Acousto-optical deflector

� AOM: Acousto-optical modulator

� BD: Beam dump

� BS: Beam splitter

� Cavity QED: Cavity quantum electrodynamics

� Cps: Counts per second

� EMCCD: Electron multiplying charge-coupled device

� EOM: Electro-optical modulator

� FORT: Far-off-resonance trap

� FSR: Free spectral range

� FWHM: Full width at half maximum

� MOT: Magneto-optical trap

� NA: Numerical aperture

� NPBS: Non-polarizing beam splitter

� PBS: Polarizing beam splitter

� PD: Photodiode

� QIP: Quantum information processing

� QKD: Quantum key distribution

� Qubit: Quantum bit

� SLM: Spatial light modulator

� SPD: Single-photon detector

� TDC: Time-to-digital converter

� vSTIRAP: Vacuum-stimulated Raman adiabatic passage
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